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Foreword
The purpose of this work is to apply quantum mechanical techniques to
improve key factors influencing the dielectric performance of high per-
mittivity materials based on perovskites. DFT calculations on a periodic
framework allows the study of materials at the atomic level, giving insight
into phenomena that are diﬃcult to assess experimentally.
Many factors are found to be determinant to the performance of these
extremely complex materials. In this thesis we limited the analysis to a few
of these characteristics. While application-grade materials are typically
composites, using surface-modified solid-solutions of perovskite ceramics
as fillers and polymer or oxide matrices, research on these dielectrics must
concentrate on one of their many aspects. For this reason, in the present
work we analyse the bulk properties of the ceramics, the aim being to find
trends that can be used afterwards to obtain optimal properties in more
complex materials.
The outcome of this study is two-fold. From an application point of
view, it identifies trends that can be used as guidelines for improving the
performances of these dielectrics. From a fundamental point of view, it
provides insight into the mechanisms responsible for the extraordinary
dielectric response of these materials, as well as on the advantages and
limitations of diﬀerent methods for their study.
The main results of this work can be grouped in four classes, the first
two comprising technical results and the other two dealing with the per-
formance of the materials:
Assessment of Simulation Technique: We have compared Hartree-Fock,
Local Density Approximation, Generalized Gradient Approximation,
as well as Hybrid Schemes (B3LYP and PBE0) in order to determine
their advantages and shortcomings for the simulation of structural,
electronic, vibrational and dielectric properties of high-permittivity
ferroelectric perovskites. The quantification of deviations from ex-
perimental data and among the diﬀerent functionals allows an esti-
mate of the reliability of the results obtained by these techniques.
The systematic study of the influence of computational parameters
provides also a basis for future theoretical studies.
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Techniques for the study of Phase Transition: Phase transitions have
a major influence on the dielectric behavior of ferroelectric perovskites.
Their study via ab-initio simulation is particularly diﬃcult because,
in their vicinity, the potential energy surface becomes very flat. To
understand the limits of DFT simulations, we have assessed the pre-
cision that can be obtained in structural properties close to pressure-
induced phase transitions. We have also reviewed the numerical
treatment required for the precise calculation of enthalpy diﬀerences
among possible crystalline phases.
Origin of Giant Dielectric Anomaly: While the anomalous increase
in the permittivity of ferroelectric perovskites in the vicinity of phase
transitions has been thoroughly determined experimentally, the ori-
gin of such phenomenon was still not completely clear. We have
described the relationship between the vanishing frequency of the
soft phonon, the ferrodisplacive nature of the phase transition and
the anomalous increase in the permittivity.
Influence of composition: Having understood the relationship between
the structure of these compounds and their dielectric properties, we
then determined trends in their phase diagrams as a function of com-
position. From the phonon modes of an ideal cubic perovskite struc-
ture at diﬀerent volumes, we have determined a systematic increase
in the ferroelectric instability as the size of the A cation decreases.
The hybridization between the ions in the B site and the oxygens
also seems to influence the phase diagram of these perovskites in
a systematic manner. This provides a theoretical background for
the experimental tuning of properties in complex materials based on
these perovskites.
These major results are complemented by the analysis of preliminary
investigations on the properties of solid-solutions of high-permittivity per-
ovskites, the reproduction of temperature-induced eﬀects and the estima-
tion of the dielectric rigidity of these compounds. While none of these
subjects has been completely explored, the results obtained give impor-
tant insight on essential aspects for future investigations. In the study of
solid-solutions, the diﬀerence in enthalpy among diﬀerent local arrange-
ments has been assessed as a function of pressure for paraelectric phases
and has been found to be small with respect to the reduction in enthalpy
observed in paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transitions. For this reason,
studies of these solutions cannot concentrate solely on one local arrange-
ment. Concerning the eﬀects of temperature on the dielectric proper-
ties of these compounds, we have analysed some of the diﬃculties arising
from a perturbative approach and analysed how an extension of the Ef-
fective Hamiltonian method could be used to assess dielectric properties.
vWhile we did not run calculations for the dielectric rigidity of the stud-
ied compounds, we have discussed how one model initially developed for
alkali-halides could eventually be extended to perovskites, along with the
diﬃculties that are expected to arise and that should be verified when
attempting such extension.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 1 describes the background
required for this study from the viewpoint of the materials. The context
of energy storage is presented and the state of the art of high permittivity
dielectrics based on perovskites is exposed in terms of both experimental
and theoretical results. Chapter 2 deals with the ab-initio methods and in-
troduces the Hartree-Fock and DFT techniques, as well as hybrid methods.
Chapter 3 deals with technical aspects, comparing the diﬀerent function-
als, analyzing the precision with which phase transitions can be simulated
and discussing the relationship between phase transitions, phonons and
the giant dielectric anomaly in 4 perovskites. Chapter 4 applies the same
methods to 3 families of perovskites (12 compounds) in order to extrapo-
late trends for their phase diagram. The preliminary results concerning the
properties of solid-solutions, the eﬀects of temperature on the permittivity
and the estimation of the dielectric rigidity are discussed in Chapter 5. An
interface between the CRYSTAL ab-initio program and Python, which has
been developed during this PhD and used to produce many of its calcula-
tions, is presented in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the obtained
results in the context of the current literature.

Avant-Propos
Le but de ce travail est d’appliquer des techniques de mécanique quan-
tique pour améliorer des facteurs déterminant la performance de matéri-
aux à haute permittivité basés sur des pérovskites. Des calculs utilisant
la Théorie de la Fonctionnelle de la Densité pour des systèmes périodiques
permettent d’étudier ces matériaux à l’échèle atomique, et ainsi mieux
comprendre des phénomènes diﬃcilement accessibles à l’expérience.
Plusieurs paramètres se montrent déterminants pour la performance
de ces matériaux très complexes. Dans cette thèse, nous nous sommes
limités à analyser quelques unes de ces caractéristiques. Dans le contexte
des applications, ces diélectriques sont souvent constitués d’un composite à
matrice polymère ou oxyde, dans laquelle s’insèrent des charges céramiques
composés de solutions solides de diﬀérentes perovskites; possiblement avec
des traitements en couche mince à l’interface charge-matrice. La recherche
sur ces diélectriques doit néanmoins se concentrer dans un premier mo-
ment sur un seul de ces divers aspects. Pour cette raison, dans ce travail,
nous analysons les propriétés massiques des céramiques, pour en tirer des
tendances d’optimisation qui puissent être exploitées pour des matériaux
plus complexes.
Cette thèse porte des résultats sur deux fronts. Au niveau de l’application,
elle identifie des tendances qui peuvent guider l’amélioration des perfor-
mances de ces diélectriques. D’un point de vue fondamental, elle contribue
à la compréhension des mécanismes responsables pour la réponse diélec-
trique exceptionnelle de ces composés et détermine les avantages et limites
des diﬀérentes méthodes dans l’étude de ces composés.
Les résultats majeurs de la thèse peuvent être regroupés dans 4 classes,
les deux premières étant de nature technique et les deux autres portant
directement sur la performance des matériaux :
L’évaluation des techniques de simulation : Nous avons comparé les
méthodes Hartree-Fock, LDA (Approximation de la Densité Locale),
GGA (Approximation des Gradients Généralisée), ainsi que des méth-
odes hybrides (B3LYP et PBE0) pour déterminer leurs avantages
et défauts pour la simulation des propriétés structurales, électron-
iques, vibrationnelles et diélectriques des pérovskites ferroélectriques
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à haute permittivité. La quantification des écarts par rapport à
l’expérience et entre les diﬀérentes techniques permet d’estimer la
fiabilité des résultats obtenus par ces méthodes. L’étude systéma-
tique de l’influence des méthodes sur les résultats de la simulation
sert aussi d’appui pour des investigations théoriques futures
Techniques pour l’étude des transitions de phase : Les transitions
de phase ont un eﬀet déterminant sur le comportement diélectrique
des pérovskites ferroélectriques. Leur étude par des simulations ab-
initio est particulièrement diﬃcile car, au voisinage des transitions,
la surface d’énergie potentielle pour les positions atomiques devient
très plate. Pour comprendre les limitations des simulations basées
sur la Théorie de la Fonctionnelle de la Densité, nous avons évalué
la précision avec laquelle les propriétés structurales de ces composés
peuvent être obtenues proche de la transition de phase. Nous avons
aussi évalué le traitement numérique nécessaire au calcul précis des
diﬀérences d’enthalpie entre les possibles phases cristallines.
Origine de l’anomalie diélectrique géante : Alors que l’accroissement
anomal de la permittivité des pérovskites ferroélectriques au voisi-
nage des transitions de phase a été déterminé en détail expérimen-
talement, les origines de ce phénomène sont encore méconnues dans
la littérature. Nous avons décrit le lien entre la forte réduction des
fréquences de vibration des modes phonons mous, la nature ferrodis-
placive de la transition de phase et l’accroissement anomal de la
permittivité.
Influence de la composition : Une fois comprise la relation entre la
structure de ces composées et leurs propriétés diélectriques, nous
avons investigué les tendances des modifications des diagrammes de
phase de ces composés en réponse à un changement dans leur compo-
sition. A partir des modes de vibration d’une structure pérovskite cu-
bique idéale à diﬀérents volumes, nous avons déterminé un accroisse-
ment systématique de l’instabilité ferroélectrique quand la taille du
cation A décroit. L’hybridation entre les ions dans le site B et
les oxygènes semble aussi avoir une influence systématique sur le
diagramme de phase de ces pérovskites. Ceci constitue un cadre
théorique pour l’ajustement expérimental des propriétés des matéri-
aux complexes basés sur des pérovskites.
A ces résultats principaux s’ajoutent des analyses préliminaires visant
l’investigation des propriétés des solutions solides de pérovskites à haute
permittivité, la prise en compte des eﬀets induits par la température et
l’estimation de la rigidité diélectrique de ces matériaux. Aucun de ces su-
jets n’a été complètement étudié, mais les premiers résultats fournissent
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déjà des informations importantes sur des aspect fondamentaux des investi-
gations futures. Dans l’étude des solutions solides, la diﬀérence d’enthalpie
entre les diﬀérents configurations (ordres locaux) a été déterminée en fonc-
tion de la pression pour des phases paraéléctriques et s’est montrée pe-
tite par rapport à la reduction d’enthalpie observée lors des transitions
de phase paraélectrique-ferroélectrique. Par conséquent, les études des
solutions solides ne peuvent pas être limités à une seule ordre local et
doivent contempler un ensemble significatif de possibilités d’arrangements
cristallins. Pour la prise en compte des eﬀets de la température dans
les propriétés diélectriques de ces composés, nous avons analysé les diﬃ-
cultés d’implémentation d’une approche perturbative et déterminé com-
ment une extension de la méthode de l’Hamiltonian Eﬀectif peut être
utilisée pour l’étude des propriétés diélectriques. Concernant la rigidité
diélectrique des pérovskites, nous n’avons pas réalisé de calcul ab-initio,
mais nous discutons comment un modèle initialement développé pour des
alkali-halides peut être éventuellement étendu à des pérovskites, en explic-
itant les points les plus délicats de cette extension, qui doivent être vérifiés
avant d’entreprendre la tâche.
La thèse est structuré comme suit : Le chapitre 1 décrit les bases fonda-
mentaux de l’étude du point de vue des matériaux traités. Le contexte du
stockage d’énergie est présenté et l’état de l’art des diélectriques à haute-
permittivité est discuté en termes de résultats aussi bien expérimentaux
que théoriques. Le chapitre 2 traite des méthodes ab-initio et introduit
les techniques Hartree-Fock et DFT, ainsi que les méthodes hybrides. Le
chapitre 3 présente des aspects techniques, en faisant une comparaison des
diﬀérents fonctionnelles, en analysant la précision avec laquelle les transi-
tions de phase peuvent être simulées et en discutant les liens entre transi-
tions de phase, modes de vibration et l’anomalie diélectrique géante dans
4 pérovskites. Le chapitre 4 appliques les mêmes méthodes pour étudier
3 familles de pérovskites (12 composés) et en tirer des tendances pour
l’évolution du diagramme de phases en fonction de la composition chim-
ique. Les résultats préliminaires sur les propriétés des solutions solides,
les eﬀets de la température et l’estimation de la rigidité diélectrique sont
discutés dans le chapitre 5. Une interface entre le programme de calcul
ab-initio CRYSTAL et le langage de programmation Python, développée
au long du doctorat et utilisée pour réaliser une grande partie des cal-
culs présentés, est présentée dans le chapitre 6. Finalement, le chapitre 7
discute les résultats obtenus, dans le contexte de la littérature actuelle.

Prefazione
L’obiettivo di questo lavoro è di applicare delle tecniche della meccanica
quantistica per migliorare dei fattori chiave che influenzano le performance
di materiali ad alta permittività basati su delle perovskiti. Calcoli utiliz-
zando la Teoria del Funzionale della Densità (DFT) per sistemi periodici
permettono di investigare i materiali a livello atomico, chiarendo fenomeni
che sono diﬃcili da valutare da un punto di vista sperimentale.
Molti fattori contribuiscono alla performance di questi materiali pi-
uttosto complessi. In questa tesi, l’analisi è stata limitata ad alcune di
queste caratteristiche. I materiali utilizzati per le applicazioni sono di
solito dei compositi, che utilizzano soluzioni solide di ceramiche perovskiti
come filler e matrici ossidiche o polimeriche, però la ricerca su questi dielet-
trici deve concentrarci su una singola proprietà alla volta. Per questa ra-
gione, in questo lavoro analizziamo le proprietà di massa delle ceramiche,
con l’obiettivo di trovare delle tendenze che possano essere sfruttate per
ottenere proprietà ottimale nei materiali più complessi.
Il lavoro ha portato risultati di due nature. Dal punto di vista dell’ap-
plicazione, abbiamo identificato delle tendenze che possono essere sfruttate
per guidare il miglioramento della performance dei dielettrici. Dal punto
di vista fondamentale, abbiamo ottenuto informazioni sul meccanismo re-
sponsabile della risposta dielettrica eccezionale delle perovskiti, e abbiamo
evidenziato vantaggi e limitazioni di diversi metodi per l’investigazione
delle loro proprietà.
I risultati di questo lavoro possono essere raggruppati in quattro classi,
le due prime di una natura tecnica e le altre due che riguardano la perfor-
mance dielettrica:
Valutazione della tecnica di simulazione: Abbiamo confrontato i me-
todi Hartree-Fock, LDA (Approssimazione di Densità Locale), GGA
(Approssimazione di Gradiente Generalizzato) e dei metodi ibridi
per determinare il loro vantaggi e svantaggi per la simulazione delle
proprietà strutturali, elettroniche, vibrazionali e dielettriche delle
perovskiti ad alta permittività. La quantificazione delle deviazioni
rispetto ai dati sperimentali e tra i diversi funzionali permette di es-
timare l’aﬃdabilità dei risultati ottenuti con questi tecniche. Questo
xi
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studio sistematico costituisce anche una base per lavori teorici futuri.
Tecniche per lo studio delle transizioni di fase: Le transizioni di fase
hanno una influenza notevole sulla risposta dielettrica dei perovskiti.
Il loro studio via simulazioni ab-initio è piuttosto diﬃcile perché, vi-
cino alle transizioni, la superficie di potenziale per i nuclei diventa
molto piatta. Per capire i limiti delle simulazioni DFT, abbiamo de-
terminato la precisione che può essere ottenuta sulle proprietà strut-
turali vicino a transizioni di fase indotte dalla pressione. Abbiamo
anche rivisto il tratamento numerico necessario al calcolo preciso
delle diﬀerenze d’entalpia tra le possibile fasi cristalline.
Origini della anomalia dielettrica gigante: L’aumento anomalo della
permittività delle perovskiti ferroelettriche vicino alle transizioni di
fase è stato descritto sperimentalmente, ma l’origine di questo fenomeno
non è stata ancora completamente determinata. In questo lavoro, ab-
biamo descritto il rapporto tra le frequenze evanescenti dei modi di
vibrazione morbidi, la natura ferrodistorsiva della transizione di fase
e l’aumento anomalo della permittività.
Influenza della composizione: Una volta capito il rapporto tra la strut-
tura di questi composti e le loro proprietà dielettriche, abbiamo
determinato tendenze nel loro diagrammi di fase in funzione della
composizione. Partendo dai modi di vibrazione di una struttura
perovskite cubica ideale a diversi volumi, abbiamo determinato un
aumento sistematico della instabilità ferroelettrica quando le dimen-
sioni del catione A diminuiscono. Anche l’ibridazione tra lo ione nel
sito B e gli ossigeni sembra avere un’influenza sistematica nel loro
diagrammi di fase. Questi risultati forniscono una base teorica per
l’ottimizzazione sperimentale delle proprietà di materiali complessi
basati sulle perovskiti.
A questi risultati principali vengono aggiunti investigazioni preliminari
delle proprietà delle soluzioni solide di perovskiti ad alta permittività, la
simulazione di eﬀetti indotti dalla temperatura e la valutazione della rigid-
ità dielettrica di questi composti. Nessuno di questi temi è stato investigato
in modo esaustivo, però i risultati ottenuti servono a guidare le ricerche
future. Nello studio delle soluzioni solide, la diﬀerenza d’entalpia tra le con-
figurazioni d’ordine locale è stata esaminata e il suo valore risulta piccolo
rispetto alla riduzione d’entalpia osservata nel rilassamento delle instabilità
ferroelettriche. Per questa ragione, li studi di queste soluzioni non possono
concentrarsi in una solo configurazione strutturale. Per trattare li eﬀetti
della temperatura sulle proprietà dielettriche di questi composti, abbiamo
analizzato alcune delle diﬃcoltà della implementazione di un approccio
perturbativo e abbiamo proposto un’estensione del metodo del Hamilto-
niano Eﬀettivo per la valutazione delle proprietà dielettriche. La rigidità
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dielettrica non è stata calcolata per i nostri composti, ma abbiamo anal-
izzato come estendere al caso delle perovskiti un modello sviluppato per
alcali-alogenuri, e le diﬃcoltà che sono attese da questa estensione.
Questa tesi è strutturata come segue. Il Capitolo 1 descrive il back-
ground di questo studio dal punto di vista dei materiali. Il contesto dello
stoccaggio di energia è presentato e lo stato dell’arte è presentato da punti
di vista teorici e sperimentali. Il Capitolo 2 tratta metodi ab-initio ed in-
troduce le tecniche Hartree-Fock, DFT e ibridi. Il Capitolo 3 tratta aspetti
tecnici, confrontando diversi funzionali, valutando la precisione della deter-
minazione delle transizioni di fase e discutendo il rapporto tra le transizione
di fase, i modi di vibrazione e l’anomalia dielettrica gigante in quattro per-
ovskiti. Il Capitolo 4 applica le stesse tecniche allo studio di tre famiglie
di perovskiti (12 composti) per identificare tendenze nei loro diagrammi di
fase. I risultati preliminari sulle proprietà delle soluzioni solide, li eﬀetti
della temperatura nella permittività e la valutazione della rigidità dielet-
trica sono esposti nel Capitolo 5. Un’interfaccia tra il programma ab-initio
CRYSTAL e il linguaggio di programmazione Python, sviluppata durante
la tesi, è presentata nel Capitolo 6. Alla fine, il Capitolo 7 discute i risultati
ottenuti, nel contesto della letteratura.
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Chapter 1
Context
A large part of the information in this chapter has been pub-
lished by the author, and can be found in the article Do Amaral
de Andrade Sophia, G. (2013). Diélectriques à haute permittiv-
ité : effets des nanostructures et microstructures. Techniques
de l’Ingénieur - Fondamentaux en chimie, base documentaire
: TIB106DUO(af6632). Here we present selected parts of the
published information that are relevant for the PhD thesis,
complementing it with a discussion of phase transition phe-
nomena (section 1.4).
Dielectrics are strategical materials for both the electric and electronic
industries. In capacitors, they are employed for energy storage, for filter-
ing out noise in an electronic circuit and for providing short bursts of high
power. In field-eﬀect transistors, they constitute the gate, whose geom-
etry is highly constrained by its dielectric response. Telecommunication
industry employs them for the construction of dielectric resonators. In-
creased performance demand in all these applications have imposed new
requirements for high permittivity materials.
The reduction in the size of electronic components has pushed the
dimensions of field-eﬀect transistors (FET) under 100nm. But, if the per-
mittivity of the dielectric used in the gate of the FET is not increased,
this reduction leads to many technical problems. Indeed, the aspect ratio1
of this component must be conserved to preserve its functioning mode,
avoiding changing between long-channel and short-channel behavior. As
a consequence, the thickness of the gate must be decreased proportionally
when the size of the transistor is reduced. This intensifies the tunneling
conduction through the gate which hinders its performance and increases
energy consumption and heat dissipation. The use of materials possess-
ing higher permittivity allows nevertheless a change in the aspect ratio of
1Ratio of the width of an object to its height
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the gate, increasing its thickness while conserving the functioning mode.
Research on dielectrics is thus strategic to the reduction in the size of
transistors.
At the same time, in order to reduce response time of electronic sys-
tems, new designs aim at reducing the distance between active and pas-
sive components by embedding capacitors in the printed circuit substrates.
Nevertheless, high permittivity ceramics are usually sintered in tempera-
tures over 1,000◦C, far higher than what is tolerated by organic substrates.
Furthermore, in energy storage applications, the optimisation of the capac-
itance favors the use of thin-films multi-layer capacitors, but few electrode
metals are compatible with the high sintering temperatures required for
ceramics. These oxydes are also not suitable for low-cost high-scalability
thin films production techniques such as inkjet printing.
Lastly, recent directives on the use of hazardous substances in the Eu-
ropean Union limit the use of lead to 1000 ppm by weight on each ho-
mogeneous material in most products, eﬀectively prohibiting the use of
lead-based ferroelectrics (RoHS, 2003). These are among the most com-
monly employed high-permittivity ceramics nowadays.
All these factors have motivated recent research on novel lead-free nano-
structured high-permittivity dielectrics(Jo et al., 2011, Ni et al., 2012,
Szwagierczak and Kulawik, 2010, Yang et al., 2008, Yoon et al., 2010,
Zhou et al., 2009, Zou et al., 2010). These eﬀorts are mostly concentrated
on solid-solutions of ferroelectrics and other high-permittivities ceramics,
which can also be incorporated as fillers in organic composites, making
them suitable to inkjet printing techniques and enhancing their mechani-
cal properties.
In this chapter, we will discuss the main considerations when assessing
the performance of a dielectric for energy storage. Then we will look
more closely at the nanoscopic origins of high permittivity in perovskites.
Later, we will discuss how materials of identical nominal composition can
present diﬀerent behavior and we will present typical performance for the
discussed materials. Finally, we will review theoretical results about the
phase transitions of these compounds.
1.1 Dielectrics
The requirements for a high-permittivity dielectric are quite delicate. On
the one side, it is required to be an insulator, such as vacuum or a ma-
terial where charges cannot move macroscopically. On the other side, the
charges must be able to perform small displacements, leading to a net po-
larization, in response to an electric field. In other words, there should be
no free charges on the material, but bound charges must be present and
suﬃciently mobile. Glass, plastics, ceramics, air and nitrogen are all exam-
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ples of dielectrics, but most of them present only very small polarization
in response to a field.
The permittivity, or dielectric constant, is the physical property that
describes the response of the material to the electric field. It is a macro-
scopic and intensive property1. In a linear, homogenous and isotropic
medium, with instant dielectric response, the polarization induced by an
electric field is proportional to the field and can be written as
!P = ǫ0(ǫr − 1) !E = ǫ0χ!E, (1.1)
where ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85× 10−12F/m), ǫr is the relative
permittivity of the material (1 in the case of vacuum) and χ is its electric
susceptibility.
In anisotropic media, the relative permittivity becomes a second-order
tensor and the induced polarization is not necessarily aligned with the
electric field. In general, the dielectric response of a material is not in-
stantaneous and the relationship between electric field and polarization
becomes
!P (t) = ǫ0
∫ +∞
−∞
χ(t− t′) !E(t′)dt′, (1.2)
where χ(t − t′) is the response function of the material for an event that
happened t− t′ seconds in the past (χ(t− t′) = 0 if t < t′).
Using a Fourier transformation, we can define spectral quantities:
!E(ω) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
!E(t)eiωtdt, (1.3)
!P (ω) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
!P (t)eiωtdt, (1.4)
χ(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
χ(t)eiωtdt, (1.5)
and obtain from equation 1.2 the relationship
!P (ω) = ǫ0χ(ω) !E(ω). (1.6)
The relationship ǫr(ω) = 1 + χ(ω) is also still valid.
The dependence of the permittivity of a material on the frequency of
the applied field is a signature of the diﬀerent mechanisms that contribute
to its polarization. In fact, these can be classified into four broad families
of increasing response time:
1An intensive property of a system is such that its value is independent of the size
of the system, in contrast to extensive properties, which scale linearly with the size of
the system.
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Electronic Occurs as the electron density surrounding the nuclei changes,
without a displacement of the latter. It is a direct response to the
presence of the electric field by the electrons.
Ionic / Atomic The electric field (and the change in electron density)
also interacts with the nuclei, that may move in response. This
displacement gives two contributions to the polarization: one arising
directly from the displacement of the atomic charge, and one from
the rearrangement of the electron density in response to the nuclear
displacement, which may include a transfer of charge among neighbor
atoms (Ghosez et al., 1998).
Rotation / Orientation Some materials possess permanent internal dipole
moments, often arising from the presence of polar molecules or polar
substitutions and defects in crystals. These may be rearranged in
response to the electric fields, giving rise to a strong polarization,
but with a long response time.
Interfacial Macroscopic ceramics usually present inhomogeneities, ex-
tended defects and grain boundaries. The diﬀerence in electronic
properties of these regions may lead to a displacement of charges
over a few microns (space charges). It is the case for example when
the grain is a small-gap semiconductor and the grain boundary is an
insulator. In response to an electric field, the charges in the grain
may be excited to the conduction band, provoking a large charge
displacement inside the grain. The charges are blocked in the grain
boundary, preventing conduction at the macroscopic level, but lead-
ing to a large polarization.
In the presence of conduction, the susceptibility χ(ω) and the permit-
tivity ǫ(ω) of a material also have an imaginary part (Seybold, 2005, p. 22),
usually written as:
ǫr = ǫ
′
r + iǫ
′′
r = ǫ
′
r − i
σ(ω)
ǫ0ω
(1.7)
where σ(ω) is the conductivity at frequency ω. While the real part is re-
lated to the peak energy stored in the electric field applied to the material,
the imaginary part is associated with the dielectric loss during the period
of the field. In fact, for a material subject to an oscillating electric field,
the mean power W dissipated in a cycle is proportional to the imaginary
dielectric constant:
W (ω) ∝ | !E|2ǫ′′r (ω) (1.8)
Most often, the dielectric losses are expressed in terms of the loss tangent,
which is the factor
tan δ(ω) =
ǫ′′r (ω)
ǫ′r(ω)
(1.9)
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Figure 1.1: Real and Imaginary permittivity of a hypothetical material
presenting all four classes of relaxation phenomena, at their typical fre-
quencies. As frequency increases, less mechanisms participate in the po-
larization and the permittivity tends toward the vacuum value (Ekanayake
et al., 2004). PHz and EHz stand for petaHertz (1015Hz) and exaHertz
(1018Hz) respectively.
and is proportional to the energy loss divided by the stored energy in a
cycle of a capacitor using this dielectric.
Figure 1.1 presents the eﬀects of the diﬀerent polarization mechanisms
on the real and imaginary permittivities of a material. Usually, one or two
contributions dominate the response of a given compound. The typical
frequencies at which they appear can be used to determine the physical
origin of the polarization.
1.1.1 Permittivity and energy storage
One of the main applications of dielectric materials is the construction of
capacitors for storing energy. These devices hold a charge Q equal to the
potential diﬀerence V on its terminals multiplied by the capacitance C,
which is proportional to the permittivity of the dielectric and also depends
on geometric factors:
Q = CV. (1.10)
This same capacitance relates the stored energy U and the potential dif-
ference V :
U =
1
2
CV 2 (1.11)
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For a simple parallel-plate capacitor, the capacitance is proportional to the
surface S of the plates and inversely proportional to the distance between
the plates d.
C = ǫ0ǫr
S
d
(1.12)
But every dielectric becomes conducting if subjected to a field of suﬃcient
intensity (breakdown field). Thus, the maximum potential diﬀerence Vmax
that can be applied to the capacitor depends on the breakdown field Emax
and the distance between the plates d:
Vmax = Emaxd (1.13)
As such, the maximum energy that can be stored becomes
Umax =
1
2
ǫ0ǫrE
2
maxSd =
1
2
ǫ0ǫrE
2
maxΩ (1.14)
where Ω is the volume of dielectric. In general, a given dielectric cannot
store more than
umax =
1
2
ǫ0ǫrE
2
max (1.15)
per unity volume. As such, it is important for a dielectric material to
posses both high permittivity and high breakdown field for an application
in energy storage.
1.1.2 Inhomogeneous dielectrics
The elevated sintering temperatures (over 1000◦C) required by high per-
mittivity ceramics and their brittle nature hinder their integration in elec-
tronic devices. To solve this problem, they are often incorporated as fillers
in organic matrices. The resulting dielectric behavior is described by the-
ories of inhomogeneous media and is very complex, allowing a fine tuning
of the composite permittivity and dielectric loss, among other properties.
While the interested reader can refer, for example, to the review of Dang
et al. (2012), here we summarize its main results.
The response of the ceramic fillers is often the main determinant to the
total permittivity, while the polymer matrix influences mostly the break-
down field. The geometry of the filler distribution is also an important
parameter and, for a certain volume fraction of non-conducting fillers, the
macroscopic permittivity ǫc of the composite can vary among two extremes,
presented in Figure 1.2. In the limit of a serial capacitors geometry, the
permittivity is minimal and equal to
ǫc,min =
ǫmǫf
ǫmφf + ǫfφm
(1.16)
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Figure 1.2: Diﬀerent geometry distribution of fillers: in a) the serial ca-
pacitors limit, in b) the parallel capacitors limit and in c) an intermediate
distribution.
where ǫm is the permittivity of the matrix, ǫf that of the fillers, φf the
volume fraction occupied by the fillers and φm = 1− φf that occupied by
the matrix.
In the parallel capacitors limit, the permittivity is maximal and attains:
ǫc,max = ǫmφm + ǫfφf . (1.17)
Many models have been developed to deal with the most common cases
of fillers homogeneously dispersed in the matrix, that fall between these
two limits (Maxwell-Garnet, Jaysundere-Smith, Wagner theory, Brugge-
man eﬀective medium). In every case, a great improvement in permittiv-
ity is obtained by an increase in the permittivity and the volume fraction
of the fillers. As such, an optimisation of these composites includes an
optimisation of the bulk properties of the ceramics that are used as fillers.
In the end, the final permittivity of a material is the sum of contribu-
tions from many phenomena that occur in diﬀerent spatial and temporal
scales. This separation allows one to study each eﬀect independently and
classify dielectrics according to the relative magnitude that each mecha-
nism presents on them.
1.2 Origins of High Permittivity on Perovskites
Up to this point, the discussion has been kept on a general level. Now, we
will discuss the occurrence of abnormally high permittivity, in particular
in perovskites. The ideal perovskite structure consists of a cube, as shown
in Figure 1.3, with one cation (named cation A) at each corner, oxygen
atoms at the center of each face, as well as another cation (cation B) at
the center of the cube. Given its coordination, cation B can be described
as being in the center of an oxygen octahedron. Typically, cation A has an
oxydation state +2 and cation B +4 but not all perovskites present this
electronic configuration. This ideal cube can be distorted into tetragonal,
orthorhombic, or rhombohedrical structures, reducing the symmetry of the
system and, most importantly, eliminating inversion symmetry.
In perovskites, more than electronic configurations, the main factors
influencing the bulk properties of high-permittivity perovskites are nano-
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Figure 1.3: Ideal cubic structure, constituted of oxygen (O) and two cations
(A and B).
and micro-structures. The presence of internal barrier layers, spontaneous
polarization, and nano-polar domains are the fundamental elements im-
plied in the dielectric response. The polarization arising from long-range
order, in particular, is very sensitive to structural changes and present
anomalous behavior at phase transitions. These structures will be sum-
marized in the next section along with the non-linear temperature- and
frequency-dependent behavior that they originate.
In this section, we will see 3 important classes of high-permittivity per-
ovskites - Internal Barrier Layer Capacitors (IBLC), classic ferroelectrics
and relaxor ferroelectrics - as well as two phenomena that are important in
these materials - Morphotropic Phase Boundaries (MPB) and Non-linear
dielectric behavior. Briefly, IBLC present a long range polarization phe-
nomena arising from interfacial polarization, classic ferroelectrics present
a macroscopic dipole moment created by ordered deformations of the unit
cell, while relaxor ferroelectrics present a macroscopic polarization with
disordered deformations of the unit cell. Morphotropic phase boundaries
are phase transitions arising from a change of composition in solid so-
lutions and non-linear dielectric behavior is the variation of the relative
permittivity with the change in intensity of the applied electric field.
1.2.1 Internal Barrier Layer Capacitance (IBLC)
This classic example of interfacial polarization is seen in small gap semi-
conductors whose grain boundaries act as an insulator. The charge accu-
mulation at the interfaces renders this system equivalent to a network of
capacitors, as shown in Figure 1.4. Usually, the stoichiometry of these two
regions are quite diﬀerent, leading to a very inhomogeneous material. Most
studies of this phenomena have dealt with the perovskites CaCu3Ti4O12
(CCTO), in which it dominates the dielectric response.
While the IBLC nanostructure gives rise to very high polarizations (of
the order of 105) it usually suﬀers from high dielectric losses and macro-
scopic conduction, as shown in Figure 1.5. The chemistry of the grain
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Figure 1.4: Simple model of a dielectric presenting internal barrier layer
capacitance. In the presence of a field, electrons are promoted to the
conduction band of the grains and concentrate in the interface between
them and the grain boundary. Neglecting other phenomena, the system
behaves as a network of capacitors (in the grain boundaries) connected by
conducting grains.
Figure 1.5: Real part of the relative permittivity ǫ (a) and conductivity
σ (b) of CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) as a function of temperature for diﬀerent
field frequencies (Lunkenheimer et al., 2004).
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Figure 1.6: Typical structure of a ABO3 perovskite: a) the paraelectric
cubic structure, b) a ferroelectric tetragonal structure with the direction
of its macroscopic polarisation !P , c) an anti-ferroelectric structure.
boundaries has to be optimized to limit both these hindrances. Also be-
cause of the thermal activation of the conduction mechanism, the frequency
and temperature dependence of the permittivity follows a power law that is
typical for semiconductors with hopping localized charge carriers, at least
for CCTO (Tselev et al., 2004).
1.2.2 Ferroelectricity
Ferroelectric compounds, such as many high-permittivity perovskites, pos-
sess a spontaneous macroscopic polarization in absence of external electric
fields. In crystals, this requires inversion symmetry to be broken, so that
dipole moment can be non-zero in a given direction.
Figure 1.6 presents typical structures of a simple ABO3 perovskite. In
a perfectly ordered crystal, if the dipole moment of the ABO3 cell is zero,
it is considered paraelectric. If it is non-zero and neighboring ABO3 cells
present the same direction of polarization, the crystal becomes ferroelec-
tric. If the polarization of neighboring ABO3 cells present opposite direc-
tions, the total dipole moment of the crystal totals zero and it is considered
an anti-ferroelectric. When neighboring ABO3 cell diﬀer in composition,
their dipole moments can present opposite directions without completely
canceling, in which case the material is ferrielectric. Ferroelectric phases
in perovskites are usually tetragonal, orthorhombic or rhombohedral. The
spontaneous polarizations of these phases align with the 〈001〉c, 〈011〉c and
〈111〉c cubic axes respectively.
Ferroelectricity is also observed in polymers, liquid crystals, hydrogen
bonded crystals and complex oxides, although the permittivity of most of
them is much lower than what can be attained with perovskites. Oxydes
with tungsten bronze and Aurivillius structures are also exceptional ferro-
electrics (Zhang and Li, 2012). One should note that ferroelectricity can
also appear in combination with IBLC phenomena (Xu and Itoh, 2005).
In a crystal, grains usually diﬀer in orientation and, as a consequence,
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Figure 1.7: Typical hysteresis of a ferroelectric, presenting the polarization
at saturation Ps, the remnant polarization Pr and the coercitive field Ec.
the polarization is not completely homogeneous among them. Their dipoles
align diﬀerently in response to an applied field, leading to non-linear polar-
ization and hysteresis, as shown in Figure 1.7. At zero field, the material
presents non-zero polarization, that increases linearly as the first dipoles
start to align with the field. At larger field, the polarization becomes
non-linear until it reaches a saturation point (of polarization !Ps) when all
regions of the crystal have their dipoles aligned with the external field.
From this state, as the electric field is reduced to zero, some dipoles re-
lax their alignment, but a net remnant polarization !Pr remains. The net
polarization only becomes zero when an opposite field attains a certain
value, called coercive field Ec. The ideal dielectric behavior of a ferro-
electric presents a symmetric hysteresis, although this can be modified
by the presence of defects, interfaces (for thin films), space charges and
mechanical stresses (Zhang and Li, 2012).
The preferential direction for polarization is usually modified when
the crystal undergoes phase transitions, giving rise to a large variation of
spontaneous polarization, as shown in Figure 1.8. In the vicinity of the
transition, a large increase in the permittivity is observed, which is known
as giant dielectric anomaly. It is common for crystals to attain relative
permittivities of 10, 000 in these conditions, but these values becomes very
sensitive to variations in temperature, pressure or composition. Ideally,
the real part of the relative permittivity ǫ follows the Curie-Weiss law for
T > TC , where TC corresponds to the phase transition temperature:
ǫ ∝ (T − TC)−1 (1.18)
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Figure 1.8: Real part of the relative permittivity ǫ of baryum titanate as a
function of temperature T . Four crystal structures are observed and a giant
dielectric anomaly is present along each phase transition. For each phase
possessing a spontaneous polarization, the permittivity is anisotropic, and
the principal values parallel and perpendicular to the polarization axis are
shown (Lines and Glass, 1977).
1.2.3 Relaxor Ferroelectricity
The origin and physical nature of relaxor ferroelectricity is not yet com-
pletely stablished and most of the description available in the literature is
still phenomenological (Bokov and Ye, 2006). In contrast to what happens
with classic ferroelectrics, relaxors do not present a long-range ferroelectric
order. Instead, when cooling from a cubic paraelectric phase, these ma-
terials develop randomly distributed polar distortions that are limited to
nanoscopic domains called polar nano regions (PNR). In Pb(Mn 2
3
Nb 1
3
)O3,
these range from 1.5nm to 7nm (Xu et al., 2004), while in Pb(Zn 1
3
Nb 2
3
)O3,
they range from 7nm to 18nm (La-Orauttapong et al., 2001, Stock et al.,
2004).
At first, the dipole moment as well as the physical limits of each polar
nano region fluctuate and the material is in an ergodic1 relaxor (ER) state.
As it is cooled, the dynamics of these fluctuations slow and can eventu-
ally freeze, usually hundreds degrees below the temperature of formation
of PNRs. At this point, the material enters a non-ergodic relaxor (NR)
metastable state, similar to a dipole glass (Bokov and Ye, 2006). Nei-
ther the ergodic (ER) nor the non-ergodic (NR) state can be considered
a diﬀerent phase from the paraelectric (PE) cubic structure. In eﬀect, no
change in crystal structure occurs in the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale.
1Ergodicity implies that a system assumes over time all of its possible thermodynamic
microstates. In the case of relaxors, this condition is attained when the boundaries of
the nano polar regions are mobile.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the permittivity of a relaxor as a
function of temperature for increasing frequencies f .
If a strong enough external electric field is applied to the material in the
non-ergodic relaxor state, it can irreversibly undergo a phase transition to
a ferroelectric state (FE). Upon heating, this FE state undergoes a phase
transition directly to the ergodic relaxor (ER) state.
Instead of a clear phase transition from the paraelectric cubic phase,
relaxors present three characteristic temperatures:
Burns Temperature Td is the highest temperature under which the ma-
terial presents nano-polar domains, and is usually measured as the
crystal is cooled from the paraelectric structure. It corresponds to
the transition from the paraelectric (PE) to the ergodic relaxor (ER)
states, although it does not correspond physically to a phase tran-
sition because the crystal structure is preserved at the macro- and
mesoscopic scale.
Dynamic Transition Temperature Tm in which the permittivity at-
tains its highest value. It is much lower than Td and increases with
the frequency of the electric field, as shown in figure 1.9.
Nano-domain Freezing Temperature Tf under which the nano-domain
walls are fixed (frozen) and the material is in the non-ergodic relaxor
state. It corresponds to the transition between the ergodic relaxor
(ER) and non-ergodic relaxor (NR) states.
At low temperature (< Tm(f)), the material behaves as a classic fer-
roelectric, presenting hysteresis of the polarisation. As the temperature
increases, the remnant polarisation Pr and coercitive field Ec decrease,
attaining zero at Tm (Papet, 2013).
All relaxors present a disorder in the arrangement of ions among the
crystallographic equivalent sites, called compositional disorder. This is
sometimes designated as chemical, ionic or substitutional disorder. In a
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typical A(B1/2B′1/2)O3 perovskite, the ground state should be ordered so
as to minimize elastic and electrostatic energy, with each type of cation B
or B′ having its own sub-lattice. Nevertheless, thermal motion at higher
temperature displace the ions from their ideal positions. The characteristic
time of relaxation of this disorder back into the ground state is quite long,
even infinite for lower temperatures, leading to an ergodic relaxor, non-
ergodic relaxor or ferroelectric state with inhomogeneous composition.
Some theoretical models consider this disorder to be the origin of ferro-
electric nano-domains, either by producing fluctuations in local paraelectric-
to-ferroelectric transition temperatures, or indirectly by aﬀecting the local
equilibrium of electrostatic interactions and short-range repulsions (Bokov
and Ye, 2006). By annealing at temperatures of the order of 1500K, with
a subsequent slow quench, some relaxors can be brought to a state of
compositional order, which can be total or partial (nanoscopic regions
of ordered composition inside a disordered matrix). This order greatly
aﬀects the ferroelectric properties of relaxors and has contributed to con-
firm the relationship between compositional disorder and relaxor behavior.
Pb(In0.5Nb0.5)O3, for example, is a relaxor, but becomes antiferroelectric
in the ordered state, with a well-defined phase transition (Bokov et al.,
1999).
In contrast to what is seen in classic ferroelectrics, the permittivity
of relaxors does not present a series of sharp peaks. Instead, it shows a
very wide peak centered in the ergodic relaxor phase, extending both into
the paraelectric and non-ergodic relaxor phase and shifting with the field
frequency, as sketched in Figure 1.9. The dependence of the permittivity
on the frequency is much higher for lower temperatures than for higher
temperatures. In the paraelectric phase, the behavior can be described by
the Curie-Weiss law (CW), whose TC lies far below the Burns temperature
Td (Bokov and Ye, 2006). Figure 1.10 presents the real and imaginary
permittivity for Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, showing a shift of dielectric loss peak
towards higher temperatures for higher frequencies, that is common in
relaxors.
Two general mechanisms have been proposed to explain the observed
dispersion. From one point of view, the polar nano regions (PNR) can
be considered as an ensemble of individual thermally-activated dipoles,
interacting directly or via the disordered matrix (Blinc et al., 2001, Vug-
meister and Rabitz, 1998). From the other point of view, charge disorders
can act as random pinning centers and fix polar orientations of the PNR,
whereas the PNR boundaries can expand or retract in response to the field
(Glazounov and Tagantsev, 1999). This movement leads to an increase or
decrease in the volume of the PNR, and thus to variations of its total
dipole moment.
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Figure 1.10: Temperature dependence of the real and imaginary parts of
the permittivity of Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 at diﬀerent frequencies (Bokov and
Ye, 2006). The inset shows that the permittivity varies slightly with the
frequency for temperatures higher than Tm.
1.2.4 Morphotropic Phase Boundaries (MPB)
When the end-members of a solid-solution present diﬀerent symmetries
(usually tetragonal and rhombohedral) and they are soluble throughout,
there is a concentration for which a phase transition between diﬀerent
polar phases occurs at ambient conditions, as seen in Figure 1.11 (a). As
seen in Figure 1.11, this concentration strongly enhances the permittivity
at ambient pressure and temperature, but the nature of the transitions
among the phases is not yet clear.
There are experimental and theoretical indications for diﬀerent mono-
clinic phases bridging the transition (Noheda et al., 2001, Vanderbilt and
Cohen, 2001) but there is also ample evidence for the coexistence of both
phases in a region of the phase diagram (Xia and Li, 2007, Xu et al., 2009,
Yoon et al., 2009, Zou et al., 2010). While the first would contribute to
the permittivity by facilitating a mechanism of polarization rotation, the
coexistence of phases would increase polar domain wall mobility in the
border of regions of diﬀerent symmetry. The relative importance of each
phenomenon is yet undetermined.
1.2.5 Non-linear behavior
While the permittivity of a material is typically defined in the linear
regime, i.e. at low fields, the high-permittivity perovskites usually exhibit
a pronounced non-linear response, as shown in Figure 1.12. The permit-
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Figure 1.11: Phase diagram (a) and permittivity (b) of PbZrO3-PbTiO3
solid-solution as a function of composition (Berlincourt, 1971, Jaﬀe et al.,
1971). An enhancement of dielectric response is observed at the mor-
photropic phase boundary.
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Figure 1.12: Permittivity of a thin film of BaTiO3 (600nm thick, deposited
via chemical solution deposition on a copper foil) at room-temperature as
a function of the electric field (Brennecka et al., 2010).
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tivity of a baryum titanate thin film, for example, can decrease by 90% as
the field strength exceeds 20 V/µm.
This behavior is important for two reasons: in piezoelectric, as well
as electronic and specially telecommunication applications, it allows a fast
and reversible tuning of the properties of system by applying an external
DC bias (Noeth et al., 2008, York, 2009). For energy storage applications,
on the other hand, non-linear behavior can be a challenge. A decrease in
permittivity for strong fields incurs a loss of capacitance in the end of the
charge cycle, reducing the overall performance of the capacitor. For this
reason, the field intensity must be considered together with its frequency
and the temperature of the sample when describing the dielectric behavior
of perovskites.
The collective contribution of atomic, orientation and interfacial polar-
ization determines the total dielectric response of a material. Nevertheless,
in most cases, one of the phenomena is largely predominant over the oth-
ers. In this case, research can concentrate only on the main mechanism
and the variables that influence its intensity.
1.3 Material Variations
From an experimental point of view, it is very diﬃcult to define precise
values of permittivity and dielectric loss for any given compound, because
the fabrication process can greatly aﬀect the properties of high permittiv-
ity perovskites. Three of these influences are described below: the non-
stoichiometry of the ceramics, the modification of the morphotropic phase
boundaries by surface eﬀects and the impact of grain morphology on the
dielectric response of the materials. The last part of this section presents
typical performances obtained with high-permittivity perovskites.
1.3.1 Non-stoichiometry
Most of the used ceramics present some degree of non-stoichiometry due, in
part, to volatile precursors. This can appear as oxygen or cation vacancies,
as interstitial cations homogeneously distributed in the material, or as a
secondary cation-rich phase.
In IBLC materials, such as CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO), oxygen vacancies
contribute to increase the density of free charge carriers and, as a conse-
quence, augment both the permittivity and conductivity of the dielectric.
This eﬀect can be seen when comparing CCTO sintered in diﬀerent at-
mospheres such as shown in 1.13 a). Although the three samples present
the same morphology, the grain resistivity increases from 0.05 kΩcm to
359 kΩcm and 970 kΩcm when they are sintered in air, 1 atm O2 and
3 atm O2 atmosphere respectively. Meanwhile, the boundary resistivity
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Figure 1.13: Room-temperature permittivity and DC current for
CaCu3Ti4O12 sintered in air and O2 atmospheres at pressure of 1 atm
and 3 atm (Yang et al., 2013).
increases only from 1300 kΩcm to 3000 kΩcm, reducing the diﬀerence be-
tween grain and boundary conductivity, and thus the degree to which the
material corresponds to an IBLC. On the other hand, the increase in the
activation energy for charge transport reduces the leakage current, as seen
in Figure 1.13, increasing the breakdown field Emax of the ceramic.
CCTO also presents segregation of a CuO-rich inter-metallic phase
when the Cu/Ca ratio exceeds 2.95 (Kim et al., 2008). This secondary
phase modifies the surface energy of the grains during the sintering, lead-
ing sometimes to inhomogeneous growth, whose eﬀects on the dielectric
response are discussed in section 1.3.3.
1.3.2 MPB modification
While morphotropic phase boundaries allow solid-solutions to exhibit un-
usually high permittivities at ambient temperature, the exact MPB compo-
sition can be aﬀected by the fabrication process. In thin films, in particular,
the smaller grain structure, the increased surface/volume ratio and the me-
chanical stress created by the mismatch in lattice parameter and thermal
expansion coeﬃcients between the film and the substrate, all contribute
to modify the phase diagram. One such example is shown in Figure 1.14
where the MPB composition of the (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 - BaTiO3 (BNBT)
solid solution is shifted towards higher Ba content for thin films.
1.3.3 Grain Morphology
In materials exhibiting Internal Barrier Layer Capacitance, the permittiv-
ity is very sensible to the chemistry of the grain and boundary, but also to
the mean grain size. The dielectric response of CaCu3TiO3, for example,
can be increased by two orders of magnitude by extending the sintering
1.3. MATERIAL VARIATIONS 19
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Figure 1.14: Phase diagram for the solid solution (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 -
BaTiO3 (BNBT) as a bulk ceramic (in solid black lines) (Takenaka et al.,
1991) and as a thin film (in red dashed lines) (Bretos et al., 2011). The
triple point and the morphotropic phase boundary are shifted towards a
higher concentration of BaTiO3.
time at 1100◦C from 3h to 20h, which raises the mean grain size from 2µm
to over 100µm (Adams et al., 2002, Kim et al., 2008).
A similar result is obtained for the Na0.5Bi0.5−xLaxCu3Ti4O12 (NBLCTO)
solid solution, for which the addition of La reduces the segregation of a
CuO-rich phase. At x=0.1, the mean grain size attains its maximum and
the permittivity is optimal (Yang et al., 2012b).
In fact, the presence of the CuO-rich phase modifies the grain surface
energy, favoring crystal growth in the surfaces where it is present and
leading to the predominance of the 3D growth mode. When the CuO-rich
phase is present in large quantities, the competition between the growth of
neighboring grains leads to a limited grain size. When it is present in small
quantities, few grain boundaries have their interface energy modified and
their growth is much faster than that of the neighboring grains, leading to
very large mean grain sizes.
1.3.4 Typical performances
In order to set a reference point for the dielectric response of high-permittivity
perovskites, Table 1.1 presents typical performance for a few dielectrics.
As we have seen, these can be strongly tailored by the fabrication pro-
cesses, depending on whether the application requires higher permittivity,
smaller dielectric loss, lower sintering temperatures or lesser variation of
the permittivity with respect to temperature or frequency. Consistently
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Table 1.1: Typical performance for high-permittivity perovskites at diﬀerent frequencies.
Permittivity (×103) tan δ References
1kHz 100kHz 1MHz 1kHz 100kHz 1MHz
BNBT 1.01 0.031 Alonso-Sanjosé et al. (2009), Bretos et al. (2011)
CCTO 12.0-100 10.3 9.20 0.067 Ramírez et al. (2009), Subramanian et al. (2000)
CaCuTiO3 4.05 3.70 3.47 0.046 0.044 0.228 Jumpatam et al. (2012), Ramirez et al. (2006),
Ramírez et al. (2009), Thongbai et al. (2011)
CCTO:La 7.00 7.00 6.50 0.02 0.02 0.19 Shao et al. (2007)
CCTO:F 6.31 0.075 Smith et al. (2009)
BNT - BKT - LiNbO3 1.48 1.23 Zhou et al. (2009)
20% BT - 80% NZO 140 12.5 1.00 0.4 0.9 2.1 Yang et al. (2012a)
30% BT - 70% NZO 150 19.7 4.20 Yang et al. (2012a)
NBLCTO 103 98.0 5.00 0.019 0.11 Yang et al. (2012b)
BaTiO3+epoxy 0.090 0.03 Cho et al. (2004)
CCTO+P(VDF-TrFE) 0.243 0.26 Arbatti et al. (2007)
CCTO+PI 0.049 0.2 Dang et al. (2009)
BNBT (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 - BaTiO3 solid solution
CCTO CaCu3Ti4O12
BNT - BKT - LiNbO3 (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 - (Bi1/2K1/2)TiO3 - LiNbO3 solid solution
BT - NZO BaTiO3 - Ni0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4 solid solution
NBLCTO Na0.5Bi0.5−xLaxCu3Ti4O12
BaTiO3+epoxy Composite with BaTiO3 fillers in epoxy matrix
CCTO+P(VDF-TrFE) Composite with CaCu3Ti4O12fillers in poly(vinylidene fluoride–trifluoroethylene) matrix
CCTO+PI Composite CaCu3Ti4O12fillers in polyimide matrix
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with the response times of the phenomena described in Figure 1.1 on page
5, the permittivity of all presented materials decrease as the frequency of
the field increases from 1kHz to 1MHz.
Given the large influence of nano-structure and chemical defects on
the performance of high-permittivity oxides, studies of these compounds
cannot concentrate solely on the value of permittivity or dielectric losses.
Instead, one must aim at discovering general trends arising from the varia-
tion of one or more parameters. A through understanding of the underlying
atomic mechanisms can serve as guideline for optimisation of the materials.
1.4 Phase Transitions
Two prototypical ferroelectric perovskites, BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 are suﬃ-
cient to display the complexity of the phase diagrams in this family. While
both present a paraelectric cubic (Pm3¯m) phase at high-temperature, the
former presents a series of transitions – cubic to tetragonal (393 K), tetrag-
onal to orthorhombic (278 K) and orthorhombic to rhombohedral (183 K)
– and the latter only one – cubic to tetragonal (766 K). Additionally, both
perovskites also present the same transition sequence when pressure in-
creases at very low temperatures. Several studies have tried to determine
the nature of these transitions, as well as identify their main driving forces.
In the following section we will study the two opposite models (ferrodis-
placive and order-disorder) and we will finish by looking at the ferroelectric
distortion from an electronic point of view.
1.4.1 Ferrodisplacive
In this model, there is a large diﬀerence in the potential energy surface
for the ions in each phase, as shown in Figure 1.15. While the surface for
the paraelectric phase presents a single minimum, corresponding to zero
distortion, the ferroelectric phases present a multiple well profile, with 6,
12 or 8 minima, corresponding to the tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhom-
bohedral possible polarizations. In such model, the minimum of energy
will correspond to the stable phase at very low temperatures.
The mechanism of the transition in this model is a change in the con-
figuration space available for the material, such as a change in volume.
In fact, ab-initio simulations have shown that the ground state of baryum
titanate can become cubic (paraelectric) for compressed volumes. Never-
theless, this decrease of ferroelectricity with an increase in pressure occurs
only up to a certain critical pressure, after which an additional increase of
pressure has been shown to render the paraelectric phase unstable again
for many perovskites (Bousquet and Ghosez, 2006, Kornev and Bellaiche,
2007). The eﬀects of constraining the volume on the potential energy sur-
face of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 are shown in Figure 1.16. While the potential
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Figure 1.15: Diagram for the potential energy surface of a material during a
ferrodisplacive transition from a paraelectric phase (blue) to a ferroelectric
phase (red). The single-well potential with a minimum in the cubic struc-
ture (zero distortion) softens progressively, attaining zero curvature at the
phase transition (green). Afterwards, it develops a multiple well character,
corresponding to the equivalent ground-states of the ferroelectric phase.
Figure 1.16: Potential energy surface for PbTiO3 (a) and BaTiO3(b)
along the rhombohedral (solid line), unstrained tetragonal (dashed line)
and strained tetragonal (dotted line) deformations. The deformation gets
smaller and less energetically favorable for smaller volumes (Cohen, 1992).
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Figure 1.17: Soft phonon frequency for tetragonal PbTiO3 as a function
of pressure. At 12 GPa, the phonon frequencies vanish and there is a
transition to the paraelectric cubic phase. (Sanjurjo et al., 1983)
well of lead titanate is several tens meV deep and a slight decrease in vol-
ume aﬀects little the potential energy surface, that of baryum titanate is
much shallower, and a little compression brings it close to a single-well
profile.
In this model for the transition, the second-order derivative of the po-
tential surface at its minimum goes to zero, leading to a vanishing phonon
frequency and anharmonic vibration. While there is a coupling between the
phonon instability and the elastic strain, as shown in 1.16, the transition
can be followed on the sole basis of the phonon frequencies (Kornev and
Bellaiche, 2007). As a consequence, most ab-initio simulations determine
the evolution of the ferroelectric instability with the volume by calculating
the soft phonon-modes of the cubic phase, which become imaginary at the
transition (Cockayne and Rabe, 2000, Evarestov, 2011, Kornev et al., 2005,
Wu and Cohen, 2005).
This model describes phase transitions between low-temperature ground
states and, as a consequence, is well adapted to ab initio studies, but it
has also been fruitful to high-pressure Raman studies in PbTiO3 (San-
jurjo et al., 1983). A softening of the phonon frequencies of tetragonal
PbTiO3 has been observed as pressure is increased, leading to a transition
at 12 GPa at room temperature into a paraelectric cubic phase, as shown
in Figure 1.17. A giant dielectric anomaly is observed, similarly to what
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Figure 1.18: Prototypical double-well energy profile (a). In the order-
disorder model, as temperature increases, higher-energy states become ac-
cessible (shown in green and red). At low temperatures, the probability
distribution for the distortion (b) is localized in the bottom of the poten-
tial well (green). As the temperature increases, the distortion can pass the
potential barrier and the system assumes a mean cubic phase with local
polar structure.
is found for the 766 K transition at ambient pressure. It is worth noting
that the room-temperature 12 GPa transition is second-order, while the
766 K transition exhibits a strong first-order character. This indicates the
presence of a tricritical point (where the transition changes from first to
second order). The ferrodisplacive model can only be considered relevant
for the first-order part of this transition.
1.4.2 Order-disorder
In this model, the potential energy surface for the ions remains unchanged.
As the temperature increases, higher energy states become accessible. Be-
yond the critical temperature, the local distortions can switch freely be-
tween the many accessible potential minima, as shown in Figure 1.18. Al-
though locally the crystal cells preserve their local polar distortion, there is
no long-range correlation (neighboring cells present diﬀerent polarizations),
and the polar state is not fixed (the polarization in each cell changes ran-
domly over time). As a consequence, the macroscopic structure (as deter-
mined by X-ray diﬀraction, for example) does not correspond to the local
order in the material, but to a mean phase of higher symmetry. Cubic
mean phases can be produced from local tetragonal distortions alternating
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between the diﬀerent 〈001〉 polarizations. Tetragonal [001] polarization is
obtained in a mean phase that alternates among [011] and [01¯1] orthorhom-
bic distortions, and so on.
The high temperature transitions of BaTiO3 can be regarded as ex-
amples of this model. The first eight-site model for the cubic mean phase
(from the eight possible rhombohedral distortions) was proposed on the ba-
sis of an electronic structure analysis (Bersuker, 1966). Later, local polar
structures for the cubic high-temperature phase have been reported by in-
frared reflectivity measurements, Impulsive-Stimulated Raman Scattering
(ISRS) and X-ray absorption fine structure (Dougherty et al., 1992, 1994,
Gervais, 1984, Ravel et al., 1998). These have settled the order-disorder
character of high-temperature transitions in BaTiO3.
Since it depends on the exploration of higher energy states, the sim-
ulation of order-disorder transitions requires tools of statistics. Monte-
Carlo simulations based on LDA calculations have indeed reproduced high-
temperature transitions of BaTiO3 and demonstrated their pronounced
order-disorder character (Zhong et al., 1995). Electro-optic tensors and re-
fractive index of baryum titanate were also reproduced by Eﬀective Hamil-
tonian approaches (Veithen and Ghosez, 2005). Eﬀective Hamiltonian sim-
ulations based on LDA have also been used to study the competing ferro-
and anti-ferroelectric distortions in PbZrO3 and suggested the possibility
of local order of polar distortions for a temperature range of 80K above
the transition to the cubic phase (Waghmare and Rabe, 1997b).
Finally, phase transitions in ferroelectric perovskites can present both a
ferrodisplacive and an order-disorder character. In general, high-temperature
phase-transitions present more pronounced order-disorder character, while
low-temperature transitions at high-pressure tends towards a ferrodisplacive
character, and the two transitions are separated by a tricritical point (San-
jurjo et al., 1983).
1.4.3 Electronic Origins
Bonds in perovskite oxydes present a mixed ionic covalent character. The
degree of hybridization between the oxygens and other ions is crucial to the
appearance of ferroelectricity. In fact, long-range Coulomb interaction fa-
vors ferroelectric distortions, while short-range repulsions tend to stabilize
the cubic phase. The final adopted structure results from a fine balance
between these two forces, that can be tipped by the degree of covalent
character.
In BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, calculations of density of states using Local
Density Approximation (LDA) and plane-waves basis-sets have shown a
great degree of hybridization between Ti 3d states and O 2s states in the
valence band. The ferroelectric distortion was shown to lower the energy
contribution of the electrons occupying this hybridized state, contributing
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Figure 1.19: Density of states of highest group of valence bands in the
vertical plane passing through Nb (center) and O (border) calculated with
LDA in (a) the cubic paraelectric and (b) the tetragonal ferroelectric struc-
ture that is stable at 543K (Posternak et al., 1994).
to the decrease in total energy (Cohen, 1992). The calculated atomic
charges for Ti and O give O−1.63 and Ti+2.89, significantly less ionic than
their nominal 2- and 4+ charges. This hybridization shortens the Ti–O
distances, that are 1.86 Å and 1.78 Å for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 respectively,
which are significantly smaller than the 2.00 Å expected from Shannon
and Prewitt ionic radii (Shannon, 1976, Shannon and Prewitt, 1969). If
the covalent character of the bond is eliminated from simulations, the
short-range repulsions stabilize both compounds in the paraelectric cubic
phase. This has first been shown by the ’potential induced breathing’
model, which assumes spherical ions and no covalence (Boyer et al., 1985).
Later, DFT calculations where the hybridization between Ti 3d and O 2p
was artificially suppressed confirmed these results (Cohen, 1992). These
studies have been performed with LDA, using the experimental lattice
parameters, and the exact values of the Mulliken charges are known to
vary with the details of the computational technique (especially between
plane-wave and gaussian basis-sets). Indeed, more recent investigations
using gaussian basis-sets and hybrid functionals have found their value
to be O−1.23 and Ti+2.33 in PbTiO3 (Piskunov et al., 2007), which also
correspond to the results of our calculations. However, this small variation
does not change the interpretation given by Cohen to the importance of
the hybridization between Ti 3d states and O 2s states.
Many other ferroelectric perovskites have B cations whose lowest un-
occupied states are d states (Nb, Zr ...). A similar hybridization between
the B nd states and O 2p states is observed in CaTiO3, SrTiO3, KNbO3,
NaNBO3, PbZrO3 and BaZrO3 (Shen and Zhou, 2008, Singh, 1995, Wang
et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 1994a). Figure 1.19 presents the electronic charge
density for the highest group of valence bands in cubic and tetragonal
KNbO3. While the charge distribution is dominantly ionic, there is also
Nb-O hybridization. The tetragonal distortion reinforces the covalence
between Nb and the closest O as shown in (b).
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In perovskites containing lead, yet another electronic contribution en-
hances the ferroelectric stability. Lead 6s states were shown to develop
strong hybridization with O 2p states both in titanates and zirconates (Co-
hen, 1992, Singh, 1995). In contrast, Ba-O bonds in BaTiO3 are almost
completely ionic. This extra hybridization explains the increased depth
of the ferroelectric wells observed for PbTiO3 in Figure 1.16 on page 22.
The shift in electronic distribution caused by the Pb-O hybridization also
lowers the energy levels of the Ti-O covalent bond, when compared with an
hypothetical BaTiO3 constrained to the PbTiO3 geometry (Cohen, 1992).
The hybridization between B nd states and O 2p states also contributes
to the polarization of perovskites by the mechanism of charge transfer.
When the Ti ion moves in the direction of an oxygen, the localized center
of charge (as defined by the Wannier functions in Vanderbilt and King-
Smith (1993)) of the O 2p bands shifts in the opposite direction to the
displacement of the Ti atom (Ghosez et al., 1998). This translates in
a transfer of electrons, from the oxygen to the titanium, decreasing the
ionic character of the bond and increasing the polarization induced by the
displacement of the ions. This anomalous eﬀective charge contributes to
the large spontaneous polarization observed in ferroelectric perovskites.
Those compounds containing lead present a similar eﬀect on the Pb–O
bond, because of the Pb 6s – O 2p hybridization, leading to even higher
spontaneous polarizations.
In the end, although the dielectric response of perovskites are intrinsi-
cally related to their structural changes, the diﬀerent distortions that these
crystals present are strongly tied to their electronic configuration. The de-
gree of covalence in the bonds between the oxygens and the other ions
can tip the fine equilibrium between Coulomb attraction and short-range
repulsion and large transfer of charge occurs in response to structural dis-
tortions. As such, structure and electronic configuration must be studied
together in order to understand the dielectric behavior of these compounds.
Conclusions
Novel lead-free high permittivity materials must be developed to respond
to both environmental demands and novel performance requirements by
the industry. Although composites and nano-structured ceramics present
promising capabilities, much of their dielectric response is still determined
by the bulk properties of these oxydes.
Many diﬀerent phenomena contribute to the permittivity of these ce-
ramics, spanning diﬀerent scales of space and response times. Among
these, only classic ferroelectricity can be entirely described on basis of
crystalline cells. Internal Barrier Layer Capacitance and relaxor ferro-
electrics arise from structures spanning from a few nanometers to a few mi-
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crons and interacting over even greater distances. In Morphotropic Phase
Boundaries, there is evidence for coexistence of phase, which would arise
questions of domain walls and interaction along their interface.
Given the richness of these phenomena, that appear both at the theo-
retical and experimental level, it is impossible to fully define or simulate
the performance of a given nominal material. Instead, research on these
compounds must aim at extracting trends for their response, that can then
be applied to develop new dielectrics.
The crucial importance of electron configuration and charge transfer on
the appearance of the ferroelectric instability naturally favors the use of
quantum chemistry methods, that can describe the materials at the atomic
level. On the other hand, quantum chemistry crystalline calculations can
hardly exceed the limit of 1000 atoms, rendering diﬃcult the study of
phenomena that must be described in a large spatial scale.
Ab initio methods are also naturally adapted to the calculation of
ground-states. Eﬀects at higher temperatures must be modelled by statis-
tical treatments performed in a second step. These require a large number
of atomic configurations to be calculated and increase the complexity of
the whole simulation.
As a consequence, ferrodisplacive transitions of classic ferroelectrics are
the most accessible phenomena to study in high-permittivity perovskites.
Once these are understood, a statistical approach can be used to study
order-disorder transitions. Some properties of IBLC, relaxors and MPBs
can be understood in terms of the bulk and surface properties of the con-
stituent parts, while other would require a multi scale approach. On the
contrary, ferrodisplacive transitions can be studied in a rather simple con-
text by using pressure as the driving parameter of the transition.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Methods
Before starting the investigation on the origin of the high dielectric con-
stant of ferroelectric perovskites, it is important to assess the capabili-
ties and limits of the methods that will be employed. While atomistic
simulations, based on inter-atomic parameterized potentials, require less
computational eﬀort than quantum chemistry methods and allow the use
of Molecular Dynamics and Monte-Carlo techniques to assess kinetic and
thermodynamic behavior, they completely ignore the electronic structure
of the compounds. Quantum chemistry methods, on the other hand, de-
scribe matter at the electronic level, and are able to treat systematically a
variety of compositions, as they do not require the parametrization of po-
tentials for each material. Due to the large sensitivity of the ferroelectric
structure to the fine balance between attractive and repulsive electronic
interactions, we have chosen to use these latter methods to describe the
compounds. Among them, Density Functional Theory (DFT) presents the
advantage of a reasonable computational cost, when compared to post-
Hartree-Fock treatment, and of more accurate results than simple Hartree-
Fock.
Nevertheless, a large variety of DFT functionals exist, each better
suited to describe certain systems and properties, but there is no precise
roadmap to determine exactly which functional is the most adapted for
each simulation. On top of that, in contrast to post-Hartree-Fock treat-
ments, there’s no systematic method for increasing the accuracy of DFT
calculations. As a consequence, the choice of functional is a delicate and
non-trivial part of setting up the theoretical framework of the study. Given
the vast possibility of choice, it is useful to employ a top-level approach
and classify the diﬀerent functionals in broad categories, from which we
sample representative examples, that have been vastly used in the litera-
ture. The use of popular functionals is important for direct comparison
with simulations in the literature, in order to validate the computational
technique. From this point, comparison with experimental data deter-
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mines if the functional is suﬃciently accurate for the family of compounds
investigated.
This chapter will deal with the main distinctions among three ap-
proaches: Local Density Approximation (LDA), Generalized Gradient Ap-
proximation (GGA) and Hybrid Functionals, these last consisting of a
mixed scheme employing concepts from both DFT and Hartree-Fock meth-
ods. Instead of redeveloping the formalism of DFT and the complete argu-
ments behind the development of each functional, the discussion will con-
centrate on the diﬀerences between each method and the practical conse-
quences for the systems that they simulate. We begin with the Kohn-Sham
(KS) formulation of DFT and highlight the concept of exchange-correlation
energy and exchange-correlation potential. From this viewpoint, we discuss
two pure-DFT functional families, LDA and GGA, presenting two exam-
ples of the latter. Then we introduce the exact Hartree-Fock exchange,
in its Self-Consistent Field (SCF) formulation and show its similarity to
the KS formulation of DFT, from which we can discuss the use of hybrid
methods.
2.1 Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory
Two formulations exist for solving quantum mechanical systems based on
Density Functional Theory. Orbital-Free (OF) DFT is completely defined
in terms of the electron density and, while numerically eﬃcient, requires a
suitable approximation for the kinetic energy as a functional of the density.
Because of this diﬃculty, OF-DFT is mostly used when DFT calculations
must be performed at reduced computational cost, such as for OF-DFT
molecular dynamics (White et al., 2013). On the contrary, the Kohn-Sham
formulation (KS) of DFT is written in terms of a system of fictitious non-
interacting particles, whose kinetic energy is expressed in terms of the
gradient of the one-particle wave functions. In this scheme, only the func-
tional for the exchange and correlation potential need to be approximated,
but the use of eigenstates to reconstruct the kinetic energy and electron
density requires the diagonalisation of the DFT hamiltonian for each step
of the self-consistent calculation, a computer-intensive task that scales cu-
bically with the size of the basis set. In this thesis, we have adopted the
latter formulation.
The central equation of DFT theory in Kohn-Sham scheme, using
atomic units, is
[
−∇
2
2
+ vext(!r ) + vHartree[n](!r ) + vxc[n](!r )
]
ψi(!r ) = ǫiψi(!r ), (2.1)
where vext(!r ) is the external electrostatic potential, created by the nu-
clei, n(!r ) is the electronic density, [n] denotes functional dependence on
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the density (such as for the Hartree potential vHartree and the exchange-
correlation potential vxc) and ψi are the Kohn-Sham orbitals with eigen-
value ǫi. The Hartree potential can be written as
vHartree[n](!r ) =
∫
n(!r ′)
|!r − !r ′|d
3!r ′, (2.2)
and the density n(!r ) is defined as
n(!r ) =
occupied∑
i
|ψi(!r )|
2 . (2.3)
A traditional way of solving this system of equations consists in using
a first guess for the density and then obtaining the eigenstates ψi and
eigenvalues ǫi. From these eigenstates, a more accurate estimate for the
density is constructed and the process is repeated until the density and
the eigenfunctions converge.
The central key to the accuracy of KS-DFT calculations is the choice of
approximation for the exchange and correlation potential functional vxc[n].
Alternatively, an exchange and correlation energy can be defined, whose
functional derivative is the exchange-correlation potential:
vxc[n](!r ) =
δExc[n]
δn(!r )
. (2.4)
It is usual to separate this energy in an exchange and a correlation
term:
Exc = Ex + Ec. (2.5)
The first contribution stems from the fact that electrons are fermions and
the many particles wave function of a real electron system must be an-
tisymmetric. This increases the energy of the system with respect to a
system of distinguishable particles. In the KS fictitious one-particle sys-
tem, such eﬀect appears as an exchange energy depending on the total
electron density. The second term arises because, in the real system, the
probability of finding an electron at a given position depends on the po-
sitions of the other electrons. Mathematically, the two-electron density
function is not the product of two one-electron density functions:
n(!r,!r ′) '= n(!r )n(!r ′). (2.6)
This is translated into a correlation interaction present in the fictitious
one-particle KS system. Diﬀerent families of functionals have been de-
veloped with the objective of adequately describing these phenomena in
the formalism of DFT. Some of these will be discussed in the following
sections.
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2.2 Local Density Approximation
One of the most simple approaches to construct an exchange-correlation
functional is known as the Local Density Approximation (LDA). It consists
of two main arguments:
1. The total energy of the system is the sum of local contributions,
depending only on the value of the electron density at the given
point, which can be mathematically expressed as
ELDAxc =
∫
n(!r )eLDAxc (n(!r ))d
3!r . (2.7)
2. The local contribution eLDAxc (n(!r )) is such that, locally, the total
energy per unit volume of the system is identical to that of an Ho-
mogeneous Electron Gas (HEG) of density n(!r ).
As usual, LDA is split in an exchange and a correlation part. The first
is known analytically to be
eLDAx (n) =
3
4
(
3
π
)1/3
n1/3, (2.8)
while no analytic expression is known for correlation. Only the asymptotic
limits at high and low-density are known (Parr and Yang, 1994), in terms
of the Wigner-Seitz radius rs
rs =
3
√
3
4πn
: (2.9)
ehighc (n) ∼ A ln(rs)−B + C rs ln(rs)−D rs + . . . , (2.10)
elowc (n) ∼
A′
rs
+
B′
r
3/2
s
+ . . . . (2.11)
In order to obtain a correlation functional for all densities, the total energy
of the HEG must be calculated using, for example, Quantum Monte-Carlo
techniques, and the kinetic, Hartree and exchange energies must be sub-
tracted from its value. The result energy is equal to the HEG correlation
energy at that density.
The many LDA functionals actually diﬀer only on the parametrization
of the correlation. Most of them (Perdew and Wang, 1992, Perdew and
Zunger, 1981, Vosko et al., 1980) use data from the same calculations of
the ground-state of HEG (Ceperley and Alder, 1980) and diﬀer only on
the fitting function, although there are also versions fitted to the more
recent Monte-Carlo calculation of Ortiz and Ballone (Ortiz and Ballone,
1994, 1997). All parametrizations are also required to satisfy the high-
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and low-density asymptotic limits. For this reason, LDA functionals diﬀer
very little among them and in most works are simply referred to as LDA,
without further specifying the exact fitting.
On a fundamental level, LDA presents two shortcomings: wrong asymp-
totic decay and self-interaction. The first is observed for finite systems, for
which the electronic density must decay asymptotically for large distances
!r from the atoms as
n(!r ) ∝ e−α|#r |. (2.12)
Since, in the low-density limit, Ex and Ec are rational functions of n,
they present the same exponential asymptotic decay as the electron den-
sity, while, from analytical reasoning (Fiolhais et al., 2003, pp. 60–61), the
exchange-correlation potential in finite systems should decrease asymptot-
ically as
vxc(!r ) ∼ − 1
|!r |
. (2.13)
Such problem is encountered in many other functionals and is particularly
important for molecular and surface simulations, as well as for calculation
of binding energies, where volumes of vanishing electron density are con-
sidered. In bulk crystals, the electron density usually does not vanish at
any point, minimizing the impact of such wrong asymptotic behavior.
The second shortcoming of LDA, known as self-interaction, occurs
when the interaction of an electron with the delocalized electron density
of the system ends up including an interaction of the electron with his
own contribution to the electron density (Perdew and Zunger, 1981). As
an example, for a system with a single electron, such as the free hydrogen
atom, the total energy must be equal to
E = 〈−∇
2
2
〉+
∫
vext(!r )n(!r )d
3!r , (2.14)
which requires that
∫
vHartree[n](!r )n(!r )d
3!r + Exc = 0. (2.15)
Such condition is not respected by LDA nor, in fact, by many other func-
tionals. The vHartree term is essentially non-local, which means it cannot
be cast in a form depending only on the local density n(!r ). As a conse-
quence, any fully local potential will retain some degree of self-interaction.
In terms of applications, LDA presents a few systematic errors:
• Electronic states are usually excessively delocalized.
• Bond lengths tend to be too short, particularly in weakly bonded
systems.
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FIG. 6. Color Contour plots in the 110 plane passing through the atoms for a eVMC(r) eLDA(r), and b a eVMC(r) eLDA(r). The
Figure 2.1: Contour plots of the diﬀerence in exchange-correlation energy
densities (in Hartree atomic units) between LDA and QMC for calculations
of Si in the diamond structure. The figure shows the (110) plane passing
through the Si atoms. (a) eQMCx (!r ) − eLDAx (!r ) (b) eQMCc (!r ) − eLDAc (!r ).
From Hood et al. (1998).
• Band-gaps of semi-conductors are strongly underestimated.
• Accuracy in reaction energies are far worse than the desirable 1 kcal/mol.
• Van der Waals interaction are not accounted for and hydrogen bond-
ing is poorly described (this is common to many other functionals).
In spite of these limitations, the LDA is capable of reproducing many
properties of systems in which the electronic density is far from being ho-
mogeneous and, as a consequence, the fundamental assumption behind
LDA is not justified. Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations have
shown that this result arises from local cancellation of errors in the LDA
exchange and correlation energy densities. While both the exchange and
correlation energies of LDA diﬀer largely (≈ 1 mHa/Bohr3) from those
obtained by QMC, as shown in Figure 2.1, their errors have opposite signs
and partially cancel each other (Hood et al., 1998, 1997). While this be-
havior increases the accuracy of LDA, it makes improving the functional
less systematic. Indeed, decreases in the error of either only the exchange
or the correlation part will tend to increase the overall discrepancy of the
total exchange-correlation energy.
2.3 General Gradient Approximation
Given the limitations and the fundamentally restricting assumptions of
LDA, many functionals have been developed to take into account the ef-
fects of inhomogeneous electron densities on the exchange and correlation
energies. A simple expansion of exc in terms of the local derivatives of the
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electron density, known as Gradient Expansion Approximation (GEA), has
proven to be ineﬀective in improving the accuracy of DFT. This arises be-
cause GEA, in contrast to LDA, violates the sum rule for the two-electron
density (Perdew, 1985a,b):
∫ ∫
n(!r,!r ′)d3!r d3!r ′ = N(N − 1), (2.16)
where N is the number of electrons in the system.
In order to take into account the eﬀect of inhomogeneity in the electron
density, while respecting this sum rule, one can instead write the exchange-
correlation functional in the more general form
EGGAxc [n] =
∫
n(!r )eGGAxc (n(!r ),∇n(!r ))d3!r (2.17)
and require it to satisfy some of the following fundamental theoretic con-
ditions:
• respect the sum rule for the exchange-correlation hole,
• reduce to LDA when ∇n = 0,
• respect asymptotic limits for small and large gradients,
• respect known inequalities such as the Lieb-Oxford bound (Lieb and
Oxford, 1981):
Ex[n]
ELDAx [n]
≤ λ = 2.27. (2.18)
The functional may also be required to reproduce the exact exchange and
correlation for some reference system or systems. In contrast to LDA,
whose ideal exchange-correlation potential is uniquely defined, the GGA
definition still presents great liberty for the construction of functionals.
For this reason, many non-equivalent flavors of GGA exist. As previously,
these are commonly separated into exchange functionals and correlation
functionals.
Usually, exchange GGA functionals are written in terms of LDA ex-
change and an enhancement factor Fx depending on the local magnitude
of the density gradient, scaled according to the electron density:
EGGAx [n] =
∫
n(!r )ELDAx (n(!r ))Fx(s(!r ))d
3!r (2.19)
where s(!r ) is
s =
x
2
3
√
3π2
(2.20)
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Figure 2.2: Count histogram (from green to blue) of exact enhancement
factors for the electronic exchange as a function of the dimensionless gra-
dient in the G2 test set. The results are compared to the enhancement
factors of several density functionals. The red line shows the local Lieb-
Oxford bound that is violated for Fx > 2.27. From Vilhena et al. (2012).
and x(!r ) is the reduced gradient:
x(!r ) =
|∇n(!r )|
n(!r )4/3
. (2.21)
In this case, it is straightforward to compare diﬀerent GGAs by compar-
ing their enhancement factor function. Figure 2.2 presents a compari-
son of popular exchange functionals enhancement factors with the results
of exact-exchange calculations for molecules in the G2 test-set (Curtiss
et al., 1997). For regions of large density gradient, the diﬀerent function-
als present very diﬀerent behavior, demonstrating the complexity of the
GGA family.
Two exchange functionals, B88 (Becke, 1988c) and PBE (Perdew et al.,
1996a) deserve special attention as they are popular among the chemists
and physicists communities and are also employed in the construction of
hybrid functionals.
Becke’s B88 exchange functional is constructed in order to satisfy the
exact asymptotic decay of exchange energy density described on equation
(2.13) in page 33. It assumes the form
FB88x (s) = 1 +
βc2(c1s)
2
1 + 6β(c1s) sinh
−1(c1s)
, (2.22)
where
c1 = 2(6π
2)1/3, (2.23)
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c2 =
4
3
(
4π
3
)1/3
(2.24)
and β = 0.0042 is an empirical parameter fitted to the exact Hartree-Fock
exchange energies of six noble gas atoms.
PBE exchange functional (Perdew et al., 1996a), on the other hand, is
constructed from entirely diﬀerent principles:
• For small variations around the uniform density, the linear response
of the spin-unpolarized uniform electron gas must be that given by
the local density approximation, so that, for small s
FPBEx (s) ∼ 1 + µs2 (2.25)
where µ ≈ 0.21951;
• the Lieb-Oxford bound is enforced (even for spin-polarized systems).
To satisfy these conditions, the simple form
FPBEx (s) = 1 + κ
(
1− κ
κ+ µs2
)
(2.26)
was proposed, where κ = 0.804. As a consequence, PBE exchange satisfies
a local version of the Lieb-Oxford bound:
ePBEx [n]
eLDAx [n]
≤ 1.804 (2.27)
The diﬀerence in fundamental assumptions among these two functionals
lead to the contrasting values in their enhancement functions at large gra-
dients seen in Figure 2.2. It is also worth noting that both functionals still
contain self-interaction.
In contrast to the exchange potentials, the GGA correlation functionals
are much harder to design and, as a consequence, they exist in a smaller
number of versions. Two of them are worth discussing because of their
broad use in conjunction with B88 and PBE exchange functionals and in
the construction of hybrids: the LYP and PBE correlation potentials.
The LYP correlation (Lee et al., 1988a) is usually used in conjunction
with the B88 exchange. It is inspired by the Colle-Salvetti formula for
calculating correlation energies from the electron density and the Laplacian
of the Hartree-Fock second-order density matrix of a system. The idea
behind this functional is to perform a second-order gradient expansion for
the terms depending on the Hartree-Fock kinetic energy in the formula, in
order to obtain an expression depending only on the electron density and
its gradient. Since a few parameters of the original Colle-Salvetti formula
were determined by fitting with respect to the Hartree-Fock orbital for
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the Helium atom, and the LYP functional uses these fitted parameters, it
contains the same degree of empiricism.
The PBE correlation functional, on the other hand, attempts to provide
a simple additive contribution to the LDA correlation that:
• is a function of the electron density and the reduced density gradient
(and eventually spin);
• obeys the second order gradient expansion for the correlation in the
limit of small reduced gradients;
• Makes correlation vanish in the rapidly varying limit (large reduced
gradients);
• scales correctly to the high density limit;
• does not contain empirical parameters.
On a qualitative level, the developments of B88 and LYP functionals
are strongly oriented towards finite systems (atoms and molecules), as both
include empirical parameters fitted to the properties of noble gas atoms.
The B88 functional, in particular, was purposefully developed with the re-
quirement of satisfying the asymptotic limit for the exchange-energy decay
in finite systems, described on equation (2.13). The PBE family, on the
other hand, does not satisfy this asymptotic limit, making it less suitable
for the simulation of atoms and molecules. For the simulation of solids,
where the density is non-vanishing everywhere, this shortcoming becomes
negligible, and PBE should provide a reliable parameter-free option. For
these reasons, the first family is usually preferred by chemists and the
second one by physicists.
2.4 Exact Hartree-Fock Exchange
In contrast to pure DFT, the Hartree-Fock method (HF) is formulated
entirely bin terms of wave functions. The exchange interaction is ex-
actly accounted for on this level of theory, by the requirement that the
many-particle wave function itself be antisymmetric, in accordance to the
fermionic nature of electrons and self-interaction is non-existant, in con-
trast to the previously seen DFT functionals. On the other hand, the use
of a single Slater determinant cannot span all the space of antisymmetric
wave functions. In particular, except for the respect of Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, the Hartree-Fock method neglects electron correlation. To account
for correlation eﬀects in the Hartree-Fock theory requires one to consider
more general antisymmetric states, generated by more than one Slater
determinant, which are treated in so-called post-Hartree-Fock methods.
Obviously, the computational costs of such techniques are much higher.
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Although being fundamentally diﬀerent from density functional the-
ory, the Hartree-Fock method can be cast in an equivalent self-consistent
formalism as the Kohn-Sham DFT scheme, where the correlation operator
becomes nil and the exchange operator assumes the form
EHFx [{ψi}] =
1
2
∑
i,j
∫ ∫
ψ∗i (!r )ψ
∗
j (!r
′)
1
|!r − !r ′|ψi(!r
′)ψj(!r )d
3!rd3!r ′ (2.28)
which is not a functional of the density, but an explicit functional of the
one-electron pseudo wave functions. Such formalism presents two advan-
tages: First, it allows to eﬃciently find the Hartree-Fock solution for a
system by iteration (updating the electron density used in the calculation
of vHartree in Eq. 2.2 with the density resulting from the calculated eigen-
states as in Eq. 2.3), until convergence is obtained. For this reason, this
method is also known as the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method in old
literature. Second, it allows quantum chemical programs to perform both
Hartree-Fock and DFT calculations within a similar framework, as well as
mix the two levels of theory.
On a practical point of view, the clear hypothesis behind HF oﬀers
the convenience that deviations from the real electronic structure are sys-
tematic. This translates in predictable trends for the discrepancy in some
properties with respect to experimental measurements:
• Since correlation energies are neglected, atomization energies are sys-
tematically underestimated;
• Similarly, in semi-conductors and insulators, the bandgaps and band-
widths are systematically overestimated.
Because of the systematic nature of the error on the electronic structure,
Hartree-Fock calculations can be used as a reference, in particular in con-
trast to DFT results.
2.5 Hybrid Methods
Given the diﬃculties of reproducing exact exchange with local density func-
tionals and the complexities involved in developing non-local density func-
tionals, hybrid methods have been proposed, based on the HF exchange
calculated from the KS wave-functions and on DFT exchange-correlation
potentials, in order to more accurately reproduce the electronic structure
of matter. Also, many real systems present densities that are in between
the results given by HF and by pure DFT. Mixing the two hamiltonians in
a hybrid self-consistent calculation can in many cases increase the accuracy
of the results by canceling the systematic errors of both methods.
Many diﬀerent approaches exist for the construction of the hybrid
exchange-correlation potential. Two in particular are commonly used among
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physicists and chemists. The simpler of them strives to construct a simple
potential without adjusted parameters, from HF and a given GGA func-
tional, and is known as the ACM0 family (Adamo and Barone, 1999). It
starts with a simple ACM1 mixing rule for the exchange part of the energy:
EACM1xc = E
GGA
xc + a1(E
HF
x − EGGAx ), (2.29)
where the a1 parameter is not fixed. From it, theoretical arguments sup-
port that a1 = 1/4 is optimal for the description of atomization energies in
molecules (Perdew et al., 1996b). The use of a parameter-free PBE GGA
leads then to the parameter-free hybrid PBE0, which is more commonly
used by physicists:
EPBE0xc = E
PBE
xc +
1
4
(EHFx − EPBEx ). (2.30)
Another approach, exemplified by the B3LYP potential (Becke, 1993,
Stephens et al., 1994), is to construct a hybrid hamiltonian from LDA and
GGA exchange and correlation functionals and HF, with varying mixing
constants among them:
Ehybridxc = E
LDA
xc +a0(E
HF
x −ELDAx )+ax(EGGAx −ELDAx )+ac(EGGAc −ELDAc )
(2.31)
In this approach, a0, ax and ac do not come from fundamental theoretic
considerations and are often taken from fits of atomization energies, ion-
ization potentials, proton aﬃnities and total atomic energies. One of the
first hamiltonians constructed from this mixing rule was B3PW91, that
used Becke’s B88 exchange and PW91 correlation (both GGAs). For this
functional, the parameters a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72 and ac = 0.81 were de-
termined to be optimal (Becke, 1993). Later, the PW91 correlation GGA
was substituted with LYP correlation, creating the B3LYP hybrid, but
the mixing constants were taken without modification from B3PW91. Be-
cause of the empirical construction of B88 and LYP functionals, the correct
asymptotic decay of B88 exchange for finite systems, and the fitting of all
parameters to atomic and molecular energetic and ionization data, B3LYP
is well-suited to compute reaction energies of finite systems, which explain
its popularity among chemists. It also tends to closely reproduce bandgaps
2.6 Numerical treatment of periodic systems
The discussion on the use of DFT has so far been general and has not con-
sidered the specificities of periodic systems. While all the concepts previ-
ously defined can be translated into a periodic framework, it is important
to note that when using Atomic Orbitals (AO) basis sets, the terms vext(!r )
and vHartree[n](!r ) of the Fock matrix include sums spanning over all the
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atoms of the system, which generates integral series. For these reasons,
some truncation criteria must be defined to assess their convergence.
Two tolerance criteria are used for the truncation of the Coulomb terms,
which in the AO basis take the form
C#gµν =
∑
λ,ρ,#g ′
P#g
′
λρ
∑
#h
(
µ0ν#g|λ
#hρ
#h+#g ′
)
, (2.32)
where µ0, ν#g, λ#h and ρ#h+#g
′
are AOs centered in the cells 0, !g, !h, respec-
tively, and !h + !g ′, (. . . |. . . ) denotes the Coulomb integral and P#g
′
λρ is the
term of the Density Matrix corresponding to the AO λ0 and ρ#g
′
centered
in cells 0 and !g ′.
The first parameter SC concerns the calculation of the electronic den-
sity and is defined in terms of the overlap between the atomic orbitals.
Whenever !g (!g ′) is so large that the contribution to the density n of the
overlap between two atomic orbitals µ and ν (λ and ρ) is smaller than
SC , the corresponding terms are neglected in the calculation of n(!r ) for
vHartree. In the CRYSTAL program, which has been used during this re-
search, this is set by the ITOL1 parameter, which is defined as − log10 SC .
In order to obtain convergence of the series, the contributions from
vext(!r ) and vHartree[n](!r ) can be re-arranged so that the opposite con-
tribution from nuclear and electron charges can be considered together.
At large distances between the interacting charges, the four-center inte-
grals can be approximated through bipolar expansions. Even better, the
contributions from the second electron can be regrouped into the charge
densities of each atomic shell Λ, and the infinite replicas can be treated
through an Ewald sum. If the degree of penetration between the charge
distribution of the first electron and the charge density of the shell Λ is
larger than the value of the parameter ITOL2, the four-center integral is
treated explicitly. Otherwise, it is taken into account by the Ewald sum-
mation (Saunders et al., 1992).
If exact Hartree-Fock exchange is used, three other truncation criteria
have to be defined, which are similar to the Coulomb case. The EHFx
term is defined in Eq. (2.28) in terms of crystalline orbitals (pseudo-wave-
functions) ψi. When expanding ψi and ψj in terms of local orbitals, we
obtain again a summation involving many four-indices:
Ex = −1
2
∑
µ,ν,#g
∑
λ,ρ,#g ′
P#gµνP
#g ′
λρ
∑
#h
(
µ0λ
#h|ν#gρ
#h+#g ′
)
, (2.33)
In perfect analogy with SC defined above, a tolerance factor can be de-
fined for the overlap between µ and λ (ν and ρ), which is determined by
the parameter ITOL3, based on the value of !h. Many integrals of the type(
µ0µ0|ν#gν#g
′
)
remain, however. Consider, for example, the case !g = !g ′.
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This integral decays as 1/|!r| as !g = !g ′ tends to infinity. However, for
large !g and !g ′, the corresponding density matrix elements go to zero (ex-
ponentially for insulators and as sinxx for metals). So, in this case, it is the
decrease in value of the elements of the density matrix that trucates the
series. This truncation is controlled by 2 parameters, ITOL4 and ITOL5.
They usually have diﬀerent values (ITOL5 being more severe than ITOL4 )
because ITOL5 enters at each step of the SCF process, and small numerical
errors build up to give numerical instability to the cycle. On the contrary,
ITOL4 enters only in the definition of the total energy, and does not incur
into numerical instabilities in the SCF. A detailed discussion of this issue
is presented in Chapter II.5 of Pisani et al. (1988).
2.7 Electronic contribution to the permittivity
In a molecular system, the electronic contribution to the permittivity of
a system could be calculated by including in the original DFT electronic
Hamiltonian, a perturbation term coupling the Electric Field !E to the
dipole moment operator for the electrons e!r (nuclei being fixed).
Hˆ ′ = !E · e!r. (2.34)
Nevertheless, for periodic systems, this perturbative term presents two
problems: it is not bounded (the dipole moment diverges since in a peri-
odic system electrons are repeated infinitely) and it breaks translational
symmetry. To solve such a problem, one can find an equivalent opera-
tor which is appropriate for periodic systems (Ferrero et al., 2008b, Otto,
1992). By starting with the expression for the Bloch functions at a given
!k point
φ
#k
n(!r ) = e
i#k·#ru
#k
n(!r ), (2.35)
where u#kn(!r ) is the periodic part of the Bloch function, we can see that the
following equality holds:
∇#kφ
#k
n(!r ) = i!rφ
#k
n(!r ) + e
i#k·#r∇#ke−i
#k·#rφ
#k
n(!r ). (2.36)
Taking the scalar product in each side of this equality with ie !E, and rear-
ranging the terms, we obtain
!E · e!r = ie !E · ei
#k·#r∇#ke−i
#k·#r − ie !E ·∇#k (2.37)
where the first term is now bounded and preserves translational symmetry.
The second term is related to electronic motion in the form of macroscopic
currents and is zero for molecules (Kudin and Scuseria, 2000). In the
periodic case (enforcing macroscopic currents to be zero), its contribution
must be removed to obtain a periodic-adapted operator:
Ωˆ = ie !Eei
#k·#r ·∇#ke−i
#k·#r = e !E · (!r + i∇#k). (2.38)
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A more detailed and rigorous discussion of this development is found in
Rérat et al. (2008).
Using this perturbation, the electronic response to the field can be com-
puted by the Coupled-Perturbed Hartree-Fock/Kohn-Sham (CPHF/CPKS)
methods (Ferrero et al., 2008b). If we define the eigenvector matrix from
the Bloch functions to the optimized crystalline orbitals as C(!k)
ψj(!r,!k) =
∑
µ
Cµj(!k )φµ(!r,!k ), (2.39)
where j and µ run over the number of Bloch functions for a given !k point
(or, identically, atomic orbitals for the unit cell), and obtain the derivative
of this matrix Cβ(!k ) with respect to the perturbation term along each
direction u of the field, we can search self-consistently for the unitary
transformation that relates C(!k) and its derivative:
Cu(!k) = C(!k)Uu(!k ). (2.40)
From this point, the polarization tensor α (the second derivative of the
total energy with respect to the electric field) can be calculated (Ferrero
et al., 2008a) as
αuv = − 2
N
N!k∑
#k
n(!k )
occ∑
j
all∑
i
ℜ
[
Ω
u
ji(
!k )Uvij(
!k ) + Ωvji(
!k )Uuij(
!k )
]
, (2.41)
where ℜ denotes the real part, N#k is the number of !k points in the irre-
ducible Brillouin zone, n(!k ) is the symmetry multiplicity of each !k point
and
N =
N!k∑
#k
n(!k ). (2.42)
The total dielectric tensor including electronic contribution can then
be expressed in cartesian coordinates u and v as:
ǫelectronicuv =
4π
V
αuv, (2.43)
leading to the high-frequency dielectric tensor
ǫuv = δuv + ǫ
electronic
uv = δuv +
4π
V
αuv, (2.44)
where δ is the Kronecker’s delta symbol.
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2.8 Ionic contribution to the permittivity
On a molecular level, the ionic contribution to the permittivity could be
understood as a variation of the dipole moment of the system created by
the movement of the nuclei in response of the electric field. Nevertheless,
for periodic systems, the dipole moment per unit cell is not defined (as it
depends on the choice of origin of the cell) and this notion must be sub-
stituted by and equivalent quantity expressed in terms of currents (Resta,
1994). In fact, given two structural configurations and a continuous defor-
mation between them described by a parameter λ varying between 0 and
1, we can express the difference in dipole moment between their electronic
configuration ∆!ξel as
∆!ξel =
∫ 1
0
!ξ′el(λ)dλ (2.45)
where P ′el represents the change in polarization induced by the change in
the Kohn-Sham potential in response to the deformation. Using the Berry
phase approach, ∆!ξel can be calculated as (Dall’Olio et al., 1997)
∆!ξel = − i
(2π)3
∫
BZ
〈Φ1(!k )|∇#kΦ1(!k )〉 − 〈Φ0(!k )|∇#kΦ0(!k )〉, (2.46)
where Φ0(!k ) and Φ1(!k ) are the pseudo-wave-functions of the system in
the configurations corresponding to λ = 0 and λ = 1. To this contribution
we must add the contribution arising from the displacements of the ions,
which is equal to their atomic number multiplied by the total displacement
of the deformation. For simplicity, from now on, we can use the term dipole
moment to refer to the difference in dipole moment with respect to a given
reference configuration, and note it !ξ. One must however remember that
only the diﬀerences (or derivatives) have a real definition.
Using the Berry phase approach, we can calculate the Born eﬀective
charges of each atom i, which represent the derivative of the dipole mo-
ment (in the sense of the previous paragraph) with respect to a certain
displacement of the atom:
Z∗i,vu =
∂ξv
∂ui,u
, (2.47)
where v is the cartesian component of the !ξ vector and u is the direction
of the displacement !ui of atom i.
This eﬀective charge, in combination with the knowledge of the phonon
structure of the Transverse Optical (TO) phonon modes at the Γ point
of the Brillouin Zone, allows us to calculate the ionic contribution to the
relative permittivity of the studied materials (Zicovich-Wilson et al., 2008).
In fact, once we define our Dynamical Matrix (for TO phonons at the Γ
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point)
Wiu,jv =
1√
MiMj
Hiu,jv, (2.48)
where Mi is the mass of atom i and Hiu,jv is the second-order mixed
derivative of the total energy with respect to a displacement of atom i
in the direction u and of atom j in the direction v, we can obtain its
eigenvectors !Qp corresponding to each vibration modes p, which are related
to the cartesian coordinates of a displacement !ui by the eigenvector matrix
T and the atomic masses:
!Qp =
∑
iu
Tp,iu√
Mi
uiu. (2.49)
The same transformation of coordinates allow us to define an eﬀective
charge for each mode p along each direction u as
Z¯p,u =
∑
iv
Tp,ivZ
∗
i,uv√
Mi
(2.50)
in terms of which the ionic contribution to the dielectric constant (from
first-order perturbation theory) can be expressed as
ǫvibuv =
4π
V
∑
p
dp
Z¯p,uZ¯p,v
ω2p
, (2.51)
where dp is the degeneracy of the phonon mode p and ωp is its frequency.
The total relative permittivity of a material can thus be expressed as:
ǫuv = δuv ++
4π
V
αuv +
4π
V
∑
p
dp
Z¯p,uZ¯p,v
ω2p
. (2.52)
where α is the polarizability tensor defined in Eq. (2.41) (Zicovich-Wilson
et al., 2008).
Conclusions
Density Functional Theory would be an exact theory if the perfect exchange-
correlation functional of the density was known, but no exact representa-
tion of this functional exists. The formulations that we have seen in this
chapter explore various forms that this functional can assume, but all of
them are far from oﬀering us an exact representation of it. On the practi-
cal level, the accuracy of DFT calculations depends on the exchange and
correlation potentials that are employed, but it is not straightforward to
choose among them. First, all of them are approximated, expanding from
the Homogeneous Electron Gas (HEG) behavior by the introduction of
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secondary multiplicative or additive terms, given by relatively simple for-
mulas. Second, because of local cancelations of errors in the exchange and
correlation energies for commonly employed functionals, current simula-
tions give accurate results in spite of the errors incurred on the calculation
of each energy. For this reason, improvements in one of the potentials
tend to worsen simulation accuracy if not accompanied by an equivalent
improvement in the complementary potential.
As we have seen, the variety of DFT functionals and hybrids are con-
structed from diﬀerent assumptions and do not respect the same condi-
tions. For this reason, some are more justified and give better results for
finite systems, and other are more suited to fully-periodic calculations.
Similar distinctions can be made in terms of the properties that are calcu-
lated, the relative importance of correlation in the system, the degree of
(de)localization of electrons and so on. As a consequence, each scientific
community, tends to favor a diﬀerent flavor of DFT, that traditionally give
better results to the kind of calculations they perform, making it diﬃcult
to conduct quantitative comparison between publications.
Before starting a DFT investigation, it is thus necessary to validate
the choice of functional by comparison with available experimental data
for similar properties and/or similar systems. For the same reason, quanti-
tative comparison between Hamiltonians must also be made in the context
of the investigation that will be conducted. Only then, Density Functional
Theory can be used to generate predictive data and the accuracy of such
data can be estimated.
Chapter 3
Simulating Displacive
Transitions
The results of this chapter have been published in an interna-
tional journal and can be found in the article Gustavo Sophia,
Philippe Baranek, Christian Sarrazin, Michel Rérat, Roberto
Dovesi (2013): First-principles study of the mechanisms of
the pressure-induced dielectric anomalies in ferroelectric per-
ovskites, Phase Transitions: A Multinational Journal, in Press,
doi:10.1080/01411594.2012.754442. Here we reproduce the in-
formation presented in the article, adapting the layout for the
PhD thesis format.
In order to investigate the mechanisms of the giant dielectric anomaly,
it is first necessary to correctly reproduce the series of structural distortions
presented by these perovskites. Most studies at present use LDA, but this
functional tends to overly de-localize the electron distribution, disrupting
the degree of covalency in ionocovalent bonds, increasing the electronic po-
larizability and modifying the ground-state geometry. For these reasons,
many articles use the experimental geometry instead of that obtained by
optimisation of the LDA energy, limiting their capacity of describing the
phase diagram of the compounds. This chapter will focus on a comparison
of the performance of available functionals, and then describe the struc-
tural phenomena that can be observed during phase transitions, in order
to finally make a link describing the dielectric anomaly and the crystal
structure.
BaTiO3, PbTiO3, BaZrO3 and PbZrO3 have been the subject of nu-
merous theoretical and experimental works (Rabe et al., 2007). Ab-initio
studies at zero pressure have shown that in ATiO3 (A= Ca, Sr, Ba, Ra,
Cd, Zn, Mg, Ge, Sn, Pb) the ferroelectric Γ15 instability is always present
in simulations of the Pm3¯m structure (LaSota et al., 1997, Lebedev, 2009,
Sai and Vanderbilt, 2000, Zhong et al., 1994a). In all cases, a displacement
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of the O atoms along the Ti-O axis is observed, whereas the participation
of the A atoms varies along the series (Lebedev, 2009). The hybridization
between the 3d orbitals of Ti and the 2p orbitals of O is essential to the
development of the ferroelectric instability (Cohen, 1992).
BaZrO3, on the contrary, does not present temperature-driven phase
transitions and the cubic Pm3¯m structure is always stable at zero-pressure.
While experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the dielec-
tric constant of BaZrO3 increases by about 25% as the temperature de-
creases from 300K to 0K, it does not present the same kind of giant dielec-
tric anomaly that occurs in BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 as the temperature de-
creases (Akbarzadeh et al., 2005). Similarly, no dielectric anomaly occurs
in PbZrO3 as temperature is increased, as it presents an antiferroelectric
Pbam phase between 0K and ∼500K at ambient pressure.
In addition to the temperature, these perovskites can also present
transitions driven by pressure. It was shown experimentally that increas-
ing pressure reduces and eventually completely annihilates ferroelectricity
(Samara et al., 1975, Sani et al., 2004, Sanjurjo et al., 1983). As ferroelec-
tricity at low pressure presents a fine balance between long-range Coulomb
ionic interactions and short-range electronic repulsions, the rapid increase
of the short-range repulsion with pressure would lead to a reduction of fer-
roelectricity (Sanjurjo et al., 1983). However, it was shown theoretically
that once a critical pressure is reached, ferroelectricity begins to increase
with pressure and other ferroelectric phase transitions occur (Bousquet
and Ghosez, 2006, Kornev and Bellaiche, 2007, Kornev et al., 2005).
While most theoretical studies of these perovskites concentrate on
structural properties at ferroelectric phase transitions, the link between
the latter and the anomalously large dielectric constant in the vicinity of
these transitions is quasi unexplored. Few attempts to link the dielectric
response of these compounds to the phonon dynamic (Cockayne, 2003,
Cockayne and Burton, 2000, Ghosez et al., 1997, Wu et al., 2005, Wu and
Cohen, 2005) have shown that, for the polar and non-polar oxides, the cal-
culated static dielectric constant is about at least one order of magnitude
larger than the calculated electronic dielectric constant. The main contri-
bution to the static dielectric response is coming from the lattice phonon
of the lowest frequency, possessing a large mode eﬀective charge. But, as
far as we know, there is no systematic study of the lattice contribution to
the static dielectric response through the pressure driven phase transitions
of perovskites.
The purpose of the present chapter is to shed light on this mechanism.
The influence of the exchange-correlation functional is analysed first, in
Section 3.2, focusing on the capacity of each functional of reproducing the
phase transitions. The performances of the hybrid functionals are particu-
larly interesting for obtaining physical data of ferroelectric compounds in
good agreement with experiments (Baranek, 2007, Bilc et al., 2008, Corà,
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2005, De la Pierre et al., 2011) and results using both PBE0 and B3LYP
are studied. Then, the structural modifications during the phase transi-
tions are investigated in terms of the spontaneous polarization, the relative
enthalpy of the phases, and the phonon structure, in section 3.3. Finally,
we detail the nature of the soft phonon in each of these perovskites, and its
relationship to the dielectric anomaly in 3.4, where the anomalous eﬀective
charge arising from hybridization in the bonds is analysed as well.
3.1 Computational Details
Calculations have been performed with the periodic CRYSTAL09 code
(Dovesi et al., 2005, 2010), that permits to solve self-consistently both the
Hartree-Fock (HF) and Kohn-Sham (DFT) equations, as well as to use
mixed schemes, such as B3LYP (Becke, 1993, Lee et al., 1988b, Stephens
et al., 1994) or PBE0 (Adamo and Barone, 1999), where the exchange
operator is a linear combination of the HF and DFT ones. Pseudopotential
and all-electron Gaussian type (GTF) basis sets can be used.
Various exchange-correlation functionals are adopted in the following,
including LDA (Dirac-Slater exchange (Dirac, 1930, Slater, 1951) plus
Vosko-Wilk-Nusair correlation potential (Vosko et al., 1980)), GGA (PBE
(Perdew et al., 1996a)) as well as hybrids (B3LYP and PBE0). The in-
fluence of London-type dispersion interactions is determined via Grimme’s
method (Grimme, 2006) for PBE0 with scaling factor s6 = 0.6 (Burns
et al., 2011), steepness d = 20 (Canepa et al., 2012), Rcut = 25Å (Canepa
et al., 2012). Dispersion coeﬃcients C6 for Pb (Canepa et al., 2012), Ti
(Grimme, 2006) and O (Canepa et al., 2012) are 42.15, 10.80 and 0.39
Jnm6mol−1, respectively. Van der Waals radius are 1.767 Å, 1.562 Å and
1.342 Å, respectively. An all-electron basis set (BS) has been used for O
and Ti, Hay-Wadt small-core pseudopotentials (Hay and Wadt, 1984a,b,c)
(SC-ECP) for Zr and Ba and the fully-relativistic SC-ECP developed by
Metz, Stoll and Dolg (Metz et al., 2000) for Pb. The Zr – 4s2-4p6-4d2-5s2
–, Ba – 5s2-5p6-6s2 – and Pb – 5d10-6s2-6p2 – electrons are treated explic-
itly in order to take into account the pressure-induced relaxations of the
outer core electrons. These atomic basis sets are provided in the Appendix
C.
As regards the computational conditions used for the evaluation of the
Coulomb and exchange series, the adopted thresholds on the overlap as
defined in the CRYSTAL manual (Dovesi et al., 2010) are 10−8, 10−8,
10−8, 10−8 and 10−16 in atomic units. The integration of the exchange-
correlation contribution to the Fock Matrix was performed with the XL-
GRID (Dovesi et al., 2010) grid generated by Becke’s atomic partition
method (Becke, 1988a,b, Towler et al., 1996), consisting of 75 radial and
974 angular points. Calculations have been performed with a 8 × 8 × 8
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Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh (Monkhorst and Park, 1976), corresponding
to 35 and 75 points in the Irreducible Brillouin Zone (IBZ) of the cubic and
tetragonal phases, respectively. For the 40-atoms Pbam phase of PbZrO3,
a 5 × 5 × 5 Monkhorst-Pack, corresponding to 27 points in the (IBZ) was
suﬃcient to obtain convergence and has been used. Convergence criteria
on total energies for the SCF cycles is 10−12 Ha.
The equation of state E(V ) (E is the total energy, V is the volume) is
obtained by optimizing for each V all the geometrical parameters at fixed
symmetry. The convergence criteria for the geometry optimization process
on total energy, atomic displacement and energy gradient are 10−10 Ha,
1.2 × 10−4 a0 and 3 × 10−5 Ha a−10 respectively. The E(V ) points have
been interpolated with cubic splines using the module scipy.interpolate
from SciPy (Jones et al., 01 ). All thermodynamic data of interest (pres-
sure P , enthalpy H) have been determined by the analytical derivative of
E(V ) splines. For the calculation of these energies, a compressed common
reference geometry has been chosen for the classification of integrals and
overlap thresholds for each compound, in order to minimize the numerical
noise—see the FIXINDEX keyword in the CRYSTAL09 manual (Dovesi
et al., 2010, p. 86).
For each volume of the crystals phases, the Γ-point harmonic frequen-
cies have been calculated in the frozen phonons approximation. Eckart
conditions have been used in order to separate translation and internal
coordinates.1 The optical permittivity tensor has been obtained with the
Coupled-Perturbation method (Ferrero et al., 2008b). The Born eﬀective
charges Z∗ and spontaneous polarizations ξ have been determined using
the Berry-phase method (Dall’Olio et al., 1997). The static permittiv-
ity tensor has been determined combining Z∗, phonon modes and optical
permittivity (Gonze and Lee, 1997).
3.2 Comparison of Functionals Performance
Before attempting to understand the origin of the dielectric anomaly dur-
ing ferrodisplacive transitions, we must estimate whether the underlying
electronic and structural phenomena are well reproduced by theoretical
methods. The major requirement to investigate the phase diagram of per-
ovskites is for the correct stability of the phases to be reproduced. The cru-
cial computational parameter is the choice of the DFT functional, whose
performance can be assessed on three aspects. First, the magnitude of
the ferroelectric distortion, at a structural level, can be quantified by the
relative displacement of the atoms and the deformation of the unit cell.
Second, the electronic structure, which determines the degree of covalence
1Eckart conditions (Eckart, 1935) are implemented in a modified version of CRYS-
TAL. Details of this implementation will be published soon.
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and the balance between long-range Coulomb interaction and short-range
repulsion, can be compared with experiment in terms of bandgaps and
electronic permittivity. Finally, given the importance of the soft-phonon
mode to ferrodisplacive transitions, the reproduction of vibration frequen-
cies can be quantified. The transition pressures obtained by each func-
tional can be compared directly to each other, but experimental data for
low-temperature high-pressure phases are scarcely available. In every com-
parison, HF simulations are included.
3.2.1 Ground-state structure
The lattice parameters and internal atomic positions have been optimized
with each Hamiltonian while constraining the geometry to preserve the ex-
perimental space group for the low-temperature phases of BaTiO3 (R3m),
BaZrO3 (Pm3¯m), PbTiO3 (P4mm) and PbZrO3 (Pbam). Then, the sta-
bility of the phase has been assessed by the presence of phonons with
imaginary frequency. For BaTiO3, BaZrO3 and BaTiO3, all five hamil-
tonians found the experimental phases to be stable. On the other hand,
the anti-ferroelectric Pbam phase of PbZrO3 was found unstable for two
hamiltonians. At the LDA level, only one phonon of imaginary frequency
(11i cm−1) is found, with symmetry B3G, while HF produced multiple in-
stabilities: B1U (74i cm−1), B1G (28i cm−1), AU (12i cm−1) and B3G (12i
cm−1).
Simulation and experiment can be compared for the phases that are
stable at room pressure and 0 K: R3m BaTiO3, Pm3¯m BaZrO3, P4mm
PbTiO3 and Pbam PbZrO3 (see Table 3.1). LDA and HF results for
PbZrO3 are not shown since these Hamiltonians are unable to reproduce
the stability of the Pbam phase. As usual, HF and PBE overestimate
the equilibrium volumes of all materials, while LDA underestimates them.
B3LYP also overestimates the equilibrium volumes, while PBE0 repro-
duces closely the experiment. For PbZrO3, PBE0 also correctly reproduces
the ratio between the three lattice parameters. Overall, PBE0 closely re-
produces the position of each atom while PBE and B3LYP show larger
deviations from experiment.
For PbTiO3, while the lattice parameters a and b (orthogonal to the
direction of polarization) are well-reproduced, c is largely overestimated
(up to 7.9%) by all functionals but LDA. Such super-tetragonality has al-
ready been reported for the PBE and B3LYP functionals and at the HF
level (Bilc et al., 2008, Wu and Cohen, 2006, Wu et al., 2004). Because
of the dependence of the various properties of the ferroelectric materials
on the balance between long-range Coulomb ionic interactions and short-
range electronic repulsions, diﬀerent phenomena may contribute to this
deviation at various scales. For PBE0, the energy diﬀerence between the
optimized geometry and the one obtained by constraining c to the experi-
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Table 3.1: Calculated and experimental geometry (lattice parameters, per-
centual deviation with respect to experimental lattice and RMS error σx in
free fractional coordinates) of BaTiO3 (R3m), BaZrO3 (Pm3¯m), PbTiO3
(P4mm) and PbZrO3 (Pbam). The neutron diﬀraction data have been
collected at 15K (Kwei et al., 1993), 173K (Levin et al., 2003), 20K (Shige-
matsu et al., 2002) and 10K (Fujishita et al., 2003) respectively. The Pbam
phase of PbZrO3 is found unstable with HF and LDA, and its optimized
geometry is not given.
HF LDA PBE PBE0 B3LYP Exp.
BaTiO3 V (Å3) 65.99 62.38 67.32 65.30 68.17 64.19
R3m δV (%) +2.8 -2.7 +4.9 +1.7 +6.2
a (Å) 4.041 3.966 4.068 4.027 4.085 4.004
δa (%) +0.9 -0.9 +1.6 +0.6 +2
α (◦) 89.865 89.954 89.766 89.771 89.660 89.839
σx 0.00169 0.00556 0.00288 0.00242 0.00630
PbTiO3 V (Å3) 70.36 60.12 67.82 65.84 70.66 63.01
P4mm δV (%) +11 -4.6 +7.6 +4.5 +12
a (Å) 3.831 3.877 3.886 3.850 3.852 3.892
δa (%) -1.6 -0.4 -0.2 -1.1 -1.0
c (Å) 4.794 4.000 4.491 4.442 4.762 4.160
δc (%) +15 -3.8 +7.9 +6.8 +14
σx 0.057 0.036 0.075 0.023 0.044
BaZrO3 a (Å) 4.239 4.170 4.241 4.207 4.247 4.191
Pm3¯m δa (%) +1.1 -0.5 +1.2 +0.4 +1.3
PbZrO3 V (Å3) - - 590.67 575.85 595.22 566.64
Pbam δV (%) - - +4.2 +1.6 +5.0
a (Å) - - 5.972 5.923 5.998 5.874
δa (%) - - +1.7 +0.8 +2.1
b (Å) - - 11.907 11.809 11.920 11.777
δb (%) - - +1.1 +0.3 +1.2
c (Å) - - 8.307 8.233 8.325 8.191
δc (%) - - +1.4 +0.5 +1.6
σx - - 0.00246 0.00191 0.00304
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Table 3.2: Vertical (indirect) bandgap (in eV) of BaTiO3, PbTiO3, BaZrO3
and PbZrO3 calculated with each functional. When the direct bandgap is
not on Γ, the Γ− Γ bandgap is given as well. Experimental values corre-
sponding to the smallest bandgap for BaTiO3: (Wemple, 1970), PbTiO3:
(Peng et al., 1991, Robertson, 2000), BaZrO3: (Cavalcante et al., 2008,
Robertson, 2000) and PbZrO3: (Robertson, 2000).
HF LDA PBE PBE0 B3LYP Exp.
BaTiO3 11.7 2.0 2.1 (1.9) 4.0 3.5 3.3
PbTiO3 9.9 1.6 1.7 3.3 3.0 3.4
Γ− Γ 12.5 2.7 2.7 4.7 4.2
BaZrO3 13.0 3.3 3.3 5.5 5.0 4.9 - 5.3
Γ− Γ 13.5 3.5 3.5 5.8 5.3
PbZrO3 10.0 2.4 2.4 4.1 3.9 3.7
Γ− Γ 14.4 4.1 4.2 6.5 6.0
Table 3.3: Electronic contribution to the relative permittivity (ǫ∞) of
BaTiO3, PbTiO3, BaZrO3 and PbZrO3 calculated with each functional.
Experimental values for BaTiO3: (Axe, 1967), PbTiO3: (Robertson, 2000),
BaZrO3: (Cavalcante et al., 2008, Robertson, 2000) and PbZrO3: (Robert-
son, 2000).
HF LDA PBE PBE0 B3LYP Exp.
BaTiO3 3.33 6.23 6.18 5.00 5.15 5.31
PbTiO3 4.27 8.39 8.28 6.53 6.69 6.25
BaZrO3 2.86 4.49 4.42 3.84 3.85 4.
PbZrO3 3.76 6.74 6.61 5.42 5.48 4.8
mental value is 1.7 mHa (1.08 kcal/mol), i.e. of the order of a van der Waals
interaction. The high polarizability of Pb and the diﬃculties of DFT in
reproducing dispersion phenomena might explain this mismatch. In fact,
including Grimme’s semi-empirical London-type correction to PBE0 yields
a = 3.862Å and c = 4.249Å, which deviate from the experimental values
by −0.8% and −2.1%, reducing the tetragonality of the lattice. The high
sensibility of c is related to the flatness of the Potential Energy Surface
(PES) along this direction close to the phase transition.
3.2.2 Electronic Bandgap and Polarizability
In order to study the static dielectric properties of materials, it is important
to simultaneously reproduce structural and electronic properties. Tables
3.2 and 3.3 present the bandgaps and electronic contribution to the permit-
tivity at equilibrium for the Pm3¯m phase using each functional. B3LYP
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and PBE0 reproduce quite well the experimental values. HF tends as usual
to overestimate the bandgap and underestimate the optical dielectric con-
stants while the opposite behavior is found for pure GGA functionals.
3.2.3 Phonon Frequencies
Calculated phonon frequencies can be compared with experimental data
for those modes that are optically or Raman active. Table
3.4 presents the results for the stable phases of each material, as well as
the experimental values obtained by IR-reflectance at room temperature
and Raman measurements at 25K, respectively. In BaTiO3, the soft A1
mode corresponding to the B–O stretching along the polar axis is very
sensible to distortions of the lattice parameter and is the major source
of error in the simulated frequencies. Simulation of phonon frequencies
using the experimental lattice parameters tend to lower this frequency
and decrease the error. For BaZrO3, hybrid functionals reproduce the
experimental frequencies with an error1 of 6%, PBE of 8% and HF of
15%. For the P4mm phase of PbTiO3, the calculated frequencies tend to
be higher than the experimental data, due to the aforementioned neglect
of dispersion forces. Without Grimme’s correction, PBE shows the best
agreement, with an error1 of 14%. LDA and hybrids of 17% and HF
of 25%. Grimme’s empirical correction for PBE0 lowers the overestimated
frequencies of the A and the first two E modes, reducing the error1 to 14%.
The same correction is obtained with the B1-WC hybrid functional of Bilc
et al. (Bilc et al., 2008). For the Pbam phase of PbZrO3, PBE, PBE0
and B3LYP reproduce the experimentally measured phonon frequencies
(Ostapchuk et al., 2001) with an error1 smaller than 6%.
On simulations of vibrational frequencies, specially in molecular sys-
tems, it is usual to apply an homogeneous scaling factor to more closely
reproduce vibrational frequencies (Merrick et al., 2007). Since this scaling
factor is homogeneous, it will not change the nature of the vibration modes
(between stable and unstable) nor the hierarchy of frequencies between the
diﬀerent phonon symmetries. For this reason, we have chosen to neglect
such empirical correction in this work, as it would not influence in any
measure the description of mechanics of the phase transition.
Overall, PBE0 turns out to be the most adequate for the simultaneous
simulation of the structural, vibrational and electronic properties of these
perovskites. It is used in the remaining of this paper to investigate the
mechanism responsible for the giant dielectric anomaly. In some cases, HF
will also be used for comparison. Grimme’s correction will not be used
because of its empirical nature.
1Error is calculated as the quadratic mean of the deviation from 1 of the ratio between
the calculated and the experimental values.
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Table 3.4: TO Phonon frequencies (in cm−1) calculated at equilibrium
for BaTiO3, BaZrO3 and PbTiO3 in the R3m, Pm3¯m and P4mm phases,
respectively. PBE0-D denotes PBE0 with Grimme’s correction for disper-
sion interaction. For PbZrO3, only the deviation from experience is given.
Experimental data from (Ostapchuk et al., 2001, Perry et al., 1965, Tenne
et al., 2004, Tornberg and Perry, 1970) respectively.
HF LDA PBE PBE0 PBE0-D B3LYP Exp.
BaTiO3 A1 199 194 172 185 173 173
R3m A1∗ 294 215 304 326 348 242
A1 565 511 538 564 578 522
A2 345 298 281 305 285
E 185 163 168 186 160
E 204 191 255 256 287
E 354 304 298 319 311
E 528 494 476 495 487
error1 16% 10% 15% 21% 26%
BaZrO3 F1u 135 118 109 124 107 115
Pm3¯m F1u 250 183 189 209 199 210
F1u 515 523 472 497 478 505
F2u 258 202 197 215 214
error1 15% 8% 8% 5% 6%
PbTiO3 A 193 133 167 179 169 175 157
P4mm A∗ 493 313 393 418 398 441 363
A 881 610 723 773 725 804 659
B 329 275 277 301 298 288 413
E 103 72 102 110 109 101 91
E 301 185 236 266 244 262 227
E 341 268 276 295 296 284 292
E 582 527 503 532 533 525 510
error1 25% 18% 14% 17% 14% 17%
PbZrO3 error1 5% 6% 5%
Pbam
∗ denotes the soft-mode corresponding to the stretching B–O along the
polar axis.
1Error is calculated as the quadratic mean of the deviation from 1 of the
ratio between the calculated and the experimental values.
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Table 3.5: Range of pressures (GPa) of the diﬀerent phases of BaTiO3,
PbTiO3, BaZrO3 and PbZrO3 for which all phonon frequencies are posi-
tive. The highest calculated pressure is marked with a + sign if all phonon
frequencies are still positive at this pressure. Data from 1: Bousquet and
Ghosez (2006) and 2: Kornev and Bellaiche (2007)
Phase HF LDA PBE PBE0 B3LYP
BaTiO3 Pm3¯m 5-140+ 3-134+ 11-150 12-191 18-200
20-1401
6-1492
P4mm 0-140+ 0-134+ 8-150+ 9-190+ 14-100+
PbTiO3 Pm3¯m 24-130+ Unstable 26-71 25-95 38-100
Unstable2 29-632
P4mm 0-130+ 0-65 0-77 0-101 0-111
BaZrO3 Pm3¯m 0-30+ 0-46 0-60 0-70 0-79
0-422
PbZrO3 Pbam Unstable Unstable 0-1 0-7 0-6
3.2.4 Phase Transition Pressures
Phonon calculations were performed for all perovskites in the Pm3¯m phase
with SC-ECP up to 250 GPa. The P4mm phase for titanates and the
Pbam phase for PbZrO3 were also considered. Note that for BaZrO3 and
PbZrO3 only the Pm3¯m and the Pbam phases, respectively, have been re-
ported experimentally. Table 3.5 presents the range of pressures for which
all phonon modes are stable for the considered phases. This pressure is a
rough approximation to the phase transition pressure, which does not take
into account the local coupling with elastic strains at the transition (fixed
symmetry calculations) and/or the non-local eﬀects which could influence
the order of the phase transition, such as the correlation between ferro-
electric domains. The influence of the functional ranges from quantitative
deviations in the transition pressure, to the change in the stability of the
phase in all the investigated pressure range, according to the material. It is
usefull to remind that LDA tends to underestimate the equilibrium volume
and the transition pressures of the system with respect to the experiment;
the functionals developed in the framework of the GGA approximation
overcorrect these trends; then, they present the inverse trend with respect
to LDA (Wu and Cohen, 2006, Wu et al., 2004). Usually, an empirical the-
oretical shift of the pressure is applied to the calculated equation of state
in order to fit the experiment [see Zhong and Vanderbilt (1996) and refer-
ences therein], which is not the case in this work. Hybrid functionals allow,
somehow, to have a homogeneous description of the various properties of
the system by canceling the drawbacks of each theoretical levels.
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The Pm3¯m phase of PbTiO3 was found to be unstable at all pressures
when LDA is used, whereas all the other functionals present a range of pres-
sure where this phase is stable. The Pbam phase of PbZrO3 is unstable at
the HF and LDA level at zero pressure, in disagreement with experimental
data at low-temperature (Ostapchuk et al., 2001). This same phase was
found to be unstable at 0K for pressures greater than 1, 6 and 7 GPa
when using PBE, B3LYP and PBE0, respectively. The BaZrO3 Pm3¯m
phase was also found to be unstable at very-high pressures, as shown in
Table 3.5, in agreement with the results of Kornev and Bellaiche (2007).
As far as we know, these two phase transitions have not been determined
experimentally. The range of stability of the Pm3¯m phase of the diﬀerent
compounds also agree with calculations by Kornev and Bellaiche (2007).
3.3 Structure of Phase Transitions
We begin the discussion with PbTiO3 whose phase transition presents a
very clear structure. The Potential Energy Surface (PES) is very flat in the
vicinity of the phase transition and numerical noise can make the geometry
optimisation for the P4mm phase less precise. Since in DFT the exchange-
correlation term is evaluated numerically whereas in HF all integrals are
analytical, the phase transition is more precisely defined in HF. For this
reason, we first analyse the HF case and afterwards PBE0.
The spontaneous polarization ξ of the ferroelectric P4mm phase is the
order parameter for the ferroelectric phase transition. As the pressure
decreases below the transition pressure, ξ increases continuously (see label
1 on Figure 3.1), and the enthalpy of the P4mm phase decreases with
respect to the Pm3¯m one (label 2). At the same pressure, the 3-fold
degenerate Pm3¯m F1u mode splits into a non-degenerate A mode, in the
direction of the tetragonal strain, and a 2-fold degenerate E mode in the
plane perpendicular to the tetragonal strain (label 3). Because of the
coupling between phonons and elastic strains (Ackland, 2000), the Pm3¯m
phase becomes unstable at the pressure of 26 GPa, 2 GPa before the soft
phonon frequency becomes imaginary at 24 GPa (label 4) and the minimum
phonon frequency observed is 18 cm−1.
Using PBE0, the spontaneous polarization increases (label 1′) and the
phonon frequencies split (label 3′) at 35 GPa before the enthalpy of the
P4mm phase becomes smaller than that of the Pm3¯m at 25 GPa (label 2′).
Such artifact comes from the geometry optimisation and can be detected
as the calculated P4mm enthalpy is greater than the Pm3¯m (by as little as
10 µHa) between 25 GPa and 35 GPa. This implies that the precision in
the determination of the global minimum of energy for the P4mm phase
was not enough due to the flatness of the PES. By analyzing these three
properties it is possible to locate the transition pressure with an uncer-
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Figure 3.1: PbTiO3 spontaneous polarization ξ (top), enthalpy diﬀerence
∆H = HP4mm−HPm3¯m (center) and soft-phonon frequencies (bottom) as
a function of pressure P calculated with HF (left) and PBE0 (right). In
the bottom figure, in black full circles is the cubic Pm3¯m F1u mode. Blue
crosses (red vertical bars) refer to the tetragonal E (A) mode. Vertical
dashes mark the transition pressure as determined by the enthalpy and
the phonon degeneracy (see text for further details).
tainty of about 5 GPa. This behavior has been observed with all DFT
functionals.
3.4 Origins of Giant Dielectric Anomaly
The dielectric behavior of these perovskites can be explained by the vi-
brational contribution to the static permittivity of the materials which is
given in the harmonic approximation by
ǫvibij =
4π
Ω
∑
p
dp
Z¯p,iZ¯p,j
ω2p
, (3.1)
where dp is the degeneracy of the phonon mode p, Z¯p,i is the component in
the Cartesian direction i of the Born charge vector Z¯p of the mode p and
ωp is the frequency of the phonon mode p (Zicovich-Wilson et al., 2008).
This relationship can be seen in Figure 3.2. PbTiO3 presents the most
clear picture. At equilibrium, the P4mm phase is stable and the relative
permittivity tensor presents values smaller than 50 in every direction. As
the pressure increases and the P4mm well bottom becomes shallower, some
vibration frequencies decrease and the relative permittivity increases in
every direction, attaining a maximum at the transition pressure. As the
Pm3¯m phase stabilizes and the F1u mode hardens, the relative permittivity
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Figure 3.2: PBE0 phonon frequencies ν (top), static and electronic relative permittivities ǫ (center) and classical amplitude A
of the soft F1u mode in fractions of the lattice parameter (bottom) as a function of pressure P. O‖ (O⊥) denotes the oxygens
that move in the direction of (perpendicular to) the Ti-O bond. Vertical dashes indicates the pressures at which the enthalpy
of the P4mm phase becomes smaller than that of the Pm3¯m phase.
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Table 3.6: Maxima and minima of Born charges calculated with PBE0 in
the 0-120 GPa (0-250 GPa for BaTiO3) range of pressures for the Pm3¯m
structure. For oxygens, O‖ (O⊥) corresponds to the direction parallel
(perpendicular) to the B-O bond.
PbTiO3 BaTiO3 BaZrO3
A +3.80 to +4.30 +2.64 to +3.18 +2.56 to +2.75
B +6.78 to +6.92 +6.88 to +7.08 +5.96 to +6.08
O‖ −5.57 to −5.72 −5.42 to −5.60 −4.60 to −4.65
O⊥ −2.50 to −2.76 −2.02 to −2.38 −1.96 to −2.09
decreases again. At higher pressure, the Pm3¯m phase is again destabilized
into a ferroelectric phase, as also found by Kornev and Bellaiche (2007),
and the same mechanism is observed. During both phase transitions, the
electronic contribution to the permittivity is never larger than 10, two
orders of magnitude smaller than the vibrational contribution.
This same mechanism is observed for the other investigated perovskites
(see Figure 3.2). In each case, as the phonon frequencies decrease, an
increase in the static dielectric constant is observed. The P4mm phase of
BaTiO3 becomes unstable also close to the P4mm → Pm3¯m transition and
the stabilisation of the P4mm phase is not observed. The Pm3¯m phase of
BaZrO3 is already stable at equilibrium, but as the pressure increases up
to 30 GPa, the soft phonon frequency increases, leading to a decrease in
the observed permittivity. From 30 to 65 GPa, this trend is reversed and
the progressive decrease of the soft phonon frequency leads to a dielectric
anomaly as the Pm3¯m phase becomes unstable. The same behavior during
the phase transitions is observed for HF and for the four DFT functionals.
The anomalous behavior of BaZrO3 has only been studied on one side of
the phase transition.
The increase in the dielectric tensor during phase-transitions can be
attributed to the sharp increase in the atomic displacement amplitudes for
the soft phonon mode in the vicinity of the phase transition, as shown in the
bottom of Figure 3.2. On the contrary, the Born eﬀective charges remain
essentially unaltered during the phase transition. Their maximum and
minimum values for the investigated pressure range are shown in Table 3.6.
The nature of the soft phonon mode changes greatly with pressure and
among the diﬀerent compounds (see the bottom of Figure 3.2). While
the oxygen displacement perpendicular to the Ti-O bond is present in all
transitions of BaTiO3, PbTiO3 and BaZrO3, the other oxygens of the octa-
hedra (that move in the Ti-O axis) do not always follow this movement. In
the low-pressure transition of BaTiO3, all oxygen atoms move closely alike,
with a minor deformation of the octahedra, while the titanium atom moves
in the opposite direction. The barium atoms are essentially not involved in
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Figure 3.3: Phonon mode responsible for the phase transition from Pbam
for PbZrO3, consisting mostly of rotations of the oxygen octahedra.
the vibration. In PbTiO3 on the other hand, as the oxygen movement in
the Ti-O axis present smaller amplitudes than in the perpendicular plane,
there is a large distortion of the oxygen octahedra. Moreover, the titanium
atoms are only weakly implied in the vibration, while the lead atoms now
move opposite to the oxygen octahedra.
The high pressure transitions of titanates diﬀer from the previous low-
pressure case. At high pressure, the oxygen octahedra present large defor-
mation, and the titanium atoms always move opposite to O⊥.The oxygens
moving along the B-O axis (O‖) move in the same direction as the other
four oxygens of the octahedra (O⊥) in BaTiO3. In PbTiO3, O‖ and O⊥
move in opposite directions. In both materials, the A cations play only a
minor role in the vibration. The change in the nature of the soft phonon
mode with pressure is gradual both in BaTiO3 and PbTiO3.
In BaZrO3, the soft phonon mode at low pressure consists of a dis-
placement of the oxygen octahedra and the zirconium cations, balanced
by the opposite displacement of the barium cations. As the pressure in-
creases, this mode stabilizes and eventually a second mode becomes softer.
This new mode is characterized by a deformation of the oxygen octahedra,
the movement of the zirconium cations opposite to O⊥, and a very small
movement of the barium cations, in the same direction as that of O⊥.
The transition from the Pbam phase of PbZrO3 presents a diﬀerent be-
havior. While the main contribution to the permittivity is still vibrational,
the transition does not present a dielectric anomaly. The permittivity ten-
sor varies by less than 33% between zero pressure and the vicinity of the
transition. The reason is that the modes that contribute the most to the
permittivity are diﬀerent from those implied in the phase transition. The
transition is driven by a B2u phonon mode mostly composed of rotations
of the titanium octahedra (shown in Figure 3.3) whose contribution to
the dielectric constant is very small. The modes responsible for the per-
mittivity of PbZrO3 do not become unstable at the transition and, as a
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consequence, no giant dielectric anomaly is observed.
The dielectric anomaly in the pressure-induced phase transitions of
these perovskites is a property of the bulk material, independent of the
surface eﬀects that may occur in grain-boundaries, dislocations, stacking
faults or other extended defects, in contrast with what happens in internal
layer barrier capacitor materials like CaCuTi3O4 and some (Ba,Sr)TiO3
ceramics (Sinclair et al., 2002). It is related to the same phonon mode
responsible for the ferroelectric instability in these perovskites, which can-
not simply be described as the titanium rattling in the oxygen octahedra
as has been done in the literature (Bennett et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2001,
Frantti et al., 2007, Intatha et al., 2010, Slater, 1950, Subramanian and
Sleight, 2002).
In addition to the giant dielectric anomaly, PbTiO3 presents a soft
phonon mode whose frequency is smaller than 100 cm−1 during all the
stability range of the Pm3¯m phase, which translates in a relative permit-
tivity greater than 200 in all the range between 35 GPa and 85 GPa (see
PbTiO3 in Figure 3.2). An equivalent characteristic close to room temper-
ature would present a great interest for applications, as it would allow for
the material to perform in a broad range of temperatures and pressures
while retaining a stable permittivity that, while lower than during the
phase transition, is still very high for dielectrics. In the other materials,
on the contrary, the phonon frequency of the soft mode stabilizes in much
higher values and the relative permittivity decreases sharply far from the
transition to values smaller than 50.
Conclusions
The permittivity of perovskites presenting giant dielectric anomalies during
pressure-induced phase transitions at 0K has been studied at the HF, DFT
and hybrid levels. It has been shown that the giant dielectric anomalies
are a property of the bulk materials. The vibrational contribution to the
dielectric constant is responsible for this phenomenon. The electronic con-
tribution to the permittivity is shown to be 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the vibrational contribution close to the transition.
This vibrational contribution is dominated by the contribution of the
IR–active F1u soft phonon mode which, in all studied perovskites, includes
distortion of the oxygen octahedra, as well as its displacement relative
to either the A or the B cation. In every case, the large amplitude of
displacement of the oxygen octahedra, especially in the Ti-O axis with
its large Born eﬀective charge, is the major contribution to the dielectric
constant. The greater permittivity of lead titanate among the studied
compounds is a result of the greater amplitude of motion of its soft phonon,
which possesses a lower frequency with respect to the other materials.
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As obtained by Kornev and Bellaiche (2007), the Pm3¯m phases of
BaTiO3, PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 becomes again unstable after a critical
pressure. The relative atomic displacements obtained for the soft phonon
modes in these high-pressure transitions diﬀer from those obtained for the
low-pressure transition but the mechanism of the giant dielectric anomaly
is the same. In PbZrO3 on the other hand, the soft phonon mode driving
the transition contributes little to the dielectric constant. As the phase
transition is approached, the modes that contribute the most to the per-
mittivity are still stable and the dielectric anomaly is not observed.
Hybrid functionals, in particular PBE0, are the most adequate for the
accurate description of the structural, electronic, vibrational and dielectric
properties in agreement with experimental data. LDA and HF are not
adapted to the study of these phase transitions as they do not reproduce
the experimental phase stability of some of the studied compounds.

Chapter 4
Influence of Composition on
Phase Transitions
Perovskite crystals are known to present an extremely rich phase diagram
and to possess a number of physical properties, such as permittivity and
piezoelectric coeﬃcient, that become anomalously large in the vicinity of
phase transitions having a ferroelectric character (Lines and Glass, 1977,
Rabe et al., 2007, Wu and Cohen, 2005). Many factors, such as temper-
ature, pressure, intensity of an external electric field as well as nano- and
micro-structure of the material can influence the value of these properties
(Brennecka et al., 2010, Kutnjak et al., 1999, Lines and Glass, 1977). Also,
doping is an eﬃcient way to tune the phase diagram of solid solutions and
obtain exceptional performances close to room temperature and pressure
(Davis, 2007, Kuwata et al., 1981, Qureshi et al., 2007, Shrout et al., 1990).
Lead zirconium titanate is a classical example of a solid-solution which
displays excellent dielectric properties at room temperature and pressure.
However, recent directives on the use of hazardous substances in the Euro-
pean Union limit the use of lead in most products to a weight-fraction of
1000 ppm on each homogeneous material, prohibiting in practice the use of
lead-based ferroelectrics (RoHS, 2003). This has motivated recent research
on novel lead-free nano-structured high-permittivity and piezoelectric ma-
terials (Jo et al., 2011, Ni et al., 2012, Szwagierczak and Kulawik, 2010,
Yang et al., 2008, Yoon et al., 2010, Zhou et al., 2009, Zou et al., 2010).
Ab initio calculations have proven very useful for the understanding
of structural and electronic phenomena in paraelectric and ferroelectric
perovskites (Bilc and Singh, 2006, Bousquet et al., 2008, Caciuc et al.,
2000, Choudhury et al., 2005, Cohen, 1992, Grinberg et al., 2004, Halilov
et al., 2004, King-Smith and Vanderbilt, 1994, Lebedev, 2009, Marton and
Elsässer, 2011, Moriwake et al., 2011, Postnikov et al., 1993, Sani et al.,
2004, Waghmare and Rabe, 1997a, Zhong et al., 1994a). It turns out that
Information in this chapter is in preparation for publishing (Sophia et al., 2014)
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for many polar and non-polar perovskites, the electronic contribution to
the permittivity (optical permittivity) is at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the vibrational contribution (Cockayne, 2003, Cockayne and
Burton, 2000, Ghosez et al., 1997, Wu et al., 2005, Wu and Cohen, 2005).
In the previous chapter, it was shown that the giant dielectric anomaly
(increase of permittivity close to phase transitions) in ferroelectric per-
ovskites can be explained by the increase in the contribution of the soft
phonon mode to the static permittivity due to its vanishing frequency. In
this chapter, we systematically investigate the structural factors determin-
ing the location of the ferroelectric transitions in the phase diagram.
Previous works have attempted a systematic study of the origin of
ferroelectric distortions and their dependence on the A atom (Cohen, 1992,
LaSota et al., 1997, Lebedev, 2009, Sai and Vanderbilt, 2000, Zhong et al.,
1994a). However, most of them have concentrated only on the equilibrium
geometry. Given the strong relationship between the crystalline structure
and the anomalous properties of these perovskites, it is useful to explore
the influence of the atomic substitution on the phase diagram, rather than
on a single volume. Another limitation of most earlier studies is the use
of LDA, which fails to reproduce some of the phase transitions in these
compounds, as we have seen in section 3.2. In the previous chapter, we
have seen that PBE0 is the most appropriate functional for the study of
the structural, vibrational and electronic properties of these compounds.
The nature of the phase transitions in perovskites is usually correlated
to the relative size of the A and B atoms, quantified by a tolerance factor
t (Bilc and Singh, 2006, Grinberg et al., 2005) :
t =
rO + rA√
2(rO + rB)
(4.1)
Typically, for t > 1, the B-site ion is too small for its site and can
move to an oﬀ-center position. In this case, the ferroelectric is called B-
site driven and is typically of rhombohedral or similar structure.
For t < 1, the transitions from the perfect cubic perovskite structures
are called A-site driven and usually correspond to tilts and rotations of the
BO6 octahedra that preserve the inversion symmetry. Nevertheless, some
perovskites, especially those containing Pb2+ or Bi3+ ions in site A, tend
to retain a ferroelectric structure typical of B-site driven perovskites. It
is supposed that the polarizable lone pair in the 6s state of these ions is
responsible by their ferroelectric ground state (Halilov et al., 2004).
Lebedev has, indeed, investigated from first-principles the low-symmetry
ground state of various titanates and obtained that MgTiO3, CaTiO3,
CdTiO3, ZnTiO3 present a Pbnm ground-state phase, SrTiO3 a I4/mcm
phase, BaTiO3, RaTiO3, GeTiO3 a R3m phase and SnTiO3 and PbTiO3
a P4mm phase (Lebedev, 2009). GeTiO3 and SnTiO3 are two examples
of perovskites with low tolerance factor (< 1) but ferroelectric ground
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Table 4.1: Crystalline ionic radius (Shannon, 1976) of the A and B atoms
(rA and rB, Å), ideal volume vA and vB (Å3) corresponding to the ideal
ionic A-O and B-O distances, respectively, and tolerance factor t of each
compound.
rA rB vA vB t
Ox. state 1+ 5+
CsTaO3 1.81 0.78 81.8 67.9 1.06
RbTaO3 1.66 0.78 70.4 67.9 1.01
KTaO3 1.52 0.78 60.8 67.9 0.96
NaTaO3 1.16 0.78 40.0 67.9 0.84
Ox. state 1+ 5+
RbNbO3 1.66 0.78 70.4 67.9 1.01
KNbO3 1.52 0.78 60.8 67.9 0.96
NaNbO3 1.16 0.78 40.1 67.9 0.84
LiNbO3 0.90 0.78 28.5 67.9 0.75
Ox. state 2+ 4+ 2+ 4+
BaTiO3 1.49 1.00 0.74 58.8 64.0 0.97
PbTiO3 1.33 0.91 1.00 0.74 28.9 - 49.1 64.0 - 92.3 0.67 - 0.91
SnTiO3 0.83 1.00 0.74 25.8 92.3 0.65
GeTiO3 0.87 0.67 1.00 0.74 20.3 - 27.3 64.0 - 92.3 0.60 - 0.75
state. Many authors have also found that doping B-driven ferroelectric
perovskites with small A atoms tends to increase the tetragonality of their
unit cells (Grinberg and Rappe, 2003, Halilov et al., 2002, 2004, Suárez-
Sandoval and Davies, 2003).
In this chapter, we investigate the evolution of the ferroelectric insta-
bility with the substitution of the ion in site A. Kornev and Bellaiche
(2007) have discussed the importance of the elastic coupling to the onset
of ferroelectricity and have found that the phonon instability is the driver
of the transition. Following this result, we will analyse the presence and
magnitude of the ferroelectric instability purely from the vibrational point
of view, calculating phonon modes of the ideal cubic geometry. The final
ferro- or antiferroelectric character of the perovskite will depend on the
interaction of the ferroelectric instability with possible antiferrodistortive
modes. If both instabilities are present in the cubic space group, a mecha-
nism of frustration may prevent one of the instabilities from appearing in
the ground-state structure (Bilc and Singh, 2006). Compressions of up to
a 12.5% volume reduction are simulated in order to infer the influence of
the atomic substitutions in the phase diagram.
We investigate specifically three families of perovskites: (Cs, Rb, K,
Na)TaO3, (Ba, Pb, Sn, Ge)TiO3 and (Rb, K, Na, Li)NbO3. The crys-
tal ionic radius rA and rB of the A and B cations (Shannon, 1976), ideal
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volumes corresponding to the A-O and B-O ideal distances (vA and vB)
and the tolerance factor t of each perovskite are reported in Table 4.1.
Titanates present greater complexity because the oxydation state of the
composing cations vary both among the series and with respect to tanta-
lates and niobates. In the PbTiO3 and GeTiO3 cases, ideal volumes and
tolerance factors are calculated for both oxydation extremes.
4.1 Computational Details
Calculations have been performed with the periodic CRYSTAL09 code
(Dovesi et al., 2005, 2010) that permits to solve self-consistently both the
Hartree-Fock (HF) and Kohn-Sham (DFT) equations, as well as mixed
schemes, such as PBE0 (Adamo and Barone, 1999) where the exchange
operator is a linear combination of the HF and DFT ones. Pseudopotential
and all-electron Gaussian type (GTF) basis sets can be used.
In our previous calculations, the PBE0 exchange-correlation functional
(Adamo and Barone, 1999) proved most adapted among LDA (Dirac-Slater
exchange - Dirac (1930) - plus Vosko-Wilk-Nusair correlation potential -
Vosko et al. (1980)) GGA (PBE - Perdew et al. (1996a)) and hybrids
(B3LYP and PBE0) to the simulation of vibration and dielectric properties
of the ABO3 ferroelectric perovskites. Accordingly, it is adopted in the
following.
An all-electron basis set (BS) has been used for Li, Na, Zn, Ge, Ti
and O, Hay-Wadt small-core pseudopotentials (Hay and Wadt, 1984a,b,c)
(SC-ECP) for K, Ca, Rb, Cs, Ba and Nb, the fully-relativistic SC-ECPs
developed by Metz, Stoll and Dolg (Metz et al., 2000) for Pb and Sn and
by Figgen, Peterson, Dolg and Stoll (Figgen et al., 2009) for Ta. The K –
3s2-3p6-4s1 –, Ca – 3s2-3p6-4s2 –, Rb – 4s2-4p6-5s1 –, Sn – 4d10-5s2-5p2
–, Cs – 5s2-5p6-6s1 –, Ba – 5s2-5p6-6s2 –, Nb – 4s2-4p6-4d4-5s1 –, Ta –
5s2-5p6-5d3-6s2 – and Pb – 5d10-6s2-6p2 – electrons are treated explicitly
and s, p and d polarization orbitals are introduced in order to account for
the pressure induced relaxations of the outer core and valence electrons.
These basis sets are provided in the appendices.
As in our previous calculations, the adopted thresholds on the overlap
for the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange series, as defined in the
CRYSTAL manual (Dovesi et al., 2010), are 10−8, 10−8, 10−8, 10−8 and
10−16 in atomic units. The integration of the exchange-correlation contri-
bution to the Fock matrix was performed with the XLGRID (Dovesi et al.,
2010) grid generated by Becke’s atomic partition method,(Becke, 1988a,b,
Towler et al., 1996) consisting of 75 radial and 974 angular points. Cal-
culations have been performed with a 8 × 8 × 8 Monkhorst-Pack k-point
mesh (Monkhorst and Park, 1976), corresponding to 35 points in the Irre-
ducible Brillouin Zone (IBZ) of the cubic phase. Convergence criteria on
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total energies for the SCF cycles is 10−12 Ha.
For each volume of the crystals phases, the Γ-point harmonic frequen-
cies have been calculated in the frozen phonons approximation. The opti-
cal permittivity tensor has been obtained with the Coupled-Perturbation
method for periodic-systems (Ferrero et al., 2008b). The Born eﬀective
charges Z∗ have been determined using the Berry-Phase method (Dall’Olio
et al., 1997). The static permittivity tensor has been determined combin-
ing Z∗, phonon modes and optical permittivity (Gonze and Lee, 1997).
4.2 Experimental Validation
In the last chapter, the computational scheme has been tested in detail
for BaTiO3, PbTiO3, BaZrO3 and PbZrO3. To test the basis sets for
the new compounds, their ground-state geometry has been compared to
available experimental and theoretical data and is presented in Table 4.2.
Experimental data for the lattice parameters and atomic positions were
unavailable for CsTaO3, RbTaP3, SnTiO3, GeTiO3 and RbNbO3.
The lattice parameter of the Pm3¯m phase of KTaO3 is reproduced to
within 0.2%, whereas the Pcmn phase of NaTaO3 shows a deviation of
-0.5%, -0.4% and -0.2% for a, b and c respectively. Since the experimental
measures have been performed at room temperature, they are expected to
present larger volume and less anisotropy than 0K measures. The R3¯m
phase of KNbO3 is reproduced with a 0.6% deviation in the lattice param-
eter and is slightly more distorted than the experimental structure. For
the R3c phases of NaNbO3 and LiNbO3, the lattice parameters are slightly
overestimated while the α angle is underestimated, resulting in a volume
overestimation of 1.9% and 1.1%, respectively. For BaTiO3, the lattice pa-
rameter was overestimated by 0.6% while the α angle was underestimated
by 0.07◦, resulting in a net increase in volume of 1.7%.
For tetragonal PbTiO3, the lattice parameter in the direction of po-
larization is largely overestimated while the others are well-reproduced.
Such super-tetragonality has already been reported for the PBE, PBE0
and B3LYP functionals and at the HF level (Bilc et al., 2008, Wu and
Cohen, 2006, Wu et al., 2004). The optimized geometry is 1.7 mHa (1.08
kcal/mol) lower in energy than the one obtained when c is constrained
to the experimental value, which is a diﬀerence of the order of a van der
Waals interaction. The origin of this mismatch has been discussed in sec-
tion 3.2.1.
Since experimental data are unavailable for SnTiO3, we compare the
results of our simulations with LDA works from the literature. As shown
in our previous chapter, LDA tends to underestimate both volume and
tetragonality (c/a ratio) for ferroelectric perovskites by roughly 4%. For
this reason, the 6.6% deviation found between our calculations and the
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Table 4.2: Calculated lattice parameters (Å), angles (◦) and deviations
from high-symmetry atomic positions δ (fractional coordinates), compared
to available experimental measures and previous theoretical calculations.
KTaO3 NaTaO3
This Exp.1 This Exp.2 This Exp.2
work Pm3¯m work Pcmn work Pcmn
a 3.980 3.989 a 5.455 5.484 δxO1 0.064 -0.060
b 7.765 7.795 δzO1 0.012 0.007
c 5.509 5.521 δxO2 0.036 0.036
δxTa -0.004 -0.003 δyO2 -0.032 -0.029
δzTa -0.023 -0.012 δzO2 0.035 0.034
KNbO3 NaNbO3 LiNbO3
This Exp.3 This Exp.4 This Exp.5
work R3m work R3c work R3c
a 4.041 4.016 a 5.606 5.552 a 5.513 5.494
α 89.759 89.818 α 58.737 59.16 α 55.520 55.874
δxNb 0.0143 0.0112 δxNb 0.0114 0.006 δxNb 0.0312 0.033
δxO 0.0163 0.0183 δxO 0.0439 0.048 δxO 0.0674 0.035
δzO 0.0191 0.0196 δyO 0.0977 0.089 δyO 0.0713 0.181
δzO 0.0339 0.025 δzO 0.0812 0.069
BaTiO3 PbTiO3 SnTiO3
This Exp.6 This Exp.7 This LDA8
work R3m work P4mm work P4mm
a 4.027 4.004 a 3.850 3.892 a 3.823 3.799
α 89.771 89.839 c 4.442 4.160 c 4.414 4.141
δxTi 0.0146 0.0128 δzTi 0.0443 0.0422 δzTi 0.0604 0.030
δxO 0.0121 0.0109 δzO1 0.1527 0.1192 δzO1 0.1691 0.114
δzO 0.0229 0.0193 δzO2 0.1444 0.1227 δzO2 0.1724 0.142
1 Tkach et al. (2011) 5 Abrahams et al. (1966)
2 Ahtee and Darlington (1980) 6 Kwei et al. (1993)
3 Hewat (1973) 7 Shigematsu et al. (2002)
4 Mishra et al. (2007) 8 Matar et al. (2009)
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Figure 4.1: Phonon frequency νF1umin of the lowest F1u mode (cm
−1) as a
function of the volume of the elementary Pm3¯m cell. The vertical ar-
rows indicate the optimized volume of each tantalate. Negative numbers
indicate imaginary frequency.
one from Matar et al. (Matar et al., 2009) is to be expected. The flatness
of the Potential Energy Surface, also observed for PbTiO3, might increase
the diﬀerences between the results of the various functionals.
The agreement between the calculated geometries and the experiments
(when available) is quite satisfactory. We proceed now to the study of the
phase diagram of these perovskites.
4.3 Results and Discussion
We have calculated the phonon frequencies for the cubic phases of (Cs,
Rb, K, Na)TaO3, (Ba, Pb, Sn, Ge)TiO3 and (Rb, K, Na, Li)NbO3 at the
optimized cubic volume as well as up to a compression of 12.5%. Except
for NaTaO3, the lowest phonon frequency corresponds to a F1u mode at
all volumes. For that compound, the F2u mode frequency was found to be
up to 28 cm−1 lower than the lowest F1u mode, but the latter is found to
become unstable first, thus being the one responsible for the ferrodisplacive
transition.
4.3.1 Tantalates
The frequency νF1umin of the lowest F1u phonon for each tantalate is plotted
in Figure 4.1 as a function of volume. CsTaO3 and RbTaO3 present ferro-
electric instabilities at equilibrium geometry, while KTaO3 and NaTaO3 do
not. Nevertheless, all the tantalates suppress the ferroelectric instability
for some volume range, which can be accessed eventually by compression.
Whichever the A cation, the ferroelectric instability seems to be min-
imized in all four compounds for the volume of 57 Å3. The lowest F1u
phonon frequencies are maximal at this ideal volume videal and the volume
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Figure 4.2: Phonon frequency νF1umin of the lowest F1u mode (cm
−1) as a
function of the volume of the elementary Pm3¯m cell. Arrows indicate the
optimized volume of each niobate. Negative numbers indicate imaginary
frequency.
range for which there is no ferroelectric instability seem to be centered at
this value (although greater compression would be necessary in order to
reach high-pressure ferroelectricity for KTaO3 and NaTaO3). This would
suggest that videal depends much more on the Ta-O bond length than on
the A-O bond. Nevertheless, videal is much smaller than the ideal vTa
given by the totally ionic picture described in Table 4.1 on the basis of the
tolerance factor model. This is consistent with the mixed ionic-covalent
character of the B-O bond in perovskites.
At constant volume, CsTaO3, RbTaO3 and KTaO3 (t = 1.06, 1.01 and
0.96 respectively) present almost the same frequency for the lowest F1u
phonon, whereas NaTaO3 (t = 0.84) present lower frequencies, suggesting
an increase in the ferroelectric instability as the size of the A atom becomes
substantially smaller. On the other hand, larger A atoms increase the equi-
librium volume, usually deviating it from videal. As a consequence, they
may contribute to an increase in the ferroelectric instability. Of course,
this instability may be quenched by the presence of a competing anti-
ferroelectric instability.
4.3.2 Niobates
In contrast to tantalates, niobates do not present a range of volumes for
which the ferroelectric instability is suppressed, even though RbNbO3 and
KNbO3 present tolerance factors of 1.01 and 0.96, close to the ideal value
(t = 1) for cubic structures, as shown in Figure 4.2. In agreement with
what has been observed previously for KTaO3 and NaTaO3, as well as for
various perovskites in the literature (Bousquet and Ghosez, 2006, Kornev
and Bellaiche, 2007, Kornev et al., 2005), the ferroelectric instability in-
creases again when compression increases (for volumes smaller than 55Å3).
Although RbNbO3 and KNbO3 present the same tolerance factors as
RbTaO3 and KTaO3 respectively, their ferroelectric instability is larger for
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the same volumes. It also increases systematically in niobates as the size of
A decreases, especially at small volumes. For high volumes, the lowest F1u
phonon frequencies of RbNbO3, KNbO3 and NaNbO3 are very close at the
same lattice parameter, and the diﬀerences in values for the equilibrium
geometry are mostly due to the shift in equilibrium volume. For NaNbO3
and LiNbO3, the systematic increase in ferroelectricity becomes important,
competing with the eﬀect of the shift in equilibrium volume and lowering
the equilibrium phonon frequency.
The ideal volume videal which minimizes the ferroelectric instability
slightly shifts with the size of atom A (56 Å3 for RbNbO3, 57 Å3 for
KNbO3 and 58 Å3 for NaNbO3 and LiNbO3). Counterintuitively, the ideal
volume is larger for smaller A atoms. Nevertheless, these values are still
very close to the videal for tantalates (57 Å3), irregardless of the instable
Pm3¯m structures. This provides further evidence of the role of the B-O
bond in determining videal as Ta and Nb present the same size.
Although the tolerance factors of RbNbO3, KNbO3 and NaNbO3 are
equivalent to those of the tantalates, there is a general increase in the
ferroelectric instability in niobates. This may be due to an increase in
the degree of covalence of the B-O bond. Cohen (Cohen, 1992) has shown
that, at equilibrium volume, the ferroelectricity in BaTiO3 and PbTiO3
arises from the hybridization of Ti 3d and O 2p states, and when this
hybridization is artificially suppressed from calculations, both compounds
present a paraelectric cubic phase. While Nb presents partially occupied
4d orbitals that can hybridize with O 2p, Ta partially occupied orbitals
are 5d, which may lead to smaller hybridization. Indeed, as will be seen in
section 4.3.4, the comparison of Mulliken and Born charges in these two
families support such hypothesis. The greater ferroelectric instability in
niobates may thus be a consequence of higher hybridization, in agreement
to Cohen’s findings.
4.3.3 Titanates
In contrast to niobates and tantalates, whose A and B atoms present oxy-
dation numbers 1+ and 5+ respectively, titanates cations present oxyda-
tion numbers 2+ and 4+, most of them having more than one possible
oxydation state. Direct comparison with the previous compounds is diﬃ-
cult, because the variation of oxydation states along the family will modify
the length of the B-O bond, so that an ideal volume dependent on this bond
will vary among the 4 perovskites. Furthermore, the diﬀerence in oxyda-
tion states forbids a simple comparison of the degree of B-O hybridization
between this and the previous families.
Nevertheless, the evolution of the lowest F1u phonon frequencies with
volume is very similar to the previous cases, as shown in Figure 4.3. The
ferroelectric instability is found to increase both at high and low volumes,
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Figure 4.3: Phonon frequency νF1umin of the lowest F1u mode (cm
−1) as a
function of the volume of the elementary Pm3¯m cell. Arrows indicate the
optimized volume of each titanate. Negative numbers indicate imaginary
frequency.
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 presenting a range where the instability is annihi-
lated, while SnTiO3 and GeTiO3 do not. While the center of the non-
ferroelectric region for Ba- and PbTiO3 occurs roughly at 51 Å3, the vol-
ume of minimum instability for Sn- and GeTiO3 is sensibly larger. This
finding is in agreement with the trend in vB as the oxydation state of
Ti shifts towards smaller values (closer to 2+), but the deviation is less
pronounced than shown in table 4.1.
The formal oxydation states deduced from purely ionic models are
much larger than the Mulliken charges obtained from SCF calculations.
For BaTiO3, the Mulliken charges for Ba, Ti and O are +1.84, +2.41 and
-1.42 respectively. For SnTiO3, these become +1.57, +2.25, and -1.27.
Clearly, Sn assumes a much less ionic configuration than Ba. While Ti
shows smaller oxydation in SnTiO3, the diﬀerence is small. This picture
is in agreement with videal being determined by the B-O bond length also
in titanates.
4.3.4 Charge phenomena
While the concept of Mulliken charge is delicate and depends on arbitrary
choices concerning the partition of the electron density, it can be useful
to clarify some of the trends observed, especially when combined with
the well-defined, but much more complex, Born eﬀective charge, which
describes the change in polarization created by an atomic displacement.
This latter is anomalously large in ABO3 compounds, due to inter-atomic
transfers of charge, and is very sensitive to variations of bond hybridization
(Ghosez et al., 1998). Its comparison with static charges (such as Mulliken
charges) allows the identification of ionicity and covalence trends among
the diﬀerent compounds.
Table 4.3 presents Mulliken and Born charges for the three families. In
tantalates and niobates, ZA and Z∗A are very close to the nominal oxyda-
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Table 4.3: Mulliken (Z) and Born (Z∗) charges calculated for the optimized
Pm3¯m geometry of each compound. For oxygens, O‖ (O⊥) corresponds to
the direction parallel (perpendicular) to the B-O bond.
ZA ZB ZO Z
∗
A Z
∗
B Z
∗
O‖ Z
∗
O⊥
CsTaO3 1.00 2.96 -1.32 1.09 8.63 -6.50 -1.61
RbTaO3 1.06 2.97 -1.34 1.01 8.40 -6.29 -1.56
KTaO3 1.07 3.04 -1.37 1.10 8.26 -6.17 -1.60
NaTaO3 1.03 2.93 -1.32 1.11 8.08 -6.09 -1.55
RbNbO3 1.05 2.93 -1.33 1.00 9.86 -7.68 -1.59
KNbO3 1.04 2.92 -1.32 1.09 9.66 -7.47 -1.64
NaNbO3 1.02 2.89 -1.27 1.12 9.50 -7.40 -1.61
LiNbO3 0.98 3.08 -1.35 1.21 9.52 -7.42 -1.65
BaTiO3 1.94 2.40 -1.42 2.66 6.97 -5.57 -2.03
PbTiO3 1.34 2.34 -1.22 3.82 6.90 -5.69 -2.52
SnTiO3 1.57 2.25 -1.27 4.21 6.83 -5.65 -2.70
GeTiO3 1.37 2.34 -1.24 4.38 6.77 -5.66 -2.75
tion state (1+), whereas B and O charges deviate largely. Mulliken charges
are sensibly smaller (in absolute value), while Z∗B and Z
∗
O‖ are anoma-
lously large, indicating a transfer of charge when the B-O bond length is
changed. These indicate a strong hybridization between occupied and un-
occupied states in the B-O bond. At the same time, Z∗O⊥ is much smaller
(between the nominal and the Mulliken charge), confirming the ionic char-
acter of the A-O bond. Comparing RbTaO3, KTaO3 and NaTaO3 with
RbNbO3, KNbO3 and NaNbO3 respectively, we see a systematic increase
in Z∗B and Z
∗
O‖, while the corresponding Mulliken charges remain essen-
tially unchanged. This combination suggests an increase in hybridization,
in support to the hypothesis advanced in section 4.3.2, namely that nio-
bates present greater ferroelectric instability than tantalates because Nb
4d orbitals hybridize more than Ta 5d orbitals with O 2p.
In titanates, the picture is still richer. While ZB, Z∗B and Z
∗
O‖ present
clear signs of the Ti 3d - O 2p hybridization, the character of the A-O
bond varies greatly. The A-O bond in BaTiO3 presents a mostly ionic
picture, while in PbTiO3 ZA and ZO decrease and Z∗A and ZO⊥ increase
in consequence of the well-known hybridization between Pb 6s and O 2p
orbitals. SnTiO3 and GeTiO3 also present low ZA and even higher Z∗A
and ZO⊥, suggesting hybridizations similar to those observed in PbTiO3.
ZSn is slightly higher than ZPb and ZGe, while ZT i lowers in SnTiO3, in
agreement with the higher reducing power of Sn, but the charges diﬀer
markedly from the nominal 4+ oxydation state.
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Figure 4.4: Static relative permittivities ǫ of each compound in the volume
range where the Pm3¯m phase is stable. Arrows indicate the optimized
Pm3¯m volume of each compound if stable.
4.3.5 Permittivity
Having studied the structural aspects of the ferroelectric instability, we
now turn to the dielectric response of perovskites and to the giant dielec-
tric anomaly. In agreement with the available literature (Cockayne, 2003,
Cockayne and Burton, 2000, Ghosez et al., 1997, Wu et al., 2005, Wu and
Cohen, 2005) we have found the optic dielectric constant of all 12 com-
pounds to be much smaller than the total static permittivity. In our study,
it was smaller than 8.2 in all volume ranges and for all compounds. No
anomalous behavior was observed in the vicinity of phase transitions.
On the other hand, the vibrational contribution to the static dielectric
constant in the Pm3¯m phase has been found to be at least 6 times larger
in all volume ranges for which this phase was found stable and to present a
dielectric anomaly in the vicinity of phase transitions (where it becomes up
to two orders of magnitude larger than the optical permittivity). Figure 4.4
shows the evolution of permittivity ǫ as a function of volume for tantalates
and for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. For a perfect crystal (not presenting Internal
Barrier Layer Capacitor structure), the soft-phonon polarization is the
dominant contribution to the dielectric response.
Overall, NaTaO3 and PbTiO3 present higher permittivities for a range
of volumes, as a consequence of the lower frequency of the soft mode for
all the Pm3¯m phase. On the other hand, NaTaO3 and KTaO3 present
a special interest because of their phase transition in the vicinity of the
equilibrium volume. Note however that, as temperature has a strong eﬀect
on the frequency of the soft phonon modes and tends to stabilize the cubic
phase, the room-temperature permittivities for the Pm3¯m phases will tend
to be slightly lower, and the low-pressure phase transitions shifted towards
higher volumes. The transition pressures for RbTaO3, CsTaO3, BaTiO3
and PbTiO3, at OK and neglecting elastic coupling to the soft phonon,
are predicted at 10 GPa, 28 GPa, 12 GPa and 24 GPa respectively.
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4.3.6 Decomposition of Phonon Modes
Since the lowest F1u mode provides the largest contribution to the permit-
tivity of these oxydes, it is important to describe their associated atomic
displacements. Figure 4.5 presents them for the fundamental state of the
phonons in each compound in the studied volume ranges. Near the phase
transitions, as frequency tends to zero, the amplitudes diverge. Further-
more, the nature of the phonon mode varies among diﬀerent compounds
and as a function of pressure. For CsTaO3, RbTaO3 and KTaO3 at low
pressure, Ta is in anti-phase with respect to the other atoms and the oxy-
gen vibrating in the Ta-O axis shows the largest amplitude, followed by
the other oxygens and then the A atom. As a consequence, there is a dis-
tortion of the oxygen octahedra, except for KTaO3. As pressure increases,
the amplitude of the oxygen vibration along the Ta-O axis decreases and
the distortion of the oxygen octahedra reverses. For NaTaO3, on the other
hand, Ta is almost fixed at all volumes and Na vibrates in antiphase with
respect to the oxygen octahedra, which is distorted both at high and low-
pressure.
The low-pressure vibration of BaTiO3 is found to be the classical rat-
tling of the Ti atom in the almost undistorted oxygen octahedra. The
Ba atom is almost immobile, which could be erroneously attributed to its
large atomic mass (137u), but such behavior is not observed when Ba is
substituted by the even heavier Pb (207u). As the volume decreases, the
O atom vibrating along the direction of the Ti-O bond becomes in phase
with the Ti vibration, leading to a large distortion of the octahedra.
PbTiO3 soft-mode also changes nature between high and low pressure,
with a larger distortion of the oxygen octahedra at smaller volumes and
an interchange of the roles of Pb and Ti.
For SnTiO3, GeTiO3 and ANbO3, the cubic phase is unstable for all
explored volumes. The phonon instabilities can nevertheless be analysed
similarly to the vibration modes of the stable cubic compounds. The un-
stable mode of SnTiO3 and GeTiO3 corresponds to the vibration mode of
PbTiO3, with a larger distortion of the oxygen octahedra at smaller vol-
umes. RbNbO3 and KNbO3 present instabilities that behave like the soft
vibration mode of BaTiO3, while in NaNbO3 and LiNbO3 both the A and
B atoms present large amplitudes and are in phase.
In all compounds, at low pressure, the O‖ vibration is in phase with
the O⊥ and both present a large amplitude. The O‖ amplitude reduces as
the pressure increases, sometimes becoming opposite to O⊥. In perovskites
with A ions of large volume, the amplitudes of O⊥ is small. These increase
as the size of A reduces, eventually exceeding that of O‖ even at low-
pressure, which is to be expected given the larger free space in the {200}
planes passing through the A and O atoms.
The roles of the A and B atoms, on the other hand, is highly variable.
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Figure 4.5: Amplitudes of atomic displacements (as fractions of the lattice
parameter) for the fundamental state of the soft F1u mode as a function
of volume.
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The A atoms can be either in-phase or opposite to the oxygen atoms, or
even immobile, while the B atoms are never found to be in-phase with the
oxygen octahedra. There is a general trend according to which smaller A
atoms (in the sense of the ionic radius) tend to oppose the movement of the
O6 octahedra and present higher amplitudes. Larger A-atoms tend to move
in phase with the oxygens and, as a consequence, in these compounds, the
B-atom has to oppose their movement in order to keep fixed the center of
mass.
From the components of the diﬀerent phonon modes and the values
of the dynamical charges, it is clear that the largest contribution to the
static permittivity of these compounds is given by the high amplitude of
vibration of the oxygen atoms and the large transfer of charge along the
B-O bond.
4.4 Conclusions
The phase evolution of the ferroelectric instability is more complex than
could be explained by the tolerance factor model. For each family, we
can identify an ideal volume which minimizes the ferroelectric instability,
almost independently of the A-atom. This occurs roughly at 57Å3 for
tantalates and niobates and at 50–52Å3 for titanates (although GeTiO3’s
ferroelectric instability on figure 4.3 has a very shallow minimum which
appears to be centered at around 57Å3). This behavior is consistent with
the concept of the ideal volume for the B-O bond, as well as the trend
in the ionic radius of Ta5+, Ti4+ and Nb5+ (0.78Å, 0.74Å and 0.78Å re-
spectively). The shift in the volume of minimum instability for GeTiO3 is
consistent with the lower nominal oxydation state of Ti in this compound.
Nevertheless, the ideal volumes are underestimated with respect to those
predicted by the ideal ionic bond lengths. This is not surprising, given the
partial covalent character of the bonds in these perovskites. The special
role of the B-O bond length in the determination of the ideal volume might
be a general feature of perovskites, or it might be limited to compounds
whose tolerance factor is close to 1 or smaller, where the A ion easily fits
inside the interstitial sites between BO6 octahedra. Far from this ideal
volume, ferroelectricity increases for lattices both larger and smaller, in
agreement with the findings of Kornev, Bousquet et al. for specific com-
pounds (Bousquet and Ghosez, 2006, Kornev and Bellaiche, 2007, Kornev
et al., 2005).
The role of the A atom is two-fold. For one, at fixed volume, the fer-
roelectric instability increases with a reduction in the ionic radius of the
A atom. This trend is not intuitive in terms of tolerance factor analysis,
as t tends to decrease along with the A atom radius. Nevertheless, it is in
agreement with the findings of Halilov, Suárez-Sandoval, Grinberg and oth-
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ers (Grinberg and Rappe, 2003, Halilov et al., 2002, 2004, Suárez-Sandoval
and Davies, 2003). Secondly, as the radius of the A atom decreases, the
equilibrium volume tends to decrease too. Since all 12 compounds present
optimized volumes larger than the ideal volume, this trend tends to bring
the structure of the compound closer to the minimum of ferroelectricity.
As such, these two phenomena tend to compete and the influence of the
ion in site A on the ferroelectric character of the ground state becomes
non-linear. In all three studied families, we observe an initial decrease in
ferroelectricity due to the second phenomenon (reduction of equilibrium
volume), followed by an increase driven by the first phenomenon as A gets
smaller. In summary, ab-initio simulations indicate a trend of volumetric
origin in the dependence of the ferroelectric instability on the composition
of simple perovskites. If the phonon structure is analysed as a function
of pressure, no systematic relationship is found among the members of a
given family of compounds. As a consequence, volume is a better adapted
parameter for the study of the phase-diagram of these materials than pres-
sure, which has been most commonly used in the literature.
On the electronic level, niobates show evidence of higher B-O hybridiza-
tion than tantalates, as seen by the increase of the B and O‖ Born charges
without an accompanying increase in the corresponding Mulliken charges.
This might explain why, although both families have the same ideal vol-
umes, the ferroelectricity in niobates is consistently stronger than in tan-
talates. These latter present para-ferroelectric transition in all 4 studied
compounds, at varying pressures, some close to ambient, making them
promising materials for high-permittivity dielectrics. The use of solid so-
lution between members of this family could allow the tuning of their
response to application conditions.
The static permittivity found for tantalates from the phonon modes and
Born charges confirm the generality of the vibrational origin of the giant
dielectric anomaly. Furthermore the strong covalence of the B-O bonds in
these perovskites give rise to anomalously large Born charges for B-ions,
as well as for the oxygens in the direction of this bond. This is related to a
mechanism of charge transfer (Ghosez et al., 1998) and contributes to the
high static permittivities observed.
The atomic displacements for the lowest F1u mode of each compound
contains varying degrees of oxygen octahedra distortion, and the nature of
the movement of the A and B atoms also vary greatly. Is is clear that the
simple picture of Ti-rattling in the oxygen octahedral cage that is true for
BaTiO3 at low pressure does not extend to the other perovskites, nor to
BaTiO3 at high pressures.
Chapter 5
Ongoing Works
The results obtained thus far can provide some insight for the optimisation
of high-permittivity materials, but they are still very far from experimen-
tal conditions. In this chapter we discuss further developments that we
have started and that should simulate more closely the experimental con-
ditions, as well as complementary research that is equally important to
energy storage. We start with preliminary results from the study of solid
solutions (section 5.1), then we will discuss two models for reproducing the
eﬀects of temperature on the permittivity of perovskites (section 5.2) and
afterwards we will consider an analysis of Callen’s model for estimating
the maximum electric field that can be applied to a dielectric before it
becomes a conductor (section 5.3).
5.1 Solid-solutions
Until this point, we have dealt exclusively with perovskites of ternary com-
position (ABO3) because of the simplicity of their structure. Most high-
permittivity dielectrics based on perovskites are however complex solid-
solutions. In this section, we will investigate how our previous analyses
can be extended to the study of these ceramics.
One of the most studied materials in this class is Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3
because of the presence of a Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB) at this
concentration, which leads to exceptional piezoelectric and dielectric per-
formances at ambient temperature (as shown in section 1.2.4). For this rea-
son, at the ab-initio level, the approximated composition Pb(Zr1/2Ti1/2)O3
has been the object of many investigations (Grinberg et al., 2004, Marton
and Elsässer, 2011, Sághi-Szabó et al., 1999). These studies have con-
centrated nevertheless on the properties of the equilibrium geometry and
have not attempted to determine a phase diagram as a function of pres-
sure. One of these studies has dealt with Zr-rich and Ti-rich compositions
Pb(ZrxTi1−x)O3 with x = 33% and 66% and have shown that Pb-B re-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the three configurations in which
a simple octuple cell model of the solid solutions can be organized for 50%
and 25% (or equivalently 75%) concentrations. Blue and grey represent a
diﬀerent choice for either the A or the B cation.
pulsions lead to diﬀerent ordering of the dipole moment as a function of
composition, from an ordered (100) polarization in the Ti-rich phase to
a disordered orientation with average polarization along the (111) direc-
tion for the Zr-rich phase (Grinberg et al., 2004). Because these studies
use LDA, which tends to underestimate equilibrium volume, experimental
lattice parameters are often used to avoid large errors.
The principle of these investigations is to use supercells, such as those
shown in figure 5.1, that permits study of 3 concentrations (25%, 50% and
75%) and the investigation of the eﬀects of local ordering in three periodic
configurations. An alternative method, called virtual crystal approxima-
tion (VCA) can also be used (Marton and Elsässer, 2011), which consists of
creating pseudo-potentials for the end-members of the solutions, and then
using a linear combination of these potentials to recreate a virtual average
ion, but it lacks fundamental background and, in practice, achieves worse
accuracy than the supercell models.
Since the local order is repeated periodically on the supercell model, the
possible configurations of the cell can present slightly diﬀerent structural
properties. For the optimized cell of tetragonal Pb(Zr1/2Ti1/2)O3 simu-
lated with LDA, the c/a ratio can vary from 2.7% in configuration 2 to 6%
in configuration 3, while experimental values lie in the range 2-3% (Marton
and Elsässer, 2011). As seen in section 3.2, LDA tends to underestimate
the c/a ratio for PbTiO3, so other functionals may present even greater
variations in the c/a ratio for diﬀerent local orderings. LDA has also found
configuration 2 to be energetically favorable with respect to configurations
3 and 1, by diﬀerences of 1mHa (27.3meV) and 2.5mHa (67.5meV) per
ABO3 formula respectively (Marton and Elsässer, 2011).The small diﬀer-
ence in energy among the configurations is coherent with the disordered
nature of most solid solutions of these compounds.
To verify that the tendencies we have found in chapter 4 for the appear-
ance of the ferroelectric instability are equally valid for mixed systems, we
have decided to apply this simple supercell model to determine at which
volumes and pressures the ferroelectric instability appears in solid solu-
tions. While mixing inequivalent ABO3 cells can lead the ground-state at
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ambient pressure to have a complex geometry, the para-ferroelectric transi-
tions can be analysed from the paraelectric phase, which should present at
most elastic deformations, with all atoms occupying high-symmetry posi-
tions. We have started the investigations with the following solid solutions:
• BaxPb(1−x)TiO3;
• BaxSr(1−x)TiO3;
• SrxPb(1−x)TiO3;
• BaTixZr(1−x)O3;
• PbTixZr(1−x)O3;
• SrTixZr(1−x)O3.
Concentrations of 25%, 50% and 75% have been modelled, with the super-
cells presented in Figure 5.1.
A strong assumption is implicit in such study: that the behavior of
perfectly ordered solid solutions is representative of the phenomena in real
disordered solid solutions, at least in the paraelectric phase. We have
seen in section 1.2.3 that a few properties only arise in perovskites when
compositional disorder is taken into account, such as Pb(In0.5Nb0.5)O3,
which is a relaxor ferroelectric but becomes antiferroelectric in the perfectly
ordered state (Bokov et al., 1999).
5.1.1 Elastic Deformations
In contrast to the pure ABO3 case, the paraelectric phase of these solid
solutions could, in principle, present elastic deformations because the pres-
ence of distinct atoms reduces symmetry of the system. The ideal cubic
ABO3 cell presents 48 symmetry operators, equal lattice lengths a = b = c
and right lattice angles α = β = γ = 90◦, but the supercells used to
investigate the properties of solid solutions have the following symmetry
properties:
Concentration = 50%, configuration 1 Supercell of double volume
(2× 1× 1), 8 symmetry operators, 2 independent lattice lengths a
and b = c, constrained lattice angles α = β = γ = 90◦.
Concentration = 50%, configuration 2 Supercell of quadruple volume
(2×2×1), 8 symmetry operators, 2 independent lattice lengths a = b
and c, constrained angles α = β = 90◦, γ may diﬀer from 90◦.
Concentration = 50%, configuration 3 Supercell of octuple volume
(2 × 2 × 2), 24 symmetry operators, 1 independent lattice length
a = b = c, constrained angles α = β = γ = 90◦.
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Concentration = 25%, configuration 1 Supercell of quadruple volume
(2×2×1), 16 symmetry operators, 2 independent lattice lengths a = b
and c, constrained angles α = β = γ = 90◦.
Concentration = 25%, configuration 2 Supercell of octuple volume
(2 × 2 × 2), 4 symmetry operators, 2 independent lattice lengths
a = c and b , constrained angles α = γ = 90◦, β may diﬀer from 90◦.
Concentration = 25%, configuration 3 Supercell of octuple volume
(2 × 2 × 2), 12 symmetry operators, 1 independent lattice length
a = b = c, 1 independent lattice angle α = β = γ which may diﬀer
from 90◦.
The purpose of this study is to determine the pressure at which the
ferroelectric instability appears. Since the symmetry of the supercells is
smaller than that of the cubic phase, some of the ferroelectric displacements
are allowed by the space-group of the supercell. As such, if the geometry is
optimized without constraints, the ferroelectric instability can appear both
in the form of unstable phonon modes (as previously) and in the form of
atomic displacements from the centro-symmetric positions. In our study,
we constrain the atomic positions to those of the cubic cells, so that any
ferroelectric instability appears as a phonon mode of imaginary frequency.
Elastic deformations however, could appear even in the paraelectric
phase. To verify their presence, we have optimized the lattice parameters
of supercells while constraining the atoms to the high-symmetry position.
The optimized lattice angles for the supercells are essentially unchanged
(90◦± 0.0001◦) and the lattice lengths of 2× 1× 1 and 2× 2× 1 supercells
were found to respect the relationships a = 2c to within less than 0.2% for
all concentrations. The same result is observed when the optimization of
lattice parameters is performed while fixing the volume at a compressed
value, which means that the supercell retains a pseudo-cubic structure at
any pressure if the atoms are constrained to the centro-symmetric position.
The elastic degrees of freedom can thus be neglected from investigations
of the paraelectric phase of solid-solutions.
5.1.2 Ground-State Configuration
The three configurations shown in Figure 5.1 for each concentration present
diﬀerent vibrational frequencies and, before we can investigate the appear-
ance of the ferroelectric instability in solid-solutions, we must establish
which configuration corresponds to the ground-state of each solid solu-
tions and if the ground-state changes when pressure increases. We have
calculated the enthalpy of each configuration as a function of pressure for
the diﬀerent solid solutions. Since the paraelectric phase is enforced by
the atomic positions, these results are only valid as long as the paraelec-
tric phase is stable in that configuration. Once a ferroelectric instability is
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Figure 5.2: Enthalpy of the configurations 2 (red) and 3 (green) with
respect to configuration 1 for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 as a function of pressure.
present, the enthalpy of the phase can lower considerably, as seen in Figure
3.1 on page 58.
Pb(Zr1/2Ti1/2)O3 presents a rather simple evolution of the enthalpy
with pressure, as shown in Figure 5.2, and configuration 3, corresponding
to alternating supercells in a rock-salt structure, is found to be lowest in
enthalpy in all the pressure range between 0 and 80 GPa. While this result
is important at high pressure, for which a paraelectric phase is expected to
appear, at low pressure the ferroelectric instability is expected to greatly
modify the enthalpy of each configuration. Indeed, in Marton and Elsässer
(2011), configuration 2 was found favorable for the tetragonal ferroelectric
phase. The exact pressure of appearance of the ferroelectric instability will
be determined in the future.
Not all solid-solutions present a constant hierarchy of ground-states
for the paraelectric phase. For (Ba0.75Pb0.25)TiO3, all three configurations
have a range of pressures at which they become favorable, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Since we do not yet know the pressure range for which these
paraelectric phases are stable (with respect to ferroelectric and antifer-
rodistortive deformations), it is not clear if this result translates to the
fully relaxed compound. It shows, however, that it will be necessary to
calculate the phonon frequencies of all three configurations in order to de-
termine the pressure of possible para-ferroelectric transitions. As we saw
in Figure 3.1 on page 58, once a ferroelectric instability is present, the
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Figure 5.3: Enthalpy of the configurations 2 (red) and 3 (green) with
respect to configuration 1 for Ba0.75Pb0.25TiO3 as a function of pressure.
enthalpy of a configuration can decrease very quickly (more than 100 µHa
in 5 GPa for PbTiO3), possibly making it favorable with respect to other
configurations which are still paraelectric. The small diﬀerence of enthalpy
among diﬀerent configurations is also coherent with the fact that, experi-
mentally, solid-solutions present many coexistent local orderings.
A similar trend is shown by this solid solution in the concentrations
(Ba0.5Pb0.5)TiO3 and (Ba0.25Pb0.75)TiO3, as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
While for the first solution, configuration 2 is favored up to almost 200GPa,
and for the second compound, configuration 3 is the ground state up to
250 GPa, the diﬀerences in enthalpy are relatively small. Configurations of
higher enthalpy in the paraelectric phase may become the ground-state if
they develop ferroelectric instabilities while the other are still paraelectric.
While the calculations have not yet been completed for all the solid-
solutions proposed, similar trends have been observed for (BaxSr(1−x))TiO3,
Ba(ZrxTi(1−x))O3, (PbxSr(1−x))TiO3 and Sr(ZrxTi(1−x))O3, with energy
diﬀerences of at most a few hundred µHa per ABO3 formula unit, with the
exception of Sr(Zr1/2Ti1/2)O3 for which the enthalpy of configurations 3
and 2 are lower than that of configuration 1 by 4700-5600 µHa and 2400-
2900 µHa respectively. As a general rule, all three configurations will have
to be examined in order to determine the pressure of the para-ferroelectric
transition in solid solutions
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Figure 5.4: Enthalpy of the configurations 2 (red) and 3 (green) with
respect to configuration 1 for Ba0.5Pb0.5TiO3 as a function of pressure.
Figure 5.5: Enthalpy of the configurations 2 (red) and 3 (green) with
respect to configuration 1 for Ba0.25Pb0.75TiO3 as a function of pressure.
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5.2 Temperature
Because of the complex influence of the temperature on the permittivity of
ferroelectric perovskites, it is very diﬃcult to predict the dielectric response
of these materials in ambient conditions from 0K ab initio results. In
this section, we will discuss two approaches we have started to investigate
for obtaining the high-temperature permittivity of perovskites : Szigeti’s
theory and the Eﬀective Hamiltonians approach. The first is a perturbative
approach, developed to describe the evolution of permittivity as a function
of temperature, but limited to low temperatures. The second has been
used successfully to investigate the phase transitions of perovskite on a
structural level, but has never been implemented to study the dielectric
response of these systems.
5.2.1 Szigeti perturbative theory
This theory has been developed by Szigeti (1959) to describe the evolution
of permittivity as a function of temperature for alkali-halide crystals. It
consists of a perturbative approach based on the anharmonicity of the
phonon modes in the Brillouin zone (not only at Γ), and on derivatives of
the Born charges. It uses a Taylor expansion of the potential energy surface
in terms of the displacements qi along each mode, up to fourth order,
coupled with a third-order expansion of the dipole moment ξ, to achieve
a second-order perturbation theory expression to the permittivity. While
such model will not be able to correctly reproduce dielectric anomalies
because of its perturbative nature, it could serve as a benchmark for the
calculation of the dielectric constant in the low-temperature phases.
Szigeti’s theory results in a formula involving the diﬀerent mixed deriva-
tives of the potential U and dipole moment ξ, and whose first term is the
harmonic vibrational contribution to the permittivity that we have used
throughout this work:
ǫvib = 4π
α20
vω20
+
4π!
v
∑
ij
(
βij − α0b0ij
ω20
)2 1
2ωiωj
(
1 + n¯i + n¯j
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ωi − ωj
)
+
+
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)
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2
ωi
,
(5.1)
where the indices 0 and i, j refer to the Γ point mode and to any mode in
the Brillouin Zone respectively, ωi is the frequency of phonon i,
α0 =
∂ξ
∂q0
(5.2)
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is the Born charge of the Γ point mode, β and γ are the Born charge
derivatives:
βij =
∂2ξ
∂qi∂qj
, γ0ii =
∂3ξ
∂q0∂2qi
, (5.3)
b and c are the anharmonic terms of the potential energy U :
b0ij =
∂3U
∂q0∂qi∂qj
, c00ii =
∂4U
∂2q0∂2qi
, (5.4)
and n¯i is the mean occupation number of the phonon i at temperature T :
n¯i =
1
e!ωi/kT − 1 , (5.5)
The first point to note when implementing this formula, is that the term
n¯i − n¯j
ωi − ωj (5.6)
becomes undetermined for ωi − ωj → 0 and must be substituted, in this
case, by its limit. Substituting n¯i from equation 5.5 in equation 5.6 and
taking the limit (using l’Hôpital’s rule), we obtain :
lim
ωj→ωi
n¯i − n¯j
ωi − ωj =
!n¯2i
kT
e
!ωi
kT (5.7)
However, even after such substitution, the large number of mixed deriva-
tives, involving up to three diﬀerent phonon modes, of which two out of
the Γ point, has led to a large accumulation of numerical errors. To control
these errors, we must adjust the step in the calculation of the derivatives
and the precision in the calculation of the configuration energy, but we
have not yet succeeded in reducing them to the level required for the im-
plementation of Szigeti’s theory.
It is important to note that this technique requires the use of supercells
to take into account all the phonons in the Brillouin Zone, and its compu-
tational cost increases very quickly. The b0ij and βij term, for example,
requires a number of calculations of the order of N2, where N is the num-
ber of atoms in the supercell. Since the cost of each calculation also scales
with N3, the full computation scales as N5. For a very simple 2 × 2 × 2
supercell of NaCl, for example, the calculation takes about 32,000 times
the computational cost of a single-energy calculation of NaCl, even more
if we considered that the number of symmetry operators of the system
is greatly reduced when atoms are displaced to calculate these terms. If
symmetry equivalences of the b0ij and βij terms are not used, a 3×3×3 su-
percell calculation costs 315 ≈ 14, 000, 000 times more than a single energy
calculation.
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We have verified that the formal development of Szigeti can be per-
formed also for crystals with more than 2 atoms in the primitive cell and
non-cubic symmetry. In this case, the vectorial nature of the quantities α,
β and γ must be taken into account, leading to a tensorial equation (the
products in equation (5.1) become tensorial products). Many anharmonic
terms that are zero by symmetry in Szigeti’s case must also be considered
in the general case, such as
c0,0′ij =
∂4U
∂q0∂q′0∂qi∂qj
, (5.8)
where 0 and 0′ refer to diﬀerent phonons in the Γ point. A comparative
analysis of the contribution of each one of these terms to the permittiv-
ity of non-alkali-halides is required, in order to keep computational costs
reasonable and limit the accumulation numerical errors.
Because of the diﬃcult control of numerical errors and the expensive
computational cost of this method, even for the prototypical systems that
are required for testing and debugging the code, we have not yet been able
to implement Szigeti’s theory. In order to reduce the computation time
for implementation tests a large eﬀort has been required to parallelize the
independent calculations of the method. Details of this parallelization are
presented in Chapter 6.
5.2.2 Effective Hamiltonians
While Eﬀective Hamiltonian techniques have been used to calculate the
phase transitions of these compounds at finite temperature (Waghmare
and Rabe, 1997a, Zhong et al., 1994b), to the extent of our knowledge,
this method has never been applied to the computate permittivities.
Its principle is to recreate an approximate analytic eﬀective Hamilto-
nian Heff (q1, q2, q3, ..., qn) as a function of the displacements qi along the
normal modes i, including anharmonicity for the lower phonon modes. The
parameters of the Hamiltonian are obtained from ab initio calculations.
Monte Carlo simulations can then be performed using this analytic Hamil-
tonian to obtain the finite-temperature properties of perovskites. The
phase transition sequences for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 have been obtained
with this technique, whereby the phase transition temperatures were found
to be fairly accurate, considering the simplicity of the models and the use
of LDA (Waghmare and Rabe, 1997a, Zhong et al., 1994b, 1995). Nev-
ertheless, theoretic developments are still required to adapt this model to
the calculation of permittivity as a function of temperature.
Since the largest contribution to the permittivity of ferroelectric per-
ovskites comes from the vibrational modes, the Eﬀective Hamiltonian tech-
nique should be able to reproduce the atomic displacements that lead to
the dielectric anomaly. Indeed, an equivalent of the dipole moment per unit
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cell ξ can be calculated using Berry phases as seen in section 3.3. With this
knowledge, we can couple an electric field to the phonon displacements by
adding a term:
HeffE (
!E, q1, q2, ..., qn) = H
eff (q1, q2, ..., qn) + !E
local · !ξ(q1, q2, ..., qn) (5.9)
where !E is the applied electric field and !Elocal is the local (screened) electric
field. The permittivity of the compound could then be calculated from
d〈!ξ 〉
d !E
(5.10)
via the Monte Carlo technique.
The presence of the electric field breaks the degeneracy between the
equivalent minima of the two potential surfaces (corresponding to the
equivalent polarization directions of the phase), but each local minimum
still corresponds to a metastable state. When performing Monte Carlo
calculations using the Metropolis-Hastings method for this metastable po-
tential well at low temperature, the other well is an unaccessible state
because the system does not have enough energy to cross the central bar-
rier. As temperature increases, the lower-energy state becomes accessi-
ble, but the exact value of the temperature for which it happens will be
influenced by the choice of candidate-generating density - see Chib and
Greenberg (1995) for technical details. However, this shortcoming has not
prevented this method from successfully reproducing the phase transitions
of perovskites from the structural point of view (Zhong et al., 1995).
If we define a very simplified prototypical Hamiltonian of polynomial
form:
Heff (±, q1) = q
4
1 − c1q21 ± c2q1 (5.11)
where + or − represent opposite directions of the electric field, the Born
eﬀective charges are taken as constant and the numerical values of c1 = 50
and c2 = 10 are arbitrarily chosen to represent the double well structure of
ferroelectric perovskites, we obtain the profile shown in Figure 5.6. With
this simple Hamiltonian, we can calculate via Monte Carlo, the average
positions 〈q1〉+ and 〈q1〉− corresponding to either orientation of the electric
field. Since in this model the Born Charges are considered constant and the
unit of the electric field is arbitrary, we can only obtain a very qualitative
estimate of the behavior of the permittivity, from the diﬀerence between
the two mean displacements ∆q = 〈q1〉+ − 〈q1〉−.
This prototypical calculation has been implemented using a very sim-
ple Metropolis-Hastings scheme, to check this model could, in principle,
account for the dielectric behavior of perovskites. A discussion of the
technical details and the exact implementation is presented in Appendix
A. The mean displacement for diﬀerent temperatures (expressed in units
of the Hamiltonian energy) is shown in figure 5.7. The general behavior of
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Figure 5.6: Profile of the simple Hamiltonian described in equation 5.11
for both directions of the applied field. Energy can be thought of as in
units of Kelvin, the origin of energy corresponding to the energy of the
configuration q1 = 0.
Figure 5.7: Metropolis-Hastings Monte-Carlo simulation of the diﬀerence
in mean displacements ∆q as a function of temperature T .
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∆q is quite similar to what is observed for the permittivity of perovskites
along temperature-driven phase transitions (see Figure 1.8 on page 12).
Below the critical temperature, the permittivity of the system is very low,
as the displacements are constrained to one side of the potential well. Once
the critical temperature is reached, the system has enough energy to shift
from one potential well to the other, but the presence of the electric field
strongly favors one of the wells, thus leading to a very strong polarization.
As the temperature continues to increase, the system switches more often
to the potential well that is not favored by the field, thus decreasing the
mean spontaneous polarization. Such decrease is very gradual, in contrast
to the initial rise, which is very abrupt. Such asymmetry is seen experi-
mentally in the real para-ferroelectric transition, shown in Figure 1.8 on
page 12.
While this simple model qualitatively explains the observed behavior,
it is necessary to work out its details and, particularly, the screening of
the field inside the crystal, to see if precise calculations, using a potential
extracted from ab initio calculations, can reproduce the dielectric behavior
observed experimentally. One should also expect that phonons of low
frequency outside the Γ point will be important in the correct description of
the partition function of the system. Even if, at first order, these phonons
do not contribute to the dipole moment of the system, they will be required
to correctly reproduce the phase transition behavior if, energetically, they
couple with the phonons in the Γ point.
5.3 Dielectric rigidity
As we have seen in section 1.1.1, the maximum energy that can be stored
per unity volume in a dielectric equals
umax =
1
2
ǫ0ǫrE
2
max. (5.12)
As a consequence, the maximum field that can be applied to a material
before it becomes conductor is as important to energy storage as its permit-
tivity. This maximum field is known as breakdown field, and the property
of resisting an electric field is known as dielectric rigidity.
A theory of dielectric breakdown for ionic crystals with only two atoms
in the primitive cell has been proposed by Callen, based on the phe-
nomenon of electron avalanches (Callen, 1949). It estimates the energy
that an electron in the conduction band receives from the electric field
per time unit and how much of that energy it transfers to the lattice
via electron-phonon coupling. For a critical field Ebreakdown, the electron-
phonon coupling becomes insuﬃcient to dissipate the work generated by
the field, and the electron accelerates until it attains suﬃcient energy
to ionize neighboring atoms, leading to a chain eﬀect known as electron
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avalanche. Since the dielectric breakdown in this model is intimately re-
lated to the phonon structure and, in particular, to the optically active
phonon modes, the vibrational permittivity of a compound and its dielec-
tric rigidity are strongly correlated and should be optimized simultane-
ously.
However, this model needs to be modified in many ways in order to
apply to dielectric perovskites. Because of symmetry considerations in the
diatomic crystals, many tensorial quantities (such as the eﬀective mass of
the electron and the static permittivity) can be expressed in scalar forms,
leading to simplifications in the formulas. Even more importantly, the
presence of a single optical branch transforms what would be a system of
coupled equations for the energy dissipation via electron-phonon coupling
into a single equation that can easily be inverted. In order to be valid for
crystals with more than two atoms per unit cell, the entire formal devel-
opment has to be redone in tensorial form. Equally important, in Callen’s
formulation, the electron-phonon coupling for the 3-fold degenerate acous-
tic modes outside of the Γ point is entirely neglected, but the dispersion
of the 3-fold degenerate optic phonon branches of alkali-halides is also ig-
nored, leading to a cancellation of errors. In the general case, the error
on the many optical branches will not cancel with the error in the single
acoustic branch, possibly leading to large remaining errors in the theory.
In such case, it may be necessary to take into account phonon dispersion,
leading to a much larger computational cost.
Experimentally, the dielectric breakdown that can be obtained using
Callen’s theory for perfect crystals represents an ideal maximum for the
dielectric rigidity. In fact, in imperfect materials, many other phenom-
ena may provoke a dielectric breakdown at lower fields, such as thermal
activation of charge carriers, chemical decomposition, dendrite formation,
and electron trapping by impurities. Only if all these phenomena are
avoided will electron avalanches be the determinant factor for the dielec-
tric breakdown. Because of the complexity in extending Callen’s theory
to perovskites and the uncertainty in its relevance, we have decided not
to continue developing this method. Future work on the estimation of
the dielectric rigidity of perovskites will start with an experimental review
to determine whether electron avalanches are the dominant phenomena
in the breakdown of high permittivity perovskites, before deciding if the
extension of Callen’s model should be attempted.
Conclusions
The study of high-permittivity materials based on perovskites is a very
complex and rich subject that must be treated on many diﬀerent aspects.
Both permittivity and dielectric rigidity are important parameters for the
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application, and structure, composition and experimental conditions can
greatly aﬀect the performance of materials. The many phase transition
that perovskites undergo, the very high sensitivity of the permittivity to
geometrical parameters, the disordered and chemically complex nature of
the real material, necessity of running calculations at the electronic level,
all contribute to render the description of these dielectric phenomena in
perovskites very complex.
In this chapter we have shown that, in order to verify whether the
systematic increase of ferroelectric instabilities with changes in composi-
tion of the perovskites, observed in Chapter 4, is also valid for solid solu-
tions, many local-ordering configurations must be taken into account. The
small diﬀerence in enthalpy among these configurations is coherent with
the disordered nature of these perovskites that is observed experimentally.
Such diﬀerence is also small when compared with the decrease in enthalpy
observed when a ferroelectric instability is allowed to relax, driving the
perovskite into a ferroelectric phase.
The reproduction of dielectric phenomena at room temperature is an-
other complex subject and we have determined that Szigeti’s theory, on top
of the limitations of a perturbative approach, presents diﬃculties related
to the numeric precision of the terms in its formulas, and would be a com-
putationally intensive method. Prototypical modifications to the Eﬀective
Hamiltonian method, to include the interaction of an electric field with
the dipole moment of the crystalline cell, present promising preliminary
results, which should motivate further developments of this technique.
Although the breakdown field of perovskites is a very important param-
eter for the energy storage application, Callen’s theory presents theoretical
shortcomings for the investigation of this phenomena. For this reason, be-
fore investing in the formal development of its extension to perovskites and
its computational implementation, future works should start by a review
of the prevailing dielectric breakdown phenomena in high-permittivity per-
ovskites, to check if electron avalanches can possibly explain the value of
their dielectric rigidity.

Chapter 6
Crystal Interface for Python
Most of the investigations discussed in the previous chapter require a large
number of systematic ab-initio calculations. To manage and parallelize
these calculations, an interface has been developed that allows calling the
CRYSTAL ab-initio program inside codes written in Python. Its intent
was to create a more synthetic abstraction of CRYSTAL input commands,
so that a series of calculations, such as those necessary for establishing
phase diagrams or implementing Szigeti’s method (see section 5.2.1) could
be performed in a simple programming language. This allows a better
use of available parallel computers, as interdependent calculations can be
performed without waiting for human intervention in between steps. It
also prevents errors when extracting data from one calculation to use as
parameters in subsequent ones.
A third and important advantage of this interface is the possibility of
concurrently running independent CRYSTAL calculations. In fact, CRYS-
TAL09 is already a parallel program and divides the task of solving the
Kohn-Sham equations by distributing the SCF equations corresponding
to diﬀerent k-points of the Brillouin Zone over the available processors.
However, for small and very symmetric systems, the number of processors
on which the SCF calculation can be parallelized eﬃciently is accordingly
small. When a large number of small ab-initio calculations must be per-
formed (such as for Szigeti’s theory), Python allows to easily parallelize the
independent executions of the CRYSTAL program, thus eﬃciently using a
larger number of processors.
Since each CRYSTAL calculation is performed for a small system and
all resources (memory and processor load) are distributed on the level of
the calculation, the computational cost of using this parallel interface is,
essentially, the cost of each CRYSTAL calculation, the Python interface
having using negligible resources. To give an idea of the computational
costs involved in the present work, the calculations leading to the results
presented in Chapter 3 required 500 core-months (that is, the processing
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power of 500 cores for a period of one month). Such extremely high cost
has been incurred because for each compound, the eﬀects of the hamilto-
nian have been investigated for each crystalline phase and as a function
of pressure, to determine if quantitative diﬀerences would appear (such as
the fact that LDA fails to obtain a high-pressure cubic phase for PbTiO3),
leading to a total of 10,334 CRYSTAL calculations. In comparison, the re-
sults presented in Chapter 4 only required 2,048 calculations, for a total of
20 core-months, because only the Pm3¯m phase and the PBE0 hamiltonian
have been considered. Memory has not been a bottleneck for our study
because each calculation was limited to a system of, at most, 40 atoms.
In the following sections, we will see how the interface can be used
to systematically run complex ab-initio simulations and we will discuss
the essential aspects of its implementation, neglecting parallelization at
first. Then we will see how the diﬀerent parts of the code fit together in
a 4-tier structure, and the end section will deal with the parallelization of
independent ab-initio calculations.
6.1 Overview of the Interface
While CRYSTAL is a very large program, with many functionalities, the
interface has only been implemented for the functions that were necessary
during this PhD. These were added as necessity arose, making the inter-
face become bigger and more complex with time. For a simple calculation,
consisting of optimizing the ground-state geometry of a tetragonal struc-
ture and calculating its permittivity, the interface would allow the use of
the following Python program:
1 from pyCrystal import pycry, interface, drivers
2
3 calc=drivers.ivanoeDevelCalculator()
4 interf = interface.crystalInterface(calc)
5
6 hamiltonian=’LDA’
7 symmetry = ’p4mm’
8 latticeParameter = [3.88168889, 3.88168889, 4.02796760]
9 numberOfAtoms = 4
10 atomicPositions = \
11 [[ 282, 0., 0., 2E-02],
12 [22, 0.5, 0.5, -4.544426E-01],
13 [8, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0E-01],
14 [8, 0.5, 0, -4.0E-01]]
15 basisSet = ’PbTiO3 Pb:sc Ti:ae O:ae’
16 dirName = ’PbTiO3_p4mm_’+hamiltonian+’_fullopt’
17 material = pycry.material(
18 dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
19 atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, interf)
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20
21 material.optGeomFull()
22 material.computePermittivities()
This code can be broken down as follows:
Line 1 imports the modules for the interface (which will be described in
detail in section 6.3)
Line 3 choses the driver corresponding to the computer where we are
running the calculation. This takes care of all diﬀerences in the
computing environment (MPI libraries, CRYSTAL compilation ...)
Line 4 defines which interface to use. Currently there is only a CRYS-
TAL09 interface but, in principle, similar interfaces could be devel-
oped using the same structure.
Line 6 defines the hamiltonian to be used in the calculation, in this case
LDA.
Lines 9–14 describe the geometry in a structured manner.
Line 15 gives a reference of the basis-set used, in this case, our basis-
set for PbTiO3 using a small-core pseudo-potential for Pb and all-
electron basis-sets for Ti and O. In fact, PbTiO3 Pb:sc Ti:ae O:ae
is simply a name defined in a database of basis-sets containing all the
exponents and coeﬃcients that should be given in CRYSTAL input
files.
Line 16 defines the subdirectory where we want CRYSTAL calculations
to run.
Lines 17-19 call the pycry module to create an object, named material
using the values of the variables that we have defined in the previous
lines. It is this material object that represents our system and can
be used to perform various calculations.
Line 21 runs a CRYSTAL calculation to optimize the geometry (lattice
parameter and atomic positions) and updates material ’s internal
variables to correspond to the optimized geometry, extracted from
the output of the calculation.
Line 22 computes the static permittivity for the current (optimized) ge-
ometry. Since CRYSTAL09 requires the electronic dielectric tensor
to be given as input for the calculation of the static permittivity,
and material does not contain this information at first, the pycry
module initially runs a Coupled-Perturbed Kohn-Sham (CPKS) cal-
culation to obtain the electronic dielectric tensor. Then it runs a
second calculation, using this information in the input.
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Once the geometry, basis-sets and hamiltonians are defined, it is easy
to expand on the previous program to calculate more properties of the
material. To calculate the dipole moment per unit cell using the Berry
phase approach, for example, we can supply to material a centro-symmetric
reference for atomic positions (so that CRYSTAL can use it as a reference
to calculate the Berry phases) and then ask for the polarization as follows:
material.symAtomicPositions = \
[[ 282, 0., 0., 0.0],
[22, 0.5, 0.5, -0.5],
[8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0],
[8, 0.5, 0, -0.5]]
material.computePolarization()
The study of the phase diagrams presented in chapters 3 and 4 can be
performed with the following Python code:
1 from pyCrystal import pycry, interface, drivers
2
3 calc=drivers.ivanoeDevelCalculator()
4 calc.restart=’unsafe’
5 interf = interface.crystalInterface(calc)
6
7 hamiltonian=’LDA’
8 symmetry = ’p4mm’
9 latticeParameter = [3.88168889, 3.88168889, 4.02796760]
10 fixLatticeParameter = [3.26, 3.26, 3.26]
11 numberOfAtoms = 4
12 atomicPositions = \
13 [[ 282, 0., 0., 2E-02],
14 [22, 0.5, 0.5, -4.544426E-01],
15 [8, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0E-01],
16 [8, 0.5, 0, -4.0E-01]]
17 symAtomicPositions = \
18 [[ 282, 0., 0., 0.0],
19 [22, 0.5, 0.5, -0.5],
20 [8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0],
21 [8, 0.5, 0, -0.5]]
22 basisSet = ’PbTiO3 Pb:sc Ti:ae O:ae’
23 dirName = ’PbTiO3_p4mm_’+hamiltonian+’_fullopt’
24 material = pycry.material(
25 dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
26 atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, interf,
27 symAtomicPositions=symAtomicPositions)
28
29 material.optGeomFull()
30 latticeParameter = material.latticeParameter
31 atomicPositions = material.atomicPositions
32
33 for i in 0,1,2:
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34 latticeParameter[i]=latticeParameter[i]/0.9963**2
35
36 while latticeParameter[0]**2*latticeParameter[2] > 40:
37 dirName = ’PbTiO3_p4mm_’+hamiltonian+’_V-’+\
38 str(latticeParameter[0]**2*latticeParameter[2])
39 material = pycry.material(
40 dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
41 atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, interf,
42 symAtomicPositions=symAtomicPositions,
43 fixAtomicPositions=symAtomicPositions,
44 fixLatticeParameter=fixLatticeParameter)
45 material.optGeomCvol()
46 material.computePermittivities()
47 material.computePolarization()
48 material.computeEnergy(True)
49 latticeParameter = material.latticeParameter
50 atomicPositions = material.atomicPositions
51 for i in 0,1,2:
52 latticeParameter[i]=latticeParameter[i]*0.9963
The following new features have been added in this code:
Lines 10 and 48: fixLatticeParameter defines a common geometry
to be used for the classification and cutoﬀ of integrals, so that all calls
to material.computeEnergy(True) calculate the DFT energy of the
crystal using the same number of terms in the series of bi-electronic
interactions. This is important for later obtaining a smooth enthalpy
curve as a function of pressure.
Line 45: For each volume, material.optGeomCvol() optimizes the ge-
ometry at constant volume, in order to obtain the ground-state ge-
ometry at various pressures.
Lines 33–52: The optimization of geometry, as well as the calculation
of permittivity, spontaneous polarization and DFT energy are put
inside a loop, starting from a volume slightly greater than the equi-
librium and compressing until a volume of 40 Å3 (chosen arbitrarily).
The previous code can be refined for greater eﬃciency (since it opti-
mizes the equilibrium geometry twice), but it shows how a Python interface
can simplify complex calculation tasks. At each geometry optimization, the
last obtained structure (atomic positions and ratio of lattice parameters)
are used as the starting point, which reduces the number of cycles required
for convergence, with respect to using an arbitrary starting geometry.
6.2 Implementation
The role of the Python interface is two-fold: to provide a way to launch
CRYSTAL from a Python environment and to breakdown the calculation
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Figure 6.1: Breakdown of the calculation of a property such as the static
dielectric constant. The task in divided in two elementary CRYSTAL
calculations, where the input of the second depends on the results of the
first. For each of them, an input file is generated, CRYSTAL is executed,
and the results are interpreted by the interface. In the end, the pertinent
results are stored in internal variables.
of a property (such as the dielectric tensor) into all the individual simu-
lations that must be performed by CRYSTAL. An outline of this process
is presented in Figure 6.1. The implementation is better understood on a
bottom-up approach, starting from the most concrete part (on the right
of figure 6.1) and advancing to the most abstract part (on the left of the
figure).
In order to use the Python language to manage ab-initio calculations,
the first-step is to be able to call an external program (in our case CRYS-
TAL09) from inside Python. This capability is managed by the drivers
module, which contains the instructions to launch CRYSTAL on the var-
ious clusters that we used. It is described in length in Appendix B. In
essence, it uses the Python module subprocess to launch an external pro-
gram and wait for its completion, such as shown below:
def runcrystal(self, workDir, inputpath, outputpath):
import subprocess
command = "crystal < %s > %s 2>&1"%(inputpath, outputpath)
computation = subprocess.Popen([command],shell=True,cwd=workDir)
computation.wait()
The subprocess.Popen() method is used to launch crystal in a shell
environment, on directory workDir, receiving input from file inputpath
and redirecting the input to file outputfile. The computation.wait()
method is used to make the Python code halt, waiting for the ab-initio
calculation to finish, before trying to read the contents of the output file.
The rest of the code in the drivers module handles the tasks of writing
given CRYSTAL commands to the input file, creating and managing sub-
directories and reading from the output file. To use the parallel version of
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CRYSTAL, command would consist on a call to an MPI launcher such as
mpirun, such as
command = "mpirun %s > %s 2>&1"%(self.pcrystalPath, outputName)
where self.pcrystalPath contains the path to the parallel CRYSTAL
executable and outputName is the output file to which CRYSTAL will write
its output.
Being capable of launching ab-initio calculations from inside a Python
code, the next two important tasks are the creation of input files corre-
sponding to the material we are working with and the interpretation of
the output file to extract useful information. The first is accomplished by
putting together pieces of CRYSTAL input, corresponding to the calcula-
tion we want, such as:
def geometryManipulationsCoupledPerturbation(hf=False, fmixing = 70,
maxcycle=250):
if hf :
return"CPHF\nFMIXING\n%s\nMAXCYCLE\n%s\nEND\n"%(fmixing,maxcycle)
else:
return"CPKS\nFMIXING\n%s\nMAXCYCLE\n%s\nEND\n"%(fmixing,maxcycle)
The many parts, corresponding to the geometry of the crystal, the
properties that must be calculated, the basis-sets and the calculation pa-
rameters are put together according to the calculation that must be run.
The second task is more diﬃcult, because it requires an automatic iden-
tification of the important information on the contents of the output file,
as well as its treatment. For example, to extract the electronic dielectric
tensor (along its principal axes), the following functions are implemented:
def indexSearchGen (data, testfct):
for index,value in enumerate(data):
if testfct(value):
yield index
def extractDielTens(ftext):
test = lambda line:’DIELECTRIC TENSOR’ in line
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next()
principal = map(float, ftext[stop + 3].split()[1:6:2])
return principal[0],0,0,0,principal[1],0,0,0,principal[2]
The function indexSearchGen allows to test all the lines of a text and
check whether they satisfy a condition defined by testfct. When one of
the lines satisfies the condition, indexSearchGen returns the number of
that line. By using the yield statement, subsequent lines that also satisfy
the condition can be obtained with multiple calls to the next() method.
The function extractDielTens uses indexSearchGen to identify the be-
ginning of the block containing the principal values of the dielectric tensor,
extracts this information and then returns a tensor with the principal val-
ues along the diagonal. Equivalent functions are defined for identifying
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phonon modes, optimized atomic positions and lattice parameters, spon-
taneous polarizations and many other properties.
At this point, the interface is able to run an ab-initio calculation as if
it were an internal function of Python, by creating the input file, launch-
ing the CRYSTAL executable, waiting for the end of the execution and
returning the corresponding result from the output file. The next step is
to create the abstraction of a material, whose properties (such as the static
dielectric tensor) can be obtained with a single function call, independently
of how many CRYSTAL runs are necessary to generate this information.
The material entity is also responsible for storing all the data that corre-
sponds to our simulation. For example, to calculate the static dielectric
tensor, the material.computePermittivities() method is implemented:
def computePermittivities(self):
if not self.dielTens:
self.computeDielTens()
temp = self.interface.computePermittivities(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions, self.basisSet,
self.hamiltonian, self.dielTens, atomDisp=self.atomDisp,
fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp, supercell=self.supercell,
cellTransl=self.cellTransl, atomSubs=self.atomSubs,
fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external = self.external, fixExternal = self.fixExternal)
self.epsilon_0, self.epsilon_inf = temp[0]
self.phonons = temp[1].phonons
self.checkTranslations()
The variable self is a reference for material, so all the properties of
the material (geometry, basis-sets ...) can be accessed as, for example,
self.basisSet. The method begins by checking whether the electronic
dielectric tensor for material has already been determined, and, if not,
calculating it. Then, it sends all the necessary information to the func-
tion interface.computePermittivities, which creates an input file, calls
CRYSTAL and extract the useful information from the output file, such
as static dielectric tensor, phonon structure (frequencies, irreductible rep-
resentations, infra-red intensity). The final lines store this information on
material and verifies the numerical accuracy of the calculation by check-
ing whether the calculated frequency for translational modes is acceptably
small (< 2 cm−1). The stacking of all these functionalities allow the sim-
ulation process to be abstracted into concise calls, such as:
material.optGeomCvol()
material.computePermittivities()
material.computePolarization()
material.computeEnergy(True)
The calculated data can then either be printed in a concise form or
treated in an automatic way in Python. The CRYSTAL output files are
also preserved, which allows an analysis of the results outside of Python.
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Figure 6.2: Interconnection between the four modules of the CRYSTAL
interface for Python. The module pycry implements the highest level of
abstraction and the methods which are called during simulations. The
other modules are used internally to transform the problem into a series
of CRYSTAL inputs, run the calculations and treat the outputs.
6.3 Structure of the Package
The interface developed during this thesis only covers a small fraction of the
capabilities of CRYSTAL, but it is nevertheless complex. To insure that it
could be easily extended to include new properties and to work with new
materials, a modular approach has been used from the beginning. Four
modules were created in order to achieve increasing levels of abstraction
from the details of computer architecture and CRYSTAL keywords. The
interconnection of these modules is shown in Figure 6.2 and explained
below, from the most abstract down to the calling of CRYSTAL:
pycry implements the class material, which contains all the methods re-
quired to define the material we are investigating and obtain its prop-
erties. In this module, every problem is broken down in terms of
single CRYSTAL calculations, which should be performed by the
module interface. The class material retains the results of previ-
ous calculations, such as optimized geometry, dielectric constants,
phonon structures, spontaneous polarization.
interface is responsible for creating CRYSTAL input files and interpret-
ing output. It implements functions that can be calculated with a
single CRYSTAL run, such as the determination of optimized ge-
ometries. The information provided by material is converted into an
input file, which is sent to a calculator, defined by the driver mod-
ule. When the calculator returns the output of CRYSTAL, interface
extracts the useful information and returns it to material.
materials_lib is an auxiliary module to interface. While the latter im-
plements all the kinds of CRYSTAL calculations that we used, it
does not contain any information concerning the basis-sets. These
are kept separately in materials_lib. Since, for each compound in-
vestigated, the external orbitals of each atom are optimized, each
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entry in materials_lib currently corresponds to the entire basis-set
for the compound. However, a simple function could be equally im-
plemented to concatenate the basis-sets for each atom, if desired.
drivers implements the various calculators, which are classes capable of
running CRYSTAL on a given computer. They diﬀer on whether
they use MPI or not, which path they use for the MPI and CRYSTAL
executables and which flags are used with MPI. They can also be
made to run calculations on a temporary directory if the architecture
of the cluster requires so.
This modular division of the code presents several advantages in terms
of maintenance and expansibility:
• The Python interface for CRYSTAL can be run on diﬀerent clusters
by choosing the corresponding calculator in drivers. This ensures
that any given investigation can be easily transfered between avail-
able clusters with minor modifications.
• The code can be adapted to a new computer or cluster by creating
a new calculator in drivers, setting the terminal command required
to launch CRYSTAL. The separation between the drivers and the
scientific part of the code minimizes the possibility of bugs and makes
testing easier when porting the code.
• The basis-sets database consists simply of a series of attributions to a
Python dictionary. The exact CRYSTAL basis-set text is associated
with a chosen name, and maintaining the database requires only
minimal programming skills.
• All the management of CRYSTAL keywords is taken care of in the
interface. Complex methods, requiring multiple CRYSTAL runs,
can then be programmed in pycry in a concise form, by using the
methods implemented in interface.
It also presents a few disadvantages, which could eventually be im-
proved with a better architecture for the package, but have not been fore-
seen until recently. Particularly, the methods implemented at the interface
module are written in terms of individual information – atomic positions,
lattice parameters, hamiltonian, basis-sets – rather than in terms of the
material object. For this reason, each call to an interface function requires
an explicit assignment to each argument of the function. If interface was
allowed to access the information directly from the material object, the
code could be made shorter, more readable and easier to expand.
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6.4 Parallelization
Among the advantages of using Python for managing CRYSTAL calcu-
lations is the simplicity of parallelization. This is important because the
solution of Kohn-Sham equations for a small system can only be paral-
lelized on an accordingly small number of processors. If a large number
of small-system calculations must be performed, parallelization must be
achieved on a higher level, by managing concurrent runs of the CRYS-
TAL executable. This level of parallelization is diﬀerent from the one
implemented in CRYSTAL because, in the latter, the computational parts
are more interdependent, requiring frequent communication between the
various processors and increasing the complexity of the algorithms. The
parallelization proposed on the interface level is a much simpler problem,
and consists simply of distributing independent calculations among the
available processors.
For this, Python provides a fairly simple and robust mechanism, us-
ing task queues and multiple threads. Threads are code instructions that
are executed independently of the main program and concurrently. They
can be used to manage independent CRYSTAL calculations running on
diﬀerent nodes and, to implement this feature, we have created the par-
allelDist module. Its principle is to break the steps of a calculation into
independent tasks, which are stored into task queues. Each thread then
retrieves a task in the queue, executes its code, returns its results to the
main program and retrieves a new task to execute, continuing until all
tasks have been done. In the main program, a checkpoint can be inserted,
so that the program only continues once all the current tasks have been
calculated. This allows the aggregation and treatment of the results that
are necessary for the subsequent parts of the program. For example, the
following code investigates the phonon structure, spontaneous polarization
and energy of the tetragonal phase of PbTiO3, as a function of cell volume,
running calculations at independent volumes concurrently:
1 from pyCrystal import pycry, interface, drivers
2 from pyCrystal import parallelDist
3 import Queue
4 import time
5
6 task_queue = Queue.Queue()
7 outp_queue=Queue.Queue()
8 p = parallelDist.startLogger(outp_queue, name=’Printer’)
9 counter = parallelDist.startRemainingCounter(task_queue, outp_queue,
10 name=’Counter’)
11 outp_queue.put(’main started’)
12
13 calcType = drivers.ivanoeCalculator
14 interfType = interface.crystalInterface
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15 nodesPerOperator = 2
16 reserveMaster = False # Reserve 1 node for managing tasks
17 parallelDist.startOperators(calcType, interfType, restart, reserveMaster,
18 nodesPerOperator, task_queue, outp_queue)
19
20 hamiltonian=’LDA’
21 symmetry = ’p4mm’
22 latticeParameter = [3.88168889, 3.88168889, 4.02796760]
23 fixLatticeParameter = [3.26, 3.26, 3.26]
24 numberOfAtoms = 4
25 atomicPositions = \
26 [[ 282, 0., 0., 2E-02],
27 [22, 0.5, 0.5, -4.544426E-01],
28 [8, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0E-01],
29 [8, 0.5, 0, -4.0E-01]]
30 symAtomicPositions = \
31 [[ 282, 0., 0., 0.0],
32 [22, 0.5, 0.5, -0.5],
33 [8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0],
34 [8, 0.5, 0, -0.5]]
35 basisSet = ’PbTiO3 Pb:sc Ti:ae O:ae’
36
37 def runVolume(latticeParameter, outp_queue, operator):
38 volume = latticeParameter[0]**2*latticeParameter[2]
39 dirName = ’PbTiO3_p4mm_’+hamiltonian+’_V-’+str(volume)
40 material = pycry.material(
41 dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
42 atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, operator.interf,
43 symAtomicPositions=symAtomicPositions,
44 fixAtomicPositions=symAtomicPositions,
45 fixLatticeParameter=fixLatticeParameter)
46 material.optGeomCvol()
47 material.computePermittivities()
48 material.computePolarization()
49 material.computeEnergy(True)
50 outp_queue.put(compoundName+’ a = ’+str(volume)+’ done’)
51
52 while latticeParameter[0]**2*latticeParameter[2] > 40:
53 task_queue.put( (runVolume,latticeParameter) )
54 for i in 0,1,2:
55 latticeParameter[i]=latticeParameter[i]*0.9963
56
57 task_queue.join()
58 outp_queue.join()
59 outp_queue.put(’close printer’)
60 outp_queue.join()
Line 2 imports the modules parallelDist, created to manage the paral-
lelization of our calculations.
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Lines 3–11 sets up the task queue, as well as an output queue, which
synchronises parallel output from the threads. A mechanism to log
the number of unfinished threads over time is also launched, so that
the evolution of the calculations can be tracked.
Line 15 sets the number of cluster nodes to assign to each independent
CRYSTAL09 execution.
Line 16 defines whether one node should be reserved exclusively for man-
aging the concurrent threads or if CRYSTAL should be run on every
available node.
Line 17–18 creates as many threads as necessary to distribute the avail-
able nodes among them, assigning the previously defined number of
cluster nodes to each thread. An entity called operator is created for
each thread, which stores the nodes that can be used by that thread
to launch CRYSTAL, the task queue from which this thread should
retrieve its tasks and the output queue to which it should send its
results.
Lines 20–35 defines the constant parameters of the simulation, such as
the basis-set, the hamiltonian, and a first-guess for the lattice pa-
rameter of the cell and the atomic positions.
Lines 37–50 defines which steps should be made to calculate the desired
properties at a given volume. Although guesses for the lattice pa-
rameters a, b and c are given as an input to the function, they are re-
optimized (without changing the volume) by material.optGeomCvol.
Lines 52–55 In this loop, the lattice parameters are varied, and the tasks
of calculating properties of the material at each given volume are put
in the task queue, with the method task_queue.put().
Line 57 waits for all tasks to finish before the program can continue.
Lines 58–60 forces all output to be written to the logfile before the pro-
gram finishes.
Because the code now has to breakdown the problem into indepen-
dent and interdependent parts, as well as distribute the available nodes
into threads and manage concurrent outputs, it is slightly more compli-
cated than the previous serial codes. However, with this structure, par-
allelization is achieved on 2 levels: each task is run on a parallel version
of CRYSTAL, on a small number of processors (in our case, 2 nodes of
12 processors), and the various independent tasks are distributed among
the available processors. Because a smaller number of processors is used
for each ab-initio calculation, this method eﬀectively prevents the scaling
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problems that arise from using a large number of processor to run ab-initio
simulations of small systems.
In order to implement this 2-tier parallelization on clusters, its archi-
tecture must allow MPI calculations to be run on a subset of the allo-
cated nodes. This is often possible using flags on the mpirun call, such
as -np number of processors -host list of nodes, but is highly dependent
on the cluster environment. For this reason, the exact flags must be con-
figured on the calculator for each cluster. Once the parallel-compatible
calculator has been implemented, the other modules are useable without
modification. This is achieved because no variables are globally shared and
all information is either passed on function calls, or contained inside the
material objects.
Conclusions
This prototypical but easily expandable CRYSTAL interface has permitted
the eﬃcient treatment of a large number of ab-initio calculations through-
out this PhD. It is definitely not a finished and complete solution to use
all of CRYSTAL capabilities through Python, but its main architecture
can serve as a model to other projects requiring an automated treatment
of quantum mechanical calculations. Its current implementation, shown
in Appendix B can also be used as is, and modified to suit the needs of
future research, by adding new CRYSTAL keywords.
Its main strength resides in providing a synthetic language with which
to structure complex calculations, requiring multiple runs of an ab-initio
program. Indeed, the encapsulation of properties and methods in an
object-oriented language facilitates the systematic treatment of compounds,
varying parameters like the DFT functional used, the geometry of the crys-
tal, the parameters regarding numerical accuracy, among others, because
each instance of the material class can independently store the variables
corresponding to the chosen calculation parameters. Complex procedures
involving many systematic steps can similarly be broken down into simpler
steps that can be called throughout the program.
A second and important strength of the developed interface is the easy
with which a parallel program can be created using it. Indeed, for pro-
cedures involving a large number of mostly independent calculations, it is
suﬃcient to structure the code in terms of explicitly independent calcu-
lations, that are sent to a task queue, and checkpoints, where the results
of the independent calculations are regrouped and analysed together, to
provide information for the next steps in the procedure. Each CRYSTAL
run is executed in an isolated thread, with a separate memory space, so
no modification is necessary to the internal workings of the CRYSTAL
program.
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Python is also an interactive language, so new procedures and methods
can be quickly prototyped, without requiring the slow cycles of creating
tests, compiling code, and executing for each new development. This is
both useful for creating simple procedures, such as the calculation of vibra-
tional and dielectric properties as a function of cell volume, as for imple-
menting complex methods, such as Szigeti’s perturbative theory described
in section 5.2.1, as well as performing numerical analysis on an algorithm.
Once the Python prototype has proven the eﬃcacy of a method and al-
lowed to choose the best computational parameters (such as step size for
derivatives and choice of finite-diﬀerence scheme), the new method can be
implemented in CRYSTAL or other programs, reducing the test and debug
phase of the development.
In its current form, its main weakness is the choice of explicitly pass-
ing each calculation parameter to the functions in the interface module,
instead of passing a reference to the material object. A reformulation of
this part of the package could provide an interface that is easier to expand
and adapt to new problems. Also, since it uses input and output files to
comunicate with CRYSTAL, some internal variables of the program are
not accessible with standard CRYSTAL keywords. For methods requir-
ing access to these variables, it is necessary to modify the source code of
CRYSTAL to introduce printing and reading of the relevant information.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
The phase transitions of high-permittivity perovskites and their eﬀect on
the dielectric response of these materials constitute a rich and complex
subject, which we have only started to explore. While these first results
could provide useful insights for both theoretical chemists and physics try-
ing to simulate diﬀerent properties of these compounds and for those trying
to create materials with optimized phase diagrams and improved permit-
tivities, many aspects require further clarification. In this chapter we will
review the obtained results in the context of current literature at the fun-
damental and application levels.
7.1 Fundamental and Technical Results
The vibrational contribution of the IR-active soft-phonon to the static per-
mittivity has been shown to be responsible for a giant dielectric anomaly
in the first-order ferrodisplacive transitions of many perovskites. While it
does not exclude the contribution of other phenomena, such as Internal
Barrier Layer Capacitance (Xu and Itoh, 2005), it confirms the anomaly
as a property of the bulk material, regardless of the presence of defects
or nanostructures. Such link had been shown previously by Wu and Co-
hen (2005) for PbTiO3. Now, we have shown this result to be valid also
for BaTiO3, NaTaO3, KTaO3, RbTaO3 and CsTaO3, providing some evi-
dence that, as a general mechanism, the vibrational-induced giant dielec-
tric anomaly could arise in any ferrodisplacive transition driven by a polar
mode.
Also, the many ferroelectric instabilities of titanates, niobates, tanta-
lates and zirconates have been described in detail and shown to diﬀer from
the simple rattling cation model that has been largely used in the litera-
ture (Bennett et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2001, Frantti et al., 2007, Intatha
et al., 2010, Subramanian and Sleight, 2002). This model was proposed
by Slater (1950) for baryum titanate, for which it is indeed in excellent
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agreement with results of ab-initio simulations. However, by lack of a bet-
ter model, it has later been applied for many other perovskites. In this
work, we present two updates to this model. First we have shown that,
in general, the oxygen octahedra present some degree of deformation, that
may be comparable or even greater than the amplitude of displacements
of the Ti atom. Secondly, the movement of the oxygen ions is not always
balanced by an opposite movement of the Ti atom. In PbTiO3’s ferrodis-
placive transition at low pressure, for example, the Ti cation is immobile
and the movement of the oxygen atoms is balanced by an opposing move-
ment of the Pb ion. This precision is important because, in this case, the
Ti atom does not contribute to the permittivity, regardless of its Born
charge. In view of this complexity, we have calculated and described the
atomic movements induced by the soft phonon mode of 13 perovskites on
a large range of pressures (or, equivalently, volumes).
We have also described how DFT functionals must be carefully chosen
in order to correctly reproduce the delicate structural instabilities in per-
ovskites. In section 3.2, we have shown that Hartree-Fock and LDA fail
to correctly reproduce the Pbam phase of PbZrO3. Given the large influ-
ence of the crystal structure on the permittivity of these perovskites, such
reproduction is essential to our study. We have also quantified, among
HF, LDA, PBE, PBE0 and B3LYP, the deviations between the results of
calculations and experimental data. We have shown that PBE0 provides
the most accurate results and increases the likelihood of reproducing the
phenomena investigated.
We have shown that small numerical noise appearing when using DFT
functionals, and combined with the flatness of the potential energy surface,
limits the precision with which transition pressures can be determined
computationally. Given that noise was much smaller in our HF simulations,
it probably arises from the discretization of the integration grid for the
functional. Close to the phase transitions, a finer grid must be used during
geometry optimisation, in order to reproduce the transition behavior of
the spontaneous polarizations and of phonons. While it was known that
phonon calculations require tighter convergence and discretization criteria,
we have shown how these can be even more critical in the vicinity of phase
transitions, as phonon frequencies tend to zero.
Recent works have dealt with the appearance of ferroelectric instabili-
ties as pressure is increased, but none has established systematic relation-
ships between the ions that occupy the A and B sites in perovskites and
the phase diagram of these compounds. Indeed, when the frequency of the
soft-phonon mode is plotted as a function of pressure for each compound,
no systematic tendance is visible, despite the similarities in each diagram.
We have shown that volume is a much better parameter along which to
investigate the appearance of ferroelectricity. When the soft phonon fre-
quencies are plotted as a function of volume for each compound, system-
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atic trends appear, which are strongly related with the volume of the A
ion relative to the size of its site. Previous simulations that studied each
compound in its equilibrium volume failed to detect such trend because
the diﬀerence in equilibrium volume among the diﬀerent compounds also
aﬀected the ferroelectric instability, leading to a non-linear behavior. At
fixed volume, smaller A ions tend to lower the frequency of the soft phonon
mode, increasing the ferroelectric instability of the compound.
This result is not described by the usually employed criteria of tolerance
factors discussed in the introduction of chapter 4. Indeed, this criteria
suggests that ferroelectricity increases only when A ions become larger than
the site created by the B-O bond lengths. As we have seen, this criteria fails
for many ferroelectric perovskites, specially when strong hybridizations are
present. It is known from the works of Cohen (1992) that hybridization
is essential in titanates for the appearance of ferroelectricity. Few works
have discussed, however, the relationship between the degree of covalent
character in the B-O bond and the degree of ferroelectric instability in the
perovskite. In our work, we have shown that ferroelectricity in tantalates
and niobates diﬀer in spite of similar geometric parameters and that this
diﬀerence could be explained by the electronic properties of the B-O bond,
in agreement with Cohen’s findings.
Regarding the study of solid-solutions, our preliminary results have de-
termined that the enthalpy diﬀerence among diﬀerent local-order configu-
rations is small when compared with the reduction in enthalpy produced
by the ferroelectric instability and varies significantly with pressure for
the paraelectric phase. For these reasons, studies of the phase diagram of
solid-solutions cannot be limited to the most stable local configuration at
equilibrium and have to consider various arrangements of the atoms.
The development of a perturbative method for simulating the eﬀect of
temperature on the dielectric response of perovskites has presented chal-
lenges of a numerical nature, and could not be completely implemented
during the PhD. However, a prototypical extension of the Eﬀective Hamil-
tonian method to include coupling between the dipole moment of the unit
cell and an external electric field has been shown to present promising
results, and could be an eﬃcient approach to reproduce the eﬀects of tem-
perature on the dielectric response.
7.2 Results for Applications
The results in this thesis correspond to an ideal situation of perfect crystals
in absolute zero temperature (0K). It would be desirable to have similar
studies using techniques capable, at the very least, of taking into account
the eﬀect of non-zero temperature. However, some of our findings can still
provide insights into phenomena at ambient temperature, if combined with
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Figure 7.1: Phase diagram of BaTiO3 presenting the boundaries between
the rhombohedral (R), orthorhombic (O), tetragonal (T) and cubic (C)
phases, as measured experimentally by the presence of the giant dielectric
anomaly (Ishidate and Abe, 1997)
complementary literature about the phase diagrams of perovskites.
As discussed in section 1.4.2, an increase in temperature favors the
more symmetric phases, eventually leading to mean cubic phases in per-
ovskites (where the spontaneous polarization varies over time and among
primitive cells but averages to zero). The temperatures at which these
order-disorder transitions occur depend on the deepness of the potential
well associated with the less symmetric phase, and of the diﬀerent barriers
that prevent polarization from switching among energetically equivalent
states. So, modifications to the perovskites structure reducing the fer-
roelectricity at 0K should lower the temperature of the ferro-paraelectric
transition, although the details of the potential energy surface could also
have an important role in determining this temperature. As discussed in
section 1.4.1, as the ferrodisplacive transition pressure is approached, the
potential wells for the atomic displacements become shallower, which even-
tually leads to the transition. It would thus be reasonable to expect that,
as pressure increases, the temperature for order-disorder transitions would
decrease. This behavior is indeed present in the phase diagram of BaTiO3,
as shown in figure 7.1.
If an equivalent argument indeed holds up for perovskites of diﬀerent
compositions, then knowing how to lower or raise the pressure of the fer-
rodisplacive para-ferroelectric transition should allow one to equally tune
the temperature of the order-disorder para-ferroelectric transition. For
those compounds presenting ferroelectric instabilities at all pressures, the
magnitude of the instability (in terms of deepness of the potential well
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or of phonon frequencies) should correlate with the temperature of order-
disorder transition. Evidently, such hypothesis must still be investigated,
both in terms of the evolution of the potential well deepness with pressure
and in terms of simulations allowing to take into account thermodynamic
eﬀects and reproduce the ambient temperature structures. But it provides,
nevertheless, a rough guideline that could be tested experimentally for the
tantalate series discussed in section 4.3.1.
Many authors have found that doping B-driven ferroelectric perovskites
with small A atoms tends to increase the ferrodisplacive deformation of
their unit cells (Grinberg and Rappe, 2003, Halilov et al., 2002, 2004,
Suárez-Sandoval and Davies, 2003). This seems to contradict what would
be expected from the tolerance factor criterion, used in the literature and
discussed in the introduction of chapter 4, because this criterion predicts
ferroelectricity to increase when the size of the atoms in the A site in-
creases. The experimental findings may be explained by our observation
that ferroelectricity increases systematically with the decrease of the size
of the A atom when volume is kept constant. However, the structure of
solid-solutions is very complex because of compositional disorder and the
interaction between the diﬀerent ideal bond lengths and electronic aﬃni-
ties. For this reason, a detailled ab-initio study of solid solutions is required
to determine if the same trends are observed.

Appendix A
Metropolis-Hastings
Implementation
The simple Python code presented in the next pages implements the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm applied to the Boltzmann probability distribution to
calculate mean displacements as a function of temperature using the sim-
ple Hamiltonian of equation 5.11 (Metropolis et al., 1953). It is based on
a few simple steps:
lines 1–16 define and plot the Hamiltonians;
lines 18–53 implement the Metropolis-Hastings method;
lines 55–61 calculate the diﬀerence in mean displacements for the two
directions of the electric field at a given temperature, as well as the
expected standard deviation for the mean;
lines 63–65 calculate the diﬀerences in mean displacements for a range
of temperatures;
lines 67–73 plot the diﬀerences in mean displacement as a function of
temperature.
The variable scale adjusts the candidate-generating density with tem-
perature to obtain acception rates between 25% and 50%, which gives an
acceptable compromise between the correlation of the generated configu-
rations and the computational cost of each step. Afterwards, only 1 in
every 100 configurations is kept, in order to obtain a decorrelated set of
configurations. The variable length sets the number of final configurations
used to calculate the mean displacement. A detailed discussion of these
technical issues can be found in Chib and Greenberg (1995).
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Anharm-perm.py
1 def f(x):
2 return x**4-50*x**2+10*x
3 def df(x):
4 return f(x)-20*x
5 def boltz(u,t):
6 return exp(-u/t)
7 x=linspace(-8,8)
8 y=map(f,x)
9 y2=map(df,x)
10 figure(figsize=(5,3))
11 plot(x,y, label=’H($+$,q$_1$)’)
12 plot(x,y2, label=’H($-$,q$_1$)’)
13 xlabel(’$q$ (arb. units)’)
14 ylabel(’Energy (arb. units)’)
15 legend(loc=’upper right’)
16 savefig(’simple-H.svg’)
17
18 length=3000
19
20 def MCMC(kbt,h):
21 from random import random
22 qp=-5
23 temp=0
24 scale=0.3*sqrt(kbt)
25 accept=0
26 discard=0
27 while accept < length/10:
28 temp = qp+(random()*2-1)*scale
29 mc = random()
30 p=boltz(h(temp)-h(qp),kbt)
31 if p > mc:
32 qp=temp
33 discard+=1
34 if discard == 100:
35 accept+=1
36 discard=0
37 accept=0
38 seq=[]
39 trials=0
40 while accept < length:
41 trials+=1
42 temp = qp+(random()*2-1)*scale
43 mc = random()
44 p=boltz(h(temp)-h(qp),kbt)
45 if p > mc:
46 qp=temp
47 discard+=1
48 if discard == 100:
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49 accept+=1
50 discard=0
51 seq+=[qp]
52 print trials
53 return seq
54
55 def perm(kbt):
56 seq1 = MCMC(kbt,f)
57 seq2 = MCMC(kbt,df)
58 result = mean(seq2)-mean(seq1)
59 error = sqrt((var(seq2)+var(seq1))/length)
60 print ’t=’,kbt,’result=’,result, ’error=’, error
61 return (result,error)
62
63 x=linspace(5,500,50)
64 y=map(perm,x)
65 results, errors=transpose(y)
66
67 figure(figsize=(5,3))
68 plot(x,results,’b,-’)
69 errorbar(x,results,yerr=errors,fmt=’b,’)
70 axis((0,500,0,10))
71 ylabel(’$\Delta q$ (arb. units)’)
72 xlabel(’T (arb. units)’)
73 savefig(’simple-MC.svg’)

Appendix B
Code of the Crystal Interface
for Python
In this appendix is presented the source code of the CRYSTAL interface
for Python, that has been discussed in Chapter 6. The first part describes
the code inside the pyCrystal package, and the second part presents some
of the more complex applications.
B.1 Code
In the following subsections, we present the contents of the pyCrystal pack-
age, starting with the pycry module and going through the interface and
the driver modules. We finish with the parallelDist, which allows the simul-
taneous execution of multiple instances of CRYSTAL and materials_lib,
which contains the description of the used basis-sets.
It is worth noting that this package is still a prototypical development
and, in some applications, a variant was made using modified versions of
the functions, especially to achieve a balance between numerical accuracy
and computational cost in the frequency calculations and geometry opti-
mization.
B.1.1 pycry.py
This module defines the class material, which encapsulates all the proper-
ties and methods used in pyCrystal. The following properties are defined:
dirName: subdirectory where the calculations for this material are to be
executed;
symmetry: space-group of the material. While pycry can store any value
for this variable, only those space-groups used in our research have
been implemented in the module interface;
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latticeParameter: store all the lattice parameters –lengths and option-
ally angles – of the material;
numberOfAtoms: number of irreducible atoms to be explicitly given to
CRYSTAL. May not correspond to the number of irreducible atoms
in the material if supercells are used or symmetry operators broken
after the initial construction of the geometry;
atomicPositions: initial position of all the atoms as described to CRYS-
TAL. May not correspond to the final position if an atomic displace-
ment is introduced afterwards (see property atomDisp);
basisSet: name of the basis-set to be used, as defined in the materials_lib
module;
hamiltonian: HF or DFT functional to be used, as defined in the interface
module;
dielTens: electronic dielectric tensor, as obtained by Coupled-Perturbed
Hartree-Fock (Kohn-Sham) calculations, which must be provided to
CRYSTAL when calculating the static permittivity;
energy: final SCF energy calculated for the material;
epsilon_0: static dielectric tensor, as obtained from phonon structure
and Born charges calculations;
epsilon_inf: electronic part of the dielectric tensor, as obtained when
calculating the static permittivity
phonons: information concerning phonon structure – irreducible repre-
sentations, frequencies, IR intensities, and others;
symAtomicPositions: reference atomic positions for calculating dipole
moments via Berry phases. Should correspond to a centro-symmetric
geometry, whose dipole moment is zero by symmetry;
polarization: value of the dipole moment per unit cell, as calculated via
Berry-phases
fixLatticeParameter: lattice parameters to be used as reference when
determining truncation of Coulomb and Exchange series in CRYS-
TAL;
fixAtomicPositions: atomic positions to be used as reference when de-
termining truncation of Coulomb and Exchange series in CRYSTAL;
atomDisp displacement of atoms with respect to the positions defined in
atomicPositions. May reduce the symmetry of the system;
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fixAtomDisp: displacement of the atoms applied to the reference geom-
etry used to determine truncation of Coulomb and Exchange series;
supercell: supercell to be created from the initial geometry;
cellTransl: translation of the origin, which is often useful when creating
supercells;
atomSubs: list of atomic substitutions to be performed after the creation
of the supercell;
fixAtomSubs: atomic substitutions to be performed on the reference ge-
ometry for truncation of series;
crystallographic: defines whether the geometric parameters extracted
from CRYSTAL outputs should be those of the primitive or the crys-
tallographic cell;
external: determines if geometry should be read from an external CRYS-
TAL file. Useful to export complex geometries between calculations,
especially when combinations of supercells and atomic displacements
lead to unusual symmetries;
fixExternal: equivalent of external for the reference geometry for trun-
cation of series;
Along with these properties, various methods are implemented:
breakFixSym: reduces the symmetry of the reference geometry, to cor-
respond to the eﬀect of a given atom displacement atomDisp;
calcVolume: returns the volume of the cell if all 6 lattice parameters are
defined;
computeEnergy: calculates the energy of the material, using HF/DFT.
The parameter fixIndex determines if a reference geometry should
be used for determining the truncation of the Coulomb and Exchange
series;
computeDielTens: calculates the electronic dielectric tensor via Coupled-
Perturbed Hartree-Fock (Kohn-Sham);
computeModeDisplacement: calculates the atomic displacement cor-
responding to a phonon mode, with an amplitude corresponding to
the energy of the fundamental state. This method is important for
implementing Szigeti’s theory and Eﬀective Hamiltonian method, as
discussed in Section 5.2;
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computeDisplacedMode: equal to the previous method, but instead
return a more synthetic list of atomic displacements, suitable for
printing. Implemented only for ABO3 perovskites in the Pm3¯m
space-group;
computePermittivities: calculates the static permittivity, as well as the
optical permittivity and the phonon structure at the Γ point of the
material;
computePolarization: calculates the dipole moment per unit cell using
Berry phase method;
setRefPolarization: is used when calculating the dipole moment per unit
cell for many diﬀerent geometries of the same material. Prepares the
Berry phase reference file and stores its location to be used for future
calculations;
massComputePolarization: calculates the dipole moment per unit cell
via Berry phase, using a previously calculated reference, defined by
the setRefPolarization method;
setExtGeom: sets the last structure exported by CRYSTAL (such as
in the end of a geometry optimization) to be used as the external
geometry;
setFixExtGeom: sets the last structure exported by CRYSTAL to be
used as an external geometry when determining the truncation of
the Exchange and Coulomb series;
optGeomCvol: optimizes the lattice parameters and atomic positions,
constraining the optimization to preserve volume. The symmetry of
the system restrains the independent variables that can be optimized;
optGeomFull: optimizes the lattice parameters and atomic positions.
The system is still required to maintain its original symmetry;
optGeomInternal: optimizes the atomic positions of the system, while
preserving lattice parameters and symmetry operators;
minPhonon: returns information for the phonon mode of lowest fre-
quency of the system, neglecting translational modes;
checkTranslations: verifies that phonon modes are calculated with suf-
ficient precisions to clearly identify translational modes;
computeMulliken: calculates Mulliken population analysis for the sys-
tem. The resulting information is not stored inside the object, and
must be analysed externally;
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The other methods of the material class are used internally and implement
technical aspects of the package.
import interface
class material :
def __init__(self, dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, interface, dielTens=None,
symAtomicPositions=None, fixLatticeParameter=None,
fixAtomicPositions=None, atomDisp=None,
fixAtomDisp=None, supercell=None, cellTransl=None,
atomSubs=None, fixAtomSubs=None,
crystallographic=False, external=None,
fixExternal=None):
self.dirName = dirName
self.symmetry = symmetry
self.latticeParameter = latticeParameter
self.numberOfAtoms = numberOfAtoms
self.atomicPositions = atomicPositions
self.basisSet = basisSet
self.hamiltonian = hamiltonian
self.interface = interface
self.dielTens = dielTens
self.energy = None
self.epsilon_0 = None
self.epsilon_inf = None
self.phonons = None
self.symAtomicPositions = symAtomicPositions
self.polarization=None
self.fixLatticeParameter = fixLatticeParameter
self.fixAtomicPositions = fixAtomicPositions
self.atomDisp = atomDisp
self.fixAtomDisp = fixAtomDisp
self.supercell = supercell
self.cellTransl = cellTransl
self.atomSubs=atomSubs
self.fixAtomSubs=fixAtomSubs
self.crystallographic=crystallographic
self.external=external
self.fixExternal=fixExternal
############## Geometry Editing Tools #################
def breakFixSym(self, atomDisp):
if not self.fixAtomDisp:
self.fixAtomDisp= []
self.fixAtomDisp += atomDisp + reverseAtomDisp(atomDisp)
############## Calculation Tasks #################
def calcVolume(self):
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if len(self.latticeParameter) != 6:
raise ValueError(
"calcVolume requires all lattice constants to be defined")
from math import cos, pi
a,b,c,alpha,beta,gamma = self.latticeParameter
alpha = alpha / 180. * pi
beta = beta / 180. * pi
gamma = gamma / 180. * pi
return a*b*c*((1-cos(alpha)**2-cos(beta)**2-cos(gamma)**2+
2*cos(alpha)*cos(beta)*cos(gamma))**(1./2))
def computeEnergy(self, fixIndex):
if fixIndex and not (self.fixAtomicPositions and
self.fixLatticeParameter):
raise ValueError(’Must define fixIndex Geometry’)
self.energy = self.interface.computeEnergy(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions,
self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian, fixIndex=fixIndex,
fixLatticeParameter=self.fixLatticeParameter,
fixAtomicPositions=self.fixAtomicPositions,
atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external = self.external, fixExternal = self.fixExternal)[0]
def computeDielTens(self):
self.dielTens = self.interface.computeDielTens(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions,
self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external = self.external, fixExternal = self.fixExternal)[0]
def computeModeDisplacement(self,mode):
return self.interface.computeDisplacedMode(self.dirName,
self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter, self.numberOfAtoms,
self.atomicPositions, self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
[mode], atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
atLabel=True, supercell=self.supercell,
cellTransl=self.cellTransl, atomSubs=self.atomSubs,
fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs, external = self.external,
fixExternal = self.fixExternal,
crystallographic=self.crystallographic)[0]
def computeDisplacedMode(self, modes):
if self.symmetry is not ’pm3m’:
raise NotImplementedError
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temp0 = self.interface.computeDisplacedMode( self.dirName,
self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter, self.numberOfAtoms,
self.atomicPositions, self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
modes, atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external = self.external, fixExternal =
self.fixExternal)[0]
temp=[filter(lambda x:x!=0., disp[1:3]) for disp in temp0]
for i in 0,1,2,3,4:
if temp[i]==[]:
temp[i]=[0.0]
group=regroup([temp[i][0] for i in 2,3,4])
if group[1] > 0:
s=1
else:
s=-1
return (self.latticeParameter[0]**3,temp0[0][0],
s*temp[0][0],temp0[1][0], s*temp[1][0], temp0[2][0],s*group[0],
s*group[1])
def computePermittivities(self):
if not self.dielTens:
self.computeDielTens()
temp = self.interface.computePermittivities(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions, self.basisSet,
self.hamiltonian, self.dielTens, atomDisp=self.atomDisp,
fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp, supercell=self.supercell,
cellTransl=self.cellTransl, atomSubs=self.atomSubs,
fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs, external = self.external,
fixExternal = self.fixExternal)
self.epsilon_0, self.epsilon_inf = temp[0]
self.phonons = temp[1].phonons
self.checkTranslations()
def computePolarization(self):
if not self.symAtomicPositions:
raise ValueError(’Atomic positions of centro-symmetric’+
’ geometry must be defined’)
self.polarization = self.interface.computePolarization(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms,self.atomicPositions,self.symAtomicPositions,
self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian, atomDisp=self.atomDisp,
fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp, supercell=self.supercell,
cellTransl=self.cellTransl, atomSubs=self.atomSubs,
fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs, external = self.external,
fixExternal = self.fixExternal)[0]
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def setRefPolarization(self):
self.interface.setRefPolarization(self.dirName)
self.refPolarizationDirName=self.dirName
def massComputePolarization(self):
self.polarization = self.interface.massComputePolarization(
self.dirName,self.refPolarizationDirName)
def setExtGeom(self, fixExternal = False):
import os
if not os.access(self.dirName+’/fort.34’, os.F_OK):
raise ValueError("fort.34 file not available on folder "+
dirName)
if fixExternal:
self.fixExternal = self.dirName
else:
self.external = self.dirName
return self.dirName
def setFixExtGeom(self):
self.setExtGeom(fixExternal=True)
def optGeomCvol(self):
opt = self.interface.computeOptGeomCvol(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions,
self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external=self.external, fixExternal=self.fixExternal)[0]
self.latticeParameter = opt[0]
self.atomicPositions = opt[1]
def optGeomFull(self):
opt = self.interface.computeOptGeomFull(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions,
self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external=self.external, fixExternal=self.fixExternal)[0]
self.latticeParameter = opt[0]
self.atomicPositions = opt[1]
def optGeomInternal(self):
opt = self.interface.computeOptGeomInternal(
self.dirName, self.symmetry, self.latticeParameter,
self.numberOfAtoms, self.atomicPositions,
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self.basisSet, self.hamiltonian,
atomDisp=self.atomDisp,fixAtomDisp=self.fixAtomDisp,
supercell=self.supercell, cellTransl=self.cellTransl,
atomSubs=self.atomSubs, fixAtomSubs=self.fixAtomSubs,
external=self.external, fixExternal=self.fixExternal)[0]
self.atomicPositions = opt[1]
def minPhonon(self):
self.checkTranslations()
return min(filter(testVib,self.phonons),
key = (lambda mode: mode.eigv) )
def checkTranslations(self):
if not self.phonons: raise ValueError(’Phonons not yet calculated’)
if sum((not testVib(mode))*degeneracy(mode) for
mode in self.phonons) < 3:
raise ValueError(’Not enough translation frequencies!’+
’ Probable numerical instability.’)
def computeMulliken(self):
self.interface.computeMulliken(self.dirName)
testVib = lambda phonon: abs(phonon.freq) > 2
def degeneracy(phonon):
sp = phonon.irrep
if ’A’ in sp or ’B’ in sp: return 1
if ’E’ in sp: return 2
if ’F’ in sp: return 3
raise NotImplementedError(
’Degeneracy of phonon %s not identified’%sp)
def regroup(li):
count={}
for i in li:
try:
count[i]+=1
except KeyError:
count[i]=1
s=set(li)
return [x[0] for x in [
filter(lambda x:count[x]==i,s) for i in (1,2)]]
def reverseAtomDisp(atomDisp):
newDisp = []
for disp in atomDisp:
newDisp += [interface.multiplyGeom(disp, -1)]
newDisp.reverse()
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return newDisp
B.1.2 interface.py
This module, an in particular its crystalInterface class, is responsible for
implementing all the simple calculations required by pycry in terms of
CRYSTAL executions. In particular, it is responsible for creating the
CRYSTAL input files. The method createInput centralizes this task, by
selectively assembling blocks of keywords from all available methods. Many
functions are also implemented to search in the text of CRYSTAL output
files and extract relevant information, such as DFT energy, final optimized
geometries, phonon frequencies and dielectric tensors. This information is
then treated to be returned in a structured form to pycry. Each individual
calculation is then implemented by putting together the creation of the
input file, its execution (using the driver module) and its interpretation
using the appropriate function.
The interface module is the part of the pyCrystal package that is most
vulnerable to becoming obsolete. Since it depends heavily on the structure
of the input and output files, its implementation is very specific to CRYS-
TAL09. For newer versions of CRYSTAL, some of the methods may need
to be update, especially those that treat the output files.
In contrast with the pycry module, the functions implemented in the
interface are not meant to be called directly by the user. They only imple-
ment the steps necessary for the calculations performed by pycry, so they
should always be analysed in the context of the material method that uses
them.
class bundle:
"""Just a simple bundle of properties"""
class simpleInterface(object):
def __init__(self, calculator):
self.calculator=calculator
def computeD12(self, fileName, dirName):
fobj = file(fileName,’r’)
inputText = ’’.join(fobj.readlines())
fobj.close()
return self.calculator.compute(dirName,None,inputText)
class crystalInterface(object):
import materials_lib as lib
import os
import shutil
def __init__(self, calculator):
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self.calculator=calculator
################# Creating Input Files ###########################
def createInput(self, kind, symcode, latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions,basisSet,hamiltonian, cp=False,
intens=False, dielTens=None, numDeriv2=False, stepSize=None,
eckart=True, sciNot=True, optGeom=False,fullOpt=True,
cVol=False, fixIndex=False, fixLatticeParameter=None,
fixAtomicPositions=None, displaceMode=None, atomDisp=None,
fixAtomDisp=None, supercell=None, cellTransl=None, atomSubs=None,
fixAtomSubs=None, external=None, fixExternal=None, dirName=None):
text = ""
text +=header(kind, basisSet, symcode,latticeParameter, hamiltonian)
if (external or fixExternal) and
not self.os.access(dirName, self.os.F_OK) :
self.os.mkdir(dirName)
if (external and not fixIndex) or (fixExternal):
if not dirName:
raise ValueError("Code-bug: To use external geometry, "+\
"dirName must be given to createInput.")
text += "EXTERNAL\n"
if fixExternal:
ref = fixExternal
else:
ref = external
if ref != dirName:
self.shutil.copy(ref + ’/fort.34’, dirName + ’/fort.34’)
else:
text += symmetry[symcode]
if fixIndex:
if not (fixLatticeParameter and fixAtomicPositions):
raise ValueError(’Must define ’+\
’fixLatticeParameter and fixAtomicPositions’)
text +="%s \n%s \n%s\n"%(
cryLatPar(fixLatticeParameter, symcode),
numberOfAtoms, cryfmt(fixAtomicPositions,2))
if supercell:
text+=geometryManipulationsSupercell(supercell)
if cellTransl:
text+=geometryManipulationsCellTransl(cellTransl)
if fixAtomDisp:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomDisp(fixAtomDisp)
if fixAtomSubs:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomSubs(fixAtomSubs)
elif atomSubs:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomSubs(atomSubs)
else:
text +="%s \n%s \n%s\n"%(
cryLatPar(latticeParameter, symcode),
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numberOfAtoms, cryfmt(atomicPositions,2))
if supercell:
text+=geometryManipulationsSupercell(supercell)
if cellTransl:
text+=geometryManipulationsCellTransl(cellTransl)
if atomDisp:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomDisp(atomDisp)
if atomSubs:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomSubs(atomSubs)
#Eventual geometry manipulations
if displaceMode is not None:
text += geometryDisplaceMode(displaceMode,eckart, sciNot)
if cp:
text += geometryManipulationsCoupledPerturbation(
hf=(hamiltonian == ’HF’))
if intens:
if dielTens:
text += geometryManipulationsStaticConstant(
dielTens, numDeriv2=numDeriv2,stepSize=stepSize,
eckart=eckart, sciNot=sciNot)
else:
raise ValueError(’dielTens not defined: %s’%dielTens)
if optGeom:
text += geometryManipulationOptGeom(fullOpt=fullOpt,cVol=cVol)
text += "ENDG \n"
text += self.lib.basisSet[basisSet] + "99 0 \nENDBS \n"
if self.calculator.scfdir :
text += "SCFDIR \n"
if fixIndex:
text += "FIXINDEX \n"
text += baseSimulMethod[hamiltonian] + numericalParameters()
#Eventual Fixindex modifications
text += "ENDSCF"
if fixIndex:
text += "\nGEOM\n"
if external:
if not dirName:
raise ValueError("Code-bug: To use external geometry, "+
"dirName must be given to createInput.")
text += "EXTERNAL\n"
self.shutil.copy(external+’/fort.34’,dirName+’/fort.35’)
else:
text += symmetry[symcode]
text +="%s \n%s \n%s\n"%(
cryLatPar(latticeParameter, symcode),
numberOfAtoms, cryfmt(atomicPositions,2))
if supercell:
text+=geometryManipulationsSupercell(supercell)
if cellTransl:
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text+=geometryManipulationsCellTransl(cellTransl)
if atomDisp:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomDisp(atomDisp)
if atomSubs:
text+=geometryManipulationsAtomSubs(atomSubs)
text += "ENDG"
return text
def computePermittivities(
self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, dielTens, **kwargs):
kind=’Intens’
inputText=self.createInput(kind, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, cp=False, intens=True,
dielTens=dielTens, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’intens’,inputText)
extra = bundle()
extra.phonons = extractToPhonons(outputText)
return extractPermittivities(outputText), extra
def computeDisplacedMode(
self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, modes, atLabel=False,
crystallographic=False, **kwargs):
kind=’DisplaceMode’
inputText=self.createInput(kind,symcode,latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, cp=False,
intens=False, displaceMode=modes, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(
dirName,’disp’+cryfmt(modes,1),inputText)
extra = bundle()
displaced=extractDisplacedGeom(
outputText, redundant=True, crystallographic=crystallographic,
atLabel=atLabel)[1]
baseGeom=extractBaseGeom(
outputText, redundant=True, crystallographic=crystallographic,
atLabel=atLabel)[1]
return scaleGeom(displaced, baseGeom, 1, difference=True,), extra
def computeDielTens(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, **kwargs):
kind=’CP’
inputText=self.createInput(kind,symcode,latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, cp=True,
intens=False, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’cp’,inputText)
extra = bundle()
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#extra.energy = extractEnergy(outputText)
return extractDielTens(outputText), extra
def computeOptGeomCvol(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, **kwargs):
kind=’Cvol’
inputText=self.createInput(
kind,symcode,latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,atomicPositions,
basisSet, hamiltonian, optGeom=True,fullOpt=True,
cVol=True, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’cvol’,inputText)
extra = bundle()
#extra.energy = extractEnergy(outputText)
return extractOptimizedGeom(outputText),extra
def computeOptGeomFull(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, **kwargs):
kind=’FullOpt’
inputText=self.createInput(
kind,symcode,latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,atomicPositions,
basisSet, hamiltonian, optGeom=True,fullOpt=True,
cVol=False, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’fullopt’,inputText)
extra = bundle()
#extra.energy = extractEnergy(outputText)
return extractOptimizedGeom(outputText),extra
def computeOptGeomInternal(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, **kwargs):
kind=’InternalOpt’
inputText=self.createInput(
kind,symcode,latticeParameter,numberOfAtoms,atomicPositions,
basisSet, hamiltonian, optGeom=True,fullOpt=False,
cVol=False, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’intopt’,inputText)
extra = bundle()
#extra.energy = extractEnergy(outputText)
return extractOptimizedGeom(outputText),extra
def computeEnergy(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, fixIndex, **kwargs):
kind=’Energy’
inputText=self.createInput(kind,symcode,latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian,
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cp=False, intens=False, fixIndex=fixIndex, dirName=dirName,
**kwargs)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(dirName,’energy’,inputText)
if outputText == None:
return [None]
extra = bundle()
return extractEnergy(outputText), extra
def setRefPolarization(self, dirName):
self.calculator.compute(dirName,’polari’,polari,program=’properties’)
def massComputePolarization(self, dirName, refPolarizationDirName):
self.calculator.compute(dirName,’polari’,polari,program=’properties’)
dirSpolBp=dirName+’/spolbp’
if not self.os.access(dirSpolBp, self.os.F_OK) :
self.os.mkdir(dirSpolBp)
self.shutil.copy(refPolarizationDirName+’/fort.27’,dirSpolBp+’/fort.28’)
self.shutil.copy(dirName+’/fort.27’, dirSpolBp+’/fort.29’)
self.shutil.copy(dirName+’/fort.9’, dirSpolBp+’/fort.9’)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(
dirName, ’spol’, spolbp, subdir=’spolbp’, program=’properties’)
extra = bundle()
return extractPolarization(outputText, scale=1.), extra
def computePolarization(self, dirName, symcode, latticeParameter,
numberOfAtoms, atomicPositions, symAtomicPositions, basisSet,
hamiltonian, **kwargs):
scaleFactor=10 # Calculate with less polarized geometry
# to solve modulo problem
kind=’Spont. Pol. Asym.’ # Less polarized geometry
inputText = self.createInput(
kind, symcode, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
scaleGeom(atomicPositions, symAtomicPositions, scaleFactor),
basisSet, hamiltonian, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
self.calculator.compute(dirName, ’asym’, inputText, subdir=’asym’)
self.calculator.compute(dirName, ’asym’, polari,
subdir=’asym’, program=’properties’)
kind = ’Spont. Pol. Sym.’ # Centro-symmetric geometry
inputText = self.createInput(
kind, symcode, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
symAtomicPositions,
basisSet, hamiltonian, dirName=dirName, **kwargs)
self.calculator.compute(dirName, ’sym’, inputText, subdir=’sym’)
self.calculator.compute(dirName, ’sym’, polari,
subdir=’sym’, program=’properties’)
dirSpolBp=dirName+’/spolbp’
if not self.os.access(dirSpolBp, self.os.F_OK) :
self.os.mkdir(dirSpolBp)
self.shutil.copy(dirName+’/sym/fort.27’, dirSpolBp+’/fort.28’)
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self.shutil.copy(dirName+’/asym/fort.27’, dirSpolBp+’/fort.29’)
self.shutil.copy(dirName+’/asym/fort.9’, dirSpolBp+’/fort.9’)
outputText = self.calculator.compute(
dirName, ’spol’, spolbp, subdir=’spolbp’, program=’properties’)
extra = bundle()
return extractPolarization(outputText, scaleFactor), extra
def computeMulliken(self, dirName, **kwargs):
"""Computes Mulliken charges for the last computed fort.9 file.
Must ensure that the available fort.9 file is that of
the ground-state geometry"""
self.calculator.compute(
dirName, ’mulliken’, mulliken, program=’properties’)
######### Interface Support Functions #########
############## Analysis #################
def indexSearchGen (data, testfct):
for index,value in enumerate(data):
if testfct(value):
yield index
def extractPolarization(ftext,scale):
test = lambda line:’POLARIZATION, P, PROJECTED’+\
’ ALONG THE CARTESIAN AXES’ in line
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next()
transform = lambda x: scale*float(x)
return map(transform, ftext[stop+2].split()[1:4])
def extractEnergy(ftext):
test = lambda line:’TOTAL ENERGY(’ in line
gen = indexSearchGen(ftext, test)
stop = gen.next()
try:
gen.next()
raise ValueError(’More than one energy values available’)
except StopIteration:
pass
return float(ftext[stop][28:48])
def extractOptimizedGeom(ftext, crystallographic=False):
test = lambda line:’FINAL OPTIMIZED GEOMETRY’ in line
return extractGeom(ftext, test, skip=6)
def extractDisplacedGeom(ftext, redundant,
crystallographic=False, **kwargs):
test = lambda line:’GEOMETRY AT POINT’ in line
try:
if not crystallographic:
return extractGeom(ftext, test, skip=5,
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redundant=redundant, **kwargs)
else:
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext,test).next()
test2 = lambda line: ’CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CELL (VOLUME=’ in line
return extractGeom(ftext[stop:],test2,skip=2,
redundant=redundant,**kwargs)
except:
for line in ftext:
print line
print
raise Exception
def extractBaseGeom(ftext, redundant, crystallographic=False, **kwargs):
test = lambda line:’GEOMETRY FOR WAVE FUNCTION’ in line
if not crystallographic:
return extractGeom(ftext, test, skip=6, redundant=redundant, **kwargs)
else:
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext,test).next()
test2 = lambda line: ’CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CELL (VOLUME=’ in line
return extractGeom(ftext[stop:],test2,skip=2,
redundant=redundant,**kwargs)
def extractGeom(ftext, test, skip, redundant=False, atLabel=False):
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next() + skip
lattice = map(float, ftext[stop].split() )
stop += 5
positions = []
line = ftext[stop]
# Example of line with geometry in CRYSTAL output
#0123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789
# 1 T 282 PB -3.244118419360E-01 1.636559037196E-01 1.845602001334E-19
while line.strip():
if redundant or (’T’ in line):
if atLabel:
temp= map(float, (line[1:4]+line[15:]).split())
temp[0] = int(temp[0])
positions+=[temp]
else:
positions += [map(float, (line[7:10]+line[15:]).split())]
stop += 1
line = ftext[stop]
return (lattice, positions)
def extractDielTens(ftext):
test = lambda line:’DIELECTRIC TENSOR’ in line
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next()
principal = map(float, ftext[stop + 3].split()[1:6:2])
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return principal[0],0,0,0,principal[1],0,0,0,principal[2]
def extractPermittivities(ftext):
test = lambda line:’DIELECTRIC TENSORS’ in line
stop = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next()
optical = []
static = []
for line in ftext[stop+3:stop+6]:
temp=map(float, line.split())
static+=temp[0:3]
optical+=temp[3:6]
return (static, optical)
def extractToPhonons(ftext):
test=lambda line:’FREQUENCIES IRREP IR INTENS RAMAN’ in line
index = indexSearchGen(ftext, test).next() +2
phonons = []
line = ftext[index]
while line.strip():
phonons.append(treatPhonon(line))
index+=1
line=ftext[index]
return phonons
def treatPhonon(line):
phonon = bundle()
phonon.indexMin=int(line[0:5])
phonon.indexMax=int(line[6:10])
phonon.eigv = float(line[10:24])
phonon.freq = float(line[24:36])
phonon.irrep = line[49:52]
phonon.intens = float(line[59:68])
return phonon
######### Input File Construction ###########
def cryfmt(iterable,depth=1):
if depth > 2: raise NotImplementedError(’cryfmt depth must be =< 2’)
if depth == 1:return ’ ’.join(map(str, iterable))
return ’\n’.join(map(cryfmt, iterable))
def cryLatPar(latticeParameters, symmetry):
if symmetry == ’fm3m’: return str(latticeParameters[0])
if symmetry == ’pm3m’: return str(latticeParameters[0])
if symmetry == ’p4mm’: return cryfmt(latticeParameters[0:3:2])
if symmetry == ’pbam’: return cryfmt(latticeParameters[0:3:1])
raise NotImplementedError(’Symmetry %s not implemented’%symmetry)
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def scaleGeom(atPositions, symAtPositions, scale, difference=False):
factor=1
if difference:
factor=0
temp = []
for i in range(len(atPositions)):
if atPositions[i][0] != symAtPositions[i][0]:
raise ValueError(’Atomic numbers mismatch’)
pos = [atPositions[i][0],]
for j in 1,2,3:
pos += [factor*symAtPositions[i][j]+
((atPositions[i][j]-symAtPositions[i][j]+0.5)%1-0.5)/scale]
temp += [pos]
return temp
def multiplyGeom(atPositions, factor):
temp = []
for i in range(len(atPositions)):
pos = [atPositions[i][0],]
for j in 1,2,3:
pos += [factor*atPositions[i][j]]
temp += [pos]
return temp
baseSimulMethod={
’B3LYP’: "DFT\nXLGRID\nB3LYP\nEND\n",
’HF’: "",
’LDA’: "DFT\nXLGRID\nEXCHANGE\nLDA\nCORRELAT\nVWN\nEND\n",
’PB0’: "DFT\nXLGRID\nEXCHANGE\nPBE\nCORRELAT\nPBE\nHYBRID\n25\nEND\n",
’PBE’: "DFT\nXLGRID\nEXCHANGE\nPBE\nCORRELAT\nPBE\nEND\n"
}
symmetry = {
’pm3m’: "CRYSTAL\n1 0 0\nP M 3 M\n",
’p4mm’: "CRYSTAL\n1 0 0\nP 4 M M\n",
’pbam’: "CRYSTAL\n0 0 0\n55\n",
’fm3m’: "CRYSTAL\n0 0 0\n225\n"
}
def header(descriptor, basisSet, symcode,latticeParameter, hamiltonian):
return "%s %s %s a=%s %s \n"%(
descriptor,basisSet, symcode,
cryLatPar(latticeParameter, symcode), hamiltonian)
def numericalParameters(maxcycle=400, tolinteg=(8, 8, 8, 8, 16),
shrink=(8, 8), fmixing=50, levshift=(4, 1),
toldee=12, testrun=False) :
if testrun :
tr = "\nTESTRUN"
else :
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tr = ""
return \
"""MAXCYCLE
%s
TOLINTEG
%s %s %s %s %s
SHRINK
%s %s
FMIXING
%s
LEVSHIFT
%s %s
TOLDEE
%s%s
"""%( (maxcycle, )+ tolinteg + shrink+(fmixing, )+ levshift+(toldee, tr) )
def simulMethod(hamiltonian, Parallel = True) :
if Parallel :
sortie="SCFDIR\n"
else :
sortie = ""
sortie = sortie + baseSimulMethod[hamiltonian]
return sortie
def geometryManipulationsCoupledPerturbation(
hf=False, fmixing = 70, maxcycle=250):
if hf :
return"CPHF\nFMIXING\n%s\nMAXCYCLE\n%s\nEND\n"%(fmixing,maxcycle)
else:
return"CPKS\nFMIXING\n%s\nMAXCYCLE\n%s\nEND\n"%(fmixing,maxcycle)
def geometryManipulationsFullOptGeom(finalrun=4) :
return "OPTGEOM\nFULLOPTG\nFINALRUN\n%s\nEND\n"%(finalrun)
def geometryManipulationsFreqCalc():
return "FREQCALC\nANALYSIS\nEND\n"
def geometryDisplaceMode(mode, eckart=False, sciNot=False):
text = "FREQCALC\nRESTART\n"
if eckart:
text += "ECKART\n"
if sciNot:
text += "SCINOT\n"
text += "SCANMODE\n-%i 0 1 1\n%s\nEND\n"%(len(mode),cryfmt(mode))
return text
def geometryManipulationsStaticConstant(
dielTens, numDeriv2=False, stepSize=None,
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eckart=False, sciNot=False):
if len(dielTens) != 9:
raise ValueError(’dielTens must have 9 components’)
text = "FREQCALC\n"
if numDeriv2:
text += "NUMDERIV\n2\n"
if stepSize:
text += "STEPSIZE\n%s\n"%(stepSize)
if eckart:
text += "ECKART\n"
if sciNot:
text += "SCINOT\n"
text += "INTENS\nINTPOL\nDIELTENS\n%s\nANALYSIS\nEND\n"%(cryfmt(dielTens))
return text
def geometryManipulationOptGeom(
fullOpt, cVol, toldee=10, toldeg=0.00003, toldex=0.00012,
maxcycle=500, finalRun=4, restart=False):
# Including NOTRUSTR may increase reliability
text = "OPTGEOM\n"
if fullOpt: text += "FULLOPTG\n"
if cVol: text += "CVOLOPT\n"
if restart: text += "RESTART\n"
text += "TOLDEG\n%s\n"%toldeg
text += "TOLDEX\n%s\n"%toldex
text += "TOLDEE\n%s\n"%toldee
text += "MAXCYCLE\n%s\n"%maxcycle
text += "FINALRUN\n%s\n"%finalRun
text += "END\n"
return text
def geometryManipulationsAtomDisp(atomDisp):
text = "BREAKSYM\nFRACTION\n"
for disp in atomDisp:
text += "ATOMDISP\n"
text += "%s\n"%len(disp)
text+=cryfmt(disp,2)
text+="\n"
return text
def geometryManipulationsAtomDisp(atomDisp):
text = "BREAKSYM\nFRACTION\n"
for disp in atomDisp:
text += "ATOMDISP\n"
text += "%s\n"%len(disp)
text+=cryfmt(disp,2)
text+="\n"
return text
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def geometryManipulationsAtomSubs(atomSubs):
text = "ATOMSUBS\n"
text += "%s\n"%len(atomSubs)
text+=cryfmt(atomSubs,2)
text+="\n"
return text
def geometryManipulationsSupercell(supercell):
if ’supercon’ in supercell:
return "SUPERCON\n" + cryfmt(supercell[1],2)+"\n"
else:
return "SUPERCELL\n" + cryfmt(supercell,2) + "\n"
def geometryManipulationsCellTransl(cellTransl):
return "FRACTION\nATOMROT\n0\n-1 999\n" + cryfmt(cellTransl,1) + "\n"
###################### Properties Input ########################
polari = \
"""NEWK
10 10
1 0
POLARI
END
ENDP
"""
spolbp = \
"""SPOLBP
END
ENDP
"""
mulliken= \
"""NEIGHBOR
30
PPAN
END
ENDP
"""
B.1.3 drivers.py
This module groups all the diﬀerent calculators, which are classes capable
of executing external programs. The most general class, crystalCalculator,
implements all the steps that are common to every calculator: creating
subdirectories, writing the input text into a .d12 file and reading the con-
tents of the .out file. It is not capable of launching CRYSTAL, however,
being the equivalent of an abstract class, because the methods runcrys-
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tal and runproperties are not implemented. Concrete (fully functional)
calculators can be defined using inheritance i.e., modifying the runcrystal
and runproperties methods, while inheriting the common and general com-
pute method. The crystalCalculator class has two direct descendants,
gusbookCalculator and mpiCalculator. The first is a concrete class, ca-
pable of running the serial version of CRYSTAL, while the second is an
abstract class, from which calculators for the parallel version of CRYS-
TAL can inherit. It defines a generic command for calling CRYSTAL with
MPI, in terms of variables mpiPath, pcrystalPath and propertiesPath,
which must be defined by concrete calculators, such as gusMpiCalculator,
ivanoeCalculator and ivanoeDevelCalculator.
class crystalCalculator(object) :
"""Abstract class to implement the compute method"""
#determines if SCF calculations should be done without disk cache
scfdir=False
restart = False
propertiesPath=None
def compute(self, dir, suffix, crystalInput, program=’crystal’, subdir=None):
"""This procedure calls Crystal to compute the input given.
It should be used inside of a job. The details of each cluster
implementation are defined inside runcrystal.
title = name for the directory and file used to write
all the files of Pcrystal
crystalInput = the input to be given to Pcrystal"""
import os
#Create a subdirectory where Pcrystal can write its files
if not os.access(dir, os.F_OK) :
#print ’creating directory %s...’%dir
os.mkdir(dir)
#baseDirectory = os.getcwd()
workDir=’./’+dir
if subdir:
workDir+=’/’+subdir
if not os.access(workDir, os.F_OK) :
#print ’creating directory %s...’%subdir
os.mkdir(workDir)
#writes the crystal input to the file input
#which will be read by Pcrystal
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inputName = dir
if suffix:
inputName += ’.’+suffix
if program == ’crystal’: inputName +=’.d12’
if program == ’properties’: inputName +=’.d3’
inputpath= workDir+’/’+inputName
if ’preserved12’ in self.restart and os.access(inputpath, os.F_OK):
pass
else:
fobj = file(inputpath, ’w’)
fobj.write(crystalInput)
fobj.close()
if ’nocalc’ in self.restart:
return None
outputName = dir
if suffix:
outputName += ’.’+suffix
outputName +=’.out’
if program == ’properties’: outputName +=’p’
outputpath=workDir+’/’+outputName
if ’unsafe’ in self.restart and os.access(outputpath, os.F_OK):
pass
else:
if program == ’crystal’:
self.runcrystal(workDir,inputName,outputName)
if program == ’properties’:
self.runproperties(workDir,inputName, outputName)
#read the output and return the lines
fobj = file(outputpath, ’r’)
ftext = fobj.readlines()
fobj.close()
#os.chdir(baseDirectory)
return ftext
def runcrystal(self, inputpath, outputpath):
"""Launchs crystal using the specific
architecture of each cluster.
inputpath = name of the input file (in the current folder)
outputpath = name of the output file (in the current folder)
*** Must be implemented in derived concrete classes ***
"""
raise NotImplementedError
def runproperties(self, workDir, inputpath, outputpath):
"""Launchs properties using the specific
architecture of each cluster.
inputpath = name of the input file (in the current folder)
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outputpath = name of the output file (in the current folder)
*** Must be implemented in derived concrete classes ***
"""
import subprocess
if not self.propertiesPath: raise NotImplementedError
command = "%s < %s > %s 2>&1"%(self.propertiesPath,
inputpath, outputpath)
computation = subprocess.Popen([command], shell=True, cwd=workDir)
computation.wait()
class dummyCalculator(crystalCalculator):
"""Does not calculate anything. If output file is already present,
analysis can continue normally"""
def runcrystal(self, workDir, inputpath, outputpath):
pass
class gusbookCalculator(crystalCalculator):
propertiesPath = ’properties’
def runcrystal(self, workDir, inputpath, outputpath):
import os
import subprocess
command = "crystal < %s > %s 2>&1"%(inputpath, outputpath)
computation = subprocess.Popen([command], shell=True, cwd=workDir)
computation.wait()
os.remove(workDir+’/fort.44’)
class mpiCalculator(crystalCalculator):
"""A calulator for using mpi"""
def __init__(self,mpiPath,pcrystalPath, propertiesPath,
nProcs=None, nodeList=None):
self.scfdir=True
self.mpiPath=mpiPath
self.pcrystalPath=pcrystalPath
self.propertiesPath=propertiesPath
self.procFlag = ’’
if nProcs:
self.procFlag = ’ -np ’+str(nProcs)
self.nodeFlag = ’’
if nodeList:
self.nodeFlag = ’ -host ’
for node in nodeList:
self.nodeFlag+=node+’,’
def runcrystal(self, workDir, inputName, outputName):
"""Launchs crystal in the architecture of claypfr/clamart2"""
import subprocess
import shutil
import glob
import os
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#calculate using mpirun and Pcrystal
inputpath=workDir+’/’+inputName
shutil.copy(inputpath, workDir+’/INPUT’)
msgErr = file(workDir+’/mpirun.log’, ’w’)
command = self.mpiPath + self.procFlag + self.nodeFlag + \
" %s > %s 2>&1"%(self.pcrystalPath, outputName)
computation = subprocess.Popen([command], shell=True,
stdout=msgErr, stderr=subprocess.STDOUT, cwd=workDir)
computation.wait()
msgErr.flush()
msgErr.close()
for name in glob.glob(workDir+’/*.pe*’)+glob.glob(workDir+’/fort.44’):
os.remove(name)
class gusMpiCalculator(mpiCalculator):
def __init__(self):
mpiCalculator.__init__(self,
pcrystalPath = "Pcrystal",
mpiPath = "mpirun",
propertiesPath = "properties",
nProcs=2)
self.scfdir = False
class ivanoeCalculator(mpiCalculator):
def __init__(self,nProcs=None, nodeList=None):
mpiCalculator.__init__(self,
pcrystalPath = "/scratch/A38170/Pcrystal09",
propertiesPath = "/scratch/A38170/properties",
mpiPath = "mpirun",
nProcs=nProcs, nodeList=nodeList)
class ivanoeDevelCalculator(mpiCalculator):
def __init__(self,nProcs=None, nodeList=None):
mpiCalculator.__init__(self,
pcrystalPath = "/scratch/A38170/Pcrystal-eckart-sci",
propertiesPath = "/scratch/A38170/properties",
mpiPath = "mpirun",
nProcs=nProcs, nodeList=nodeList)
B.1.4 parallelDist.py
This module uses the functionalities of Threads and Queues in Python
to implement coarse-grain parallelization i.e., the concurrent execution of
independent CRYSTAL calculations.
The main class in this module is Operator, which is a descendant
of Python’s threading.Thread. Once activated, Operator objects retrieve
a calculation task from task_queue and execute it. Once the tasks is
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finished, it retrieves a new one for execution. When no tasks are left for
execution, operators stand in waiting for new tasks to enter task_queue.
If a task fails, the operator reports the error to outp_queue and retrieves
a new task for calculation.
Many other functionalities are implemented to help dealing with the
particular aspects of parallel programming:
determineNodes creates a structured report of the nodes accessible via
MPI, as well as the number of processors in each node;
determineMaster determines the name of the node in which the Python
interface is running. When running calculations with very large num-
ber of operators, it may be useful to reserve this node (or at least one
of its processors) to manage the Python interface and the multiple
threads, only launching CRYSTAL on the other nodes;
Printer is a class responsible for retrieving information from a queue,
usually the output queue in the program, and printing it to the
standard output. This is required because, in a parallel environment,
letting each thread write to the standard output independently can
lead to conflict if more than one process tries to print information at
the same time;
Logger is equivalent to the Printer class, but prints the information to
a file, instead of standard output. When running calculations on a
cluster, even if the standard output is redirected to an output file
by the cluster environment, the refresh rate of this file may be very
slow. The Logger class solves this problem by writing to a pyCry.log
and forcing all information to committed to the file, with the flush
method, at every output;
startLogger is a simple method to create a Logger object, configuring
it to run as a Daemon (so as not to block the end of the Python
program), and starting the execution of the Logger object;
RemainingCounter is a class responsible for regularly checking the num-
ber of unfinished tasks in a task queue and reporting it to an output
queue. Combined to a Logger, this allows to monitor the progress of
a large calculation while it runs in the cluster;
startRemainingCounters simplifies the task of creating and starting a
RemainingCounter object;
startLocal simplifies the task of creating and starting a single Operator
object. While there is no advantage in running a parallel Python code
with a single Operator, this possibility is implemented so that parallel
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codes, developed to be run in clusters, can be run and debugged
locally without modifying their implementation;
startOperators simplifies the tasks of creating and starting many Operators
for a parallel program. It determines the number of available nodes,
along with the number of processors in each, and distributes them
into independent Operators, according to the variable nodesPerOperator.
It also indicates to each Operator the number of processors that are
available in its nodes, so that the right number of MPI processes can
be created for each CRYSTAL execution.
import threading
import time
def determineNodes():
import subprocess
pro = subprocess.Popen(’mpirun hostname’, shell = True,
stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
pro.wait()
tempList = [x.replace(’\n’,’’) for x in pro.stdout.readlines()]
tempSet = set(tempList)
return dict([(node, tempList.count(node)) for node in tempSet])
def determineMaster():
import subprocess
pro = subprocess.Popen(’hostname’, shell = True,
stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
pro.wait()
return pro.stdout.readlines()[0].replace(’\n’,’’)
class Printer(threading.Thread):
def __init__(self, queue, **kwargs):
threading.Thread.__init__(self,**kwargs)
self.queue=queue
def run(self):
while True:
line = self.queue.get(block=True)
print line
self.queue.task_done()
class Logger(threading.Thread):
def __init__(self, queue, **kwargs):
threading.Thread.__init__(self,**kwargs)
self.queue=queue
def run(self):
f=file(’pyCry.log’, ’w’)
while True:
line = self.queue.get(block=True)
try:
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f.write(str(line)+’\n’)
f.flush()
except:
print line
if line == ’close printer’:
f.close()
self.queue.task_done()
def startLogger(outp_queue,**kwargs):
p = Logger(outp_queue, **kwargs)
p.setDaemon(True)
p.start()
return p
class RemainingCounter(threading.Thread):
def __init__(self, task_queue, outp_queue, **kwargs):
threading.Thread.__init__(self,**kwargs)
self.task_queue=task_queue
self.outp_queue=outp_queue
def run(self):
while True:
self.outp_queue.put(’Remaining tasks: ’+str(
self.task_queue.unfinished_tasks))
time.sleep(300)
def startRemainingCounter(task_queue, outp_queue, **kwargs):
counter = RemainingCounter(task_queue, outp_queue, name=’Counter’)
counter.setDaemon(True)
counter.start()
return counter
class Operator(threading.Thread):
def __init__(self, task_queue, outp_queue, interf, **kwargs):
threading.Thread.__init__(self,**kwargs)
self.task_queue=task_queue
self.outp_queue=outp_queue
self.interf=interf
def run(self):
self.outp_queue.put(self.name+’ started’)
cont = True
while cont:
task = self.task_queue.get(block=True)
try:
task[0](task[1],self.outp_queue,self)
except Exception as exception:
self.outp_queue.put(’Error on ’+self.name)
self.outp_queue.put(str(exception))
self.outp_queue.put(’task: ’+str(task))
#self.outp_queue.put(’Shutting down ’+self.name)
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#cont = False
self.task_queue.task_done()
def startLocal(calcType, interfType, restart, task_queue, outp_queue):
opCalc = calcType()
opCalc.restart=restart
interf = interfType(opCalc)
t = Operator(task_queue,outp_queue,interf,name=’Op-only’)
t.setDaemon(True)
t.start()
def startOperators(calcType, interfType,restart,reserveMaster,
nodesPerOperator,task_queue,outp_queue):
masterName = determineMaster()
nodes = determineNodes()
nodeSet = set(nodes.keys())
if reserveMaster:
nodeSet = nodeSet - set(masterName)
nodeCount = 0
processorCount = 0
nodeList = []
for node in nodeSet:
nodeCount += 1
processorCount += nodes[node]
nodeList += [node]
if nodeCount == nodesPerOperator:
opCalc=calcType(nProcs=processorCount, nodeList=nodeList)
opCalc.restart=restart
interf = interfType(opCalc)
t = Operator(task_queue,outp_queue,interf,name=’Op-’+
’-’.join(nodeList))
t.setDaemon(True)
t.start()
nodeCount = 0
processorCount = 0
nodeList = []
if nodeCount != 0:
opCalc=calcType(nProcs=processorCount, nodeList=nodeList)
opCalc.restart=restart
interf = interfType(opCalc)
t = Operator(task_queue,outp_queue,interf,name=’Op-’+
’-’.join(nodeList))
t.setDaemon(True)
t.start()
nodeCount = 0
processorCount = 0
nodeList = []
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B.1.5 materials lib.py
This module consists simply of a list of assignments to the basisSet dic-
tionary. In every entry, the entire text of the basis-sets for all the atoms
is given. The name associated with this text can later be provided to the
property basisSet of a material, in order to use this basis-set in CRYS-
TAL calculations. Since each entry contains exactly the same text that is
used in CRYSTAL input files, only two examples are shown: the basis-sets
used for PbZrO3 and BaTiO3.
basisSet = {}
basisSet[’PbZrO3 Pb:sc Zr:sc O:ae’] = \
"""240 8
HAYWSC
0 1 3 8.0 1.0
5.45557203256 0.0334676036391 -0.114924124328
2.4917264294 -0.671218102653 -0.61104097139
1.86144536763 -0.161705949817 0.569684734567
0 1 1 2.0 1.0
0.929281203859 1. 1.
0 1 1 0.0 1.0
0.422865951183 1. 1.
0 1 1 0.0 1.0
0.178348459513 1. 1.
0 3 2 2.0 1.0
3.11188227762 0.00091398799594
1.25946128405 0.547301835221
0 3 1 0.0 1.0
0.515486950404 1.
0 3 1 0.0 1.0
0.245977098932 1.
0 4 1 0. 1.
0.475258167381 1.
8 5
0 0 8 2. 1.
8020. 0.00108
1338. 0.00804
255.4 0.05324
69.22 0.1681
23.90 0.3581
9.264 0.3855
3.851 0.1468
1.212 0.0728
0 1 4 6. 1.
49.43 -0.00883 0.00958
10.47 -0.0915 0.0696
3.235 -0.0402 0.2065
1.217 0.379 0.347
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0 1 1 0. 1.
0.460259626258 1. 1.
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.164042344689 1. 1.
0 3 1 0. 1.
0.64284950194 1.
282 6
INPUT
22. 0 2 4 4 2 0
12.296303 281.285499 0
8.632634 62.520217 0
10.241790 72.276897 0
8.924176 144.591083 0
6.581342 4.758693 0
6.255403 9.940621 0
7.754336 35.848507 0
7.720281 53.724342 0
4.970264 10.115256 0
4.563789 14.833731 0
3.887512 12.209892 0
3.811963 16.190291 0
0 1 6 8. 1.
8.55351735988 3.88475299531 3.13503035185
7.35277444701 -5.11944720447 -4.65435922478
2.95283552202 0.359342355194 1.34852524939
1.43101525276 2.0148141461 3.23612718594
0.659101026799 0.477751455641 1.35196984634
0.220157140772 -0.029791382408 0.0649906557872
0 3 5 10. 1
11.1394028684 0.299749731795
7.57317950313 -0.908307739883
2.21243848295 3.44990840575
1.0927431021 5.08865830004
0.517878712738 3.46485836421
0 1 1 4. 1.
1.3477254751 1. 1.
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.468564902512 1. 1.
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.16295094818 1. 1.
0 3 1 0. 1.
0.235136505774 1.
"""
basisSet[’BaTiO3 Ba:sc Ti:ae O:ae’] = \
"""22 7
0 0 8 2. 1.
225338 0.000228
32315 0.001929
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6883.61 0.011100
1802.14 0.05
543.063 0.17010
187.549 0.369
73.2133 0.4033
30.3718 0.1445
0 1 6 8. 1.
554.042 -0.0059 0.0085
132.525 -0.0683 0.0603
43.6801 -0.1245 0.2124
17.2243 0.2532 0.3902
7.2248 0.6261 0.4097
2.4117 0.282 0.2181
0 1 4 8. 1.
24.4975 0.0175 -0.0207
11.4772 -0.2277 -0.0653
4.4653 -0.7946 0.1919
1.8904 1.0107 1.3778
0 1 1 4. 1.
0.807363556283 1. 1.
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.339249226927 1. 1.
0 3 3 0. 1.
8.84510207254 0.150823763226
2.73393052121 0.397241364052
1.11345677732 0.535341075348
0 3 1 0. 1.
0.400775770674 1.
256 3
HAYWSC
0 1 3 8. 1.
1.3144 -1.3797 -0.1776
0.5144 1.1476 0.6089
0.287 2.0729 -0.3133
0 1 1 2. 1.
0.214996736251 1. 1.
0 3 1 0. 1.
0.344933546401 1.
8 5
0 0 8 2. 1.
8020. 0.00108
1338. 0.00804
255.4 0.05324
69.22 0.1681
23.90 0.3581
9.264 0.3855
3.851 0.1468
1.212 0.0728
0 1 4 6. 1.
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49.43 -0.011 0.0097
10.47 -0.091 0.069
3.235 -0.039 0.207
1.22 0.379 0.347
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.458752225991 1. 1.
0 1 1 0. 1.
0.171116621926 1. 1.
0 3 1 0. 1.
0.436006406348 1.
"""
B.2 Applications
While the examples found in Chapter 6 present simple examples of the use
of the interface, the two next subsections present complex calculations and
highlight how the use of a programming language can greatly simplify the
execution of systematic investigations.
Because of the prototypical nature of the Python interface, some fea-
tures may need to be introduced (or modified) for a specific application.
These are explicitly highlighted in the description of each application.
B.2.1 Influence of Atoms
The code presented in this subsection is responsible for the calculations
presented in Chapter 4. It uses the parallelDist module to distribute all the
calculations among a large number of nodes and, for this reason, presents
the complexity that is associated with parallel applications.
It starts by defining a list of compounds – CaZrO3, CsTaO3, GeTiO3,
KNbO3, KTaO3, LiNbO3, NaNbO3, NaTaO3, RbNbO3, RbTaO3, SnTiO3
and ZnTiO3 – along with their associated basis-sets and atomic positions.
Each of this material is then treated in two-steps: first, an optimized lattice
parameter is calculated, and the volume range to be simulated, as well as
the reference geometry for determining the truncation of Exchange and
Coulomb series are defined. Then, for each volume in the range, the DFT
energy, phonon structure, dielectric tensors and Mulliken populations are
calculated. To divide this problem in independent parts, two kinds of tasks
are defined:
computeMullikenAndFrequency calculates the properties of a given
material at a given volume
calculateMullikenFrequencyEOS optimizes the geometry, defines the
volume range of interest and lattice parameter for the reference ge-
ometry and, for each volume in the range, adds the calculation of
computeMullikenAndFrequency for that volume to the task queue.
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Then, to start the calculation, calculateMullikenFrequencyEOS is added
to the task queue for each material. This kind of 2-tier structure is an
example of the complexities that can arise when parallelizing complex cal-
culations.
from pyCrystal import pycry, interface, drivers
from pyCrystal import parallelDist
import Queue
task_queue = Queue.Queue()
outp_queue=Queue.Queue()
p = parallelDist.startLogger(outp_queue, name=’Printer’)
counter = parallelDist.startRemainingCounter(task_queue, outp_queue,
name=’Counter’)
outp_queue.put(’main started’)
calcType = drivers.ivanoeCalculator
interfType = interface.crystalInterface
nodesPerOperator = 2
reserveMaster = False # Reserve 1 node for managing tasks
parallelDist.startOperators(calcType, interfType, restart, reserveMaster,
nodesPerOperator, task_queue, outp_queue)
# Commom parameters
symmetry = ’pm3m’
numberOfAtoms = 3
hamiltonian=’PB0’
def computeMullikenAndFrequency(parameters, outp_queue, operator):
compoundName, basisSet, atomicPositions, latticeParameter,\
fixLatticeParameter = parameters
dirName = compoundName+’_pm3m_’+hamiltonian+’_V-’+\
str(latticeParameter[0]**2*latticeParameter[2])
material = pycry.material(
dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, operator.interf,
symAtomicPositions=atomicPositions,
fixAtomicPositions=atomicPositions,
fixLatticeParameter=fixLatticeParameter)
material.computePermittivities()
material.computeEnergy(True)
material.computeMulliken()
outp_queue.put(compoundName+’ a = ’+str(latticeParameter[0])+’ done’)
def calculateMullikenFrequencyEOS(parameters, outp_queue, operator):
compoundName, basisSet, atomicPositions, task_queue = parameters
dirName = compoundName+’_pm3m_’+hamiltonian+’_fullopt’
latticeParameter = [4., 4., 4.]
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material = pycry.material(
dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, operator.interf,
symAtomicPositions=atomicPositions)
material.optGeomFull()
latticeParameter = material.latticeParameter
atomicPositions = material.atomicPositions
a0 = latticeParameter[0]
outp_queue.put(compoundName+’ optimized latt. param.: ’+str(a0))
aFix=a0*0.8
fixLatticeParameter=[aFix, aFix, aFix]
aMin=a0*0.885
for over in 0,1:
for i in 0,1,2:
latticeParameter[i]=latticeParameter[i]/0.9963
task_queue.put( (computeMullikenAndFrequency,(compoundName,
basisSet, atomicPositions, list(latticeParameter),
fixLatticeParameter)) )
latticeParameter=[a0,a0,a0]
while latticeParameter[0] > aMin:
task_queue.put( (computeMullikenAndFrequency,(compoundName, basisSet,
atomicPositions, list(latticeParameter), fixLatticeParameter)) )
for i in 0,1,2:
latticeParameter[i]=latticeParameter[i]*0.9963
listCompounds = [’CaZrO3’,’CsTaO3’,’GeTiO3’,’KNbO3’,’KTaO3’,’LiNbO3’,
’NaNbO3’,’NaTaO3’,’RbNbO3’,’RbTaO3’,’SnTiO3’,’ZnTiO3’]
listBasisSet = [ ’CaZrO3 Ca:sc Zr:sc O:ae’, ’CsTaO3 Cs:sc Ta:sc O:ae’,
’GeTiO3 Ge:ae Ti:ae O:ae’, ’KNbO3 K:sc Nb:sc O:ae’,
’KTaO3 K:sc Ta:sc O:ae’, ’LiNbO3 Li:ae Nb:sc O:ae’,
’NaNbO3 Na:ae Nb:sc O:ae’, ’NaTaO3 Na:ae Ta:sc O:ae’,
’RbNbO3 Rb:sc Nb:sc O:ae’, ’RbTaO3 Rb:sc Ta:sc O:ae’,
’SnTiO3 Sn:sc Ti:ae O:ae’, ’ZnTiO3 Zn:ae Ti:ae O:ae’]
listAtomicPositions = [
[[ 220, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 240, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 255, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 273, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 32, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 22, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 219, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 241, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 219, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 273, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
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[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 3, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 241, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 11, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 241, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 11, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 273, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 237, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 241, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 237, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 273, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 250, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 22, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]],
[[ 30, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
[ 22, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 ],
[ 8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 ]]
]
transposeLists = zip(listCompounds,listBasisSet,listAtomicPositions)
for compoundName, basisSet, atomicPositions in transposeLists:
task_queue.put( (calculateMullikenFrequencyEOS,
(compoundName, basisSet, atomicPositions, task_queue)) )
task_queue.join()
outp_queue.join()
outp_queue.put(’close printer’)
outp_queue.join()
print ’done’
B.2.2 Solid Solutions
The following code is used to create the calculations required for the in-
vestigation of solid-solutions, presented in Section 5.1. It is very sim-
ilar to the previous application code (presented in Section B.2.1), but
for every compound, 3 compositions are now investigated (at 25%, 50%
and 75% concentration) and for each composition, 3 local-order topolo-
gies are possible. The functions f_AtomPos, f_SuperCell, f_AtomRot,
f_AtomSubs have been created to systematically generate the geometry
for each material, as a function of composition and topology. Using these
functions, we define two kinds of tasks, computeEnergyAndFrequency and
calculateFrequencyEOS, just as in the previous case.
Extra care must be taken, however, in the definition of the reference
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geometry used for the truncation of Exchange and Correlation series. Since
the enthalpy of diﬀerent topologies will be compared, the Exchange and
Correlation series used in their calculations must be truncated with a simi-
lar criteria. For this reason, once calculateFrequencyEOS has determined
the optimized equilibrium volume for each topology, a common reference
geometry is defined, relative to the smallest equilibrium volume. In this
investigation we wanted to fix the atomic positions in the centro-symmetric
configuration (for the reasons discussed in Section refsec:solutions), so a
slightly modified version of the interface module has been used, where the
implementation of optGeomCvol used the CRYSTAL keyword CELLONLY
to fix the atomic positions.
from pyCrystal import pycry, interface, drivers, parallelDist
import Queue, time
########### Parallel Calculators’ setup ###################
restart = ’preserved12 unsafe’
calcType = drivers.ivanoeCalculator
nodesPerOperator = 4
reserveMaster = True # Reserve 1 node for managing tasks
interfType = interface.crystalInterface
local = False # Debug purposes
############ End of part to be set by the user ##################
########## Parallel Initialisation #############
task_queue = Queue.Queue()
outp_queue=Queue.Queue()
p = parallelDist.startLogger(outp_queue, name=’Printer’)
counter = parallelDist.startRemainingCounter(task_queue, outp_queue,
name=’Counter’)
outp_queue.put(’main started’)
calcType = drivers.ivanoeCalculator
interfType = interface.crystalInterface
nodesPerOperator = 5
reserveMaster = False # Reserve 1 node for managing tasks
parallelDist.startOperators(calcType, interfType, restart, reserveMaster,
nodesPerOperator, task_queue, outp_queue)
######### End of Parallel Initialisation ###########
######### Start of Problem Solving ###############
# Solid Solution specific geometry functions
def f_AtomPos(site, concentration, topology, A,B):
if site !=’A’ and site != ’B’: raise Exception
if site == ’B’:
return [[B, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5],
[8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.],
[A, 0., 0., 0.]]
elif concentration == 25 and topology == 1:
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return [[A, 0., 0., 0.],
[B, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5],
[8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.]]
else :
return [[A, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5],
[B, 0., 0., 0.],
[8, 0., 0., 0.5]]
def f_SuperCell(concentration, topology):
if concentration == 50 and topology == 1:
return [[2, 0, 0],
[0, 1, 0],
[0, 0, 1]]
elif (concentration == 25 and topology == 1) or\
(concentration == 50 and topology == 2):
return [[2, 0, 0],
[0, 2, 0],
[0, 0, 1]]
else:
return [[2, 0, 0],
[0, 2, 0],
[0, 0, 2]]
def f_AtomRot(site, concentration, topology):
if site !=’A’ and site != ’B’: raise Exception
if not (concentration == 25 and topology == 1):
return None
else:
if site == ’A’ :
return [0., 0., 0.5]
else:
return [0.25, 0.25, 0.25]
def f_AtomSubs(concentration, topology, S):
if concentration == 25:
if topology == 1:
return [[4, S]]
elif topology == 2:
return [[3, S],[8, S]]
elif topology == 3:
return [[1, S],[8, S]]
elif concentration == 50:
if topology == 1:
return [[2, S]]
elif topology == 2:
return [[1, S],[4, S]]
elif topology == 3:
return [[2, S],[3, S],[5, S],[8, S]]
else: raise Exception
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def series():
solutionList=[]
#Subst A
site = ’A’
B = 22
name = ’BaPbTiO3’
A,S = 256, 282
Basis = ’BA’,’PB’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
name = ’BaSrTiO3’
A,S = 256, 238
Basis = ’BA’,’SR’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
name = ’SrPbTiO3’
A,S = 238, 282
Basis = ’SR’,’PB’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
#Subst B
site = ’B’
B,S = 22, 240
name = ’BaTiZrO3’
A = 256
Basis = ’BATI’,’ZR’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
name = ’PbTiZrO3’
A = 282
Basis = ’PBTI’,’ZR’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
name = ’SrTiZrO3’
A = 238
Basis = ’SRTI’, ’ZR’
solutionList+=[[name,site,A,B,S,Basis]]
return solutionList
def defineGeometry(site, concentration, topology, A, B, S):
if concentration == 75:
concentration = 25
if site == ’A’:
A,S = S,A
else: B,S = S,B
return [f_AtomPos(site, concentration, topology, A, B),
f_SuperCell(concentration, topology),
f_AtomRot(site, concentration, topology),
f_AtomSubs(concentration, topology, S)]
def computeEnergyAndFrequency(parameters, outp_queue, operator):
name, site, concentration, topology, A,B,S,Basis, lattice,\
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fixLattice = parameters
hamiltonian=’PB0’
if site == ’A’:
compoundName = name[0:2]+str(concentration)+name[2:4]+\
str(100-concentration)+name[4:]+’-’+str(topology)
elif site == ’B’:
compoundName = name[0:4]+str(concentration)+name[4:6]+\
str(100-concentration)+name[6:]+’-’+str(topology)
else: raise Exception
volume = lattice**3
dirName = compoundName+’_para_’+str(topology)+’_’+hamiltonian+\
’_V-’+str(volume)
symmetry = ’pm3m’
latticeParameter = [lattice, lattice, lattice]
fixLatticeParameter = [fixLattice, fixLattice, fixLattice]
numberOfAtoms = 3
atomicPositions, supercell, cellTransl, atomSubs = \
defineGeometry(site, concentration, topology, A, B, S)
basisSet = Basis[0]+str(concentration)+Basis[1]+\
str(100-concentration)
material = pycry.material(
dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian, operator.interf,
symAtomicPositions=atomicPositions, supercell=supercell,
cellTransl=cellTransl,atomSubs=atomSubs,
fixLatticeParameter=fixLatticeParameter,
fixAtomicPositions=atomicPositions)
material.optGeomCvol()
material.setExtGeom()
material.computePermittivities()
material.computeEnergy(True)
outp_queue.put(compoundName+’ V = ’+str(volume)+’ done’)
def calculateFrequencyEOS(parameters, outp_queue, operator):
name, site, concentration, A,B,S,Basis, task_queue = parameters
fixLattice = 100000000
a0={}
for topology in 1,2,3:
# Commom parameters
hamiltonian=’PB0’
if site == ’A’:
compoundName = name[0:2]+str(concentration)+name[2:4]+\
str(100-concentration)+name[4:]+’-’+str(topology)
elif site == ’B’:
compoundName = name[0:4]+str(concentration)+name[4:6]+\
str(100-concentration)+name[6:]+’-’+str(topology)
else: raise Exception
dirName = compoundName+’_pm3m_’+hamiltonian+’_fullopt’
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symmetry = ’pm3m’
latticeParameter = [4.0, 4.0, 4.0]
numberOfAtoms = 3
atomicPositions, supercell, cellTransl, atomSubs = \
defineGeometry(site, concentration, topology, A, B, S)
basisSet = Basis[0]+str(concentration)+Basis[1]+\
str(100-concentration)
material = pycry.material(
dirName, symmetry, latticeParameter, numberOfAtoms,
atomicPositions, basisSet, hamiltonian,
operator.interf, symAtomicPositions=atomicPositions,
supercell=supercell, cellTransl=cellTransl,
atomSubs=atomSubs)
material.optGeomFull()
zFactor = supercell[0][0]*supercell[1][1]*supercell[2][2]
volume = material.calcVolume()/zFactor
outp_queue.put(compoundName+’ optimized volume: ’+str(volume))
a0[topology] = volume**(1./3)
fixLattice = min(a0.values())*0.7
for topology in 1,2,3:
latticeTemp = a0[topology]
aMin = latticeTemp*0.85
for over in 0,1:
latticeTemp=latticeTemp/0.9963
subpar = (name, site, concentration, topology, A,B,S,Basis,
latticeTemp,fixLattice)
task_queue.put( (computeEnergyAndFrequency, subpar) )
latticeTemp = a0[topology]
while latticeTemp > aMin:
subpar = (name, site, concentration, topology, A,B,S,Basis,
latticeTemp,fixLattice)
task_queue.put( (computeEnergyAndFrequency, subpar) )
latticeTemp=latticeTemp*0.9963
solutionList = series()
for name, site, A, B, S, Basis in solutionList:
for concentration in 25, 50, 75:
temp = (calculateFrequencyEOS,
(name, site, concentration, A,B,S,Basis, task_queue))
task_queue.put(temp)
task_queue.join()
outp_queue.join()
outp_queue.put(’close printer’)
outp_queue.join()
print ’done’
Appendix C
Gaussian Basis Sets
Dr. Philippe Baranek developed the Basis-sets for Pb and Zr. He also
modified the description of the valence electrons and added polarization
functions in the other basis-sets, in which case a reference to the original
basis-set is indicated in this appendix. He minimized the HF energy of the
perovskites in the cubic geometry using the LoptCG script which performs
numerical gradient optimizations based on the conjugate gradient method
(Hestenes and Stiefel, 1952, Zicovich-Wilson, 1998).
An all-electron basis set (BS) has been used for
Ge: 9-7631-511d contraction - Porter et al. (1999);
Li: 5-11-1d contraction - Mérawa et al. (2004);
Na: 8-511-1d contraction - Dovesi et al. (1991);
O: 8-411-1d contraction - Labat et al. (2007);
Ti: 8-6411-31d contraction - Labat et al. (2007).
Hay-Wadt small-core pseudopotentials (Hay and Wadt, 1984a,b,c) (SC-
ECP) were used for
Ba: 31-1d contraction - Corà (2005), Habas et al. (1998);
Cs: 31-1d contraction - Prencipe (1990)
K: 31-1d contraction - Baranek et al. (2001);
Nb: 31-31d contraction - Baranek et al. (2001);
Rb: 31-1d contraction - Prencipe (1990)
Zr: 3111-32111d-1f .
The fully-relativistic SC-ECPs developed by Metz, Stoll and Dolg (Metz
et al., 2000) were used for
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Table C.1: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
Ba sp 1.314400 -1.379700 -0.177600
0.5144 1.147600 0.608900
0.287000 2.072900 -0.313300
BaBaTiO3 sp 0.214997 1. 1.
d 0.344934 1.
BaBaZrO3 sp 0.217351 1. 1.
d 0.323393 1.
CsCsTaO3 sp 2.786967 0.0406475 -0.0165527
1.159106 -0.555331 -0.156355
0.444885 0.790079 0.653389
sp 0.152606 1. 1.
d 0.599990 1.
Pb: 6111-51d contraction;
Sn: 411-51d contraction - (Metz et al., 2000).
by Figgen, Peterson, Dolg and Stoll (Figgen et al., 2009) for
Ta: 31-31d-1f contraction - (Figgen et al., 2009).
The optimized exponents and coeﬃcients of each basis-set are presented
in Tables C.1 through C.9.
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Table C.2: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
GeGeTiO3 s 2233310.0 0.0000395
313044.0 0.000348
64056.80 0.002190
15552.00 0.011400
4344.310 0.048300
1368.860 0.159000
484.1060 0.353500
187.1390 0.422900
74.84450 0.149400
sp 5165.190 -0.000434 0.001030
1175.700 -0.007890 0.009780
351.4190 -0.066400 0.058300
121.3380 -0.146500 0.219900
46.93140 0.264300 0.444500
19.77610 0.737000 0.394000
8.363500 0.236500 0.093000
sp 97.56620 0.004730 -0.017000
34.99400 -0.070600 -0.073600
15.06090 -0.318600 0.145800
6.327400 0.293200 0.993800
2.673500 0.928100 1.254900
1.104700 0.287900 0.420700
d 195.4590 0.004780
57.31820 0.037900
20.77480 0.153600
8.136900 0.385700
2.976700 0.576200
d 1.021787 1.
d 0.379143 1.
sp 3.001322 -0.047568 -0.161673
1.113890 -0.345527 1.893154
0.600035 0.274902 -5.993628
sp 0.190484 1. 1.
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Table C.3: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
K sp 7.506000 -0.020900 -0.049500
2.371000 -0.429200 0.022600
0.913000 0.725500 0.570600
KKNbO3 sp 0.305918 1. 1.
d 0.500874 1.
KKTaO3 sp 0.306976 1. 1.
d 0.523359 1.
LiLiNbO3 s 840.0000 0.002640
217.5000 0.008500
72.30000 0.033500
19.66000 0.182400
5.044000 0.637900
sp 1.487059 1. 1.
sp 0.478198 1. 1.
d 0.746965 1.
Na s 56700.00 0.000225
8060.000 0.001910
1704.000 0.010500
443.6000 0.050060
133.1000 0.169100
45.80000 0.365800
17.75000 0.399800
7.380000 0.149400
sp 119.0000 -0.00673 0.008030
25.33000 -0.07980 0.063900
7.800000 -0.07930 0.207400
3.000000 0.305600 0.339800
1.289000 0.563900 0.372600
NaNaNbO3 sp 0.543731 1. 1.
sp 0.215681 1. 1.
d 0.778535 1.
NaNaTaO3 sp 0.512995 1. 1.
d 0.477817 1.
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Table C.4: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
Nb sp 13.768000 0.002100 -0.014000
2.200000 -0.697600 -0.468000
1.482000 0.717300 0.883600
NbKNbO3 sp 0.516749 1. 1.
d 12.320013 -0.00588509
1.835403 0.185913
0.877461 0.554116
d 0.324229 1.
NbLiNbO3 sp 0.513439 1. 1.
d 12.320203 -0.00567178
1.838502 0.188222
0.840986 0.553812
d 0.346672 1.
NbNaNbO3 sp 0.517322 1. 1.
d 12.320017 -0.005211098
1.834460 0.183849
0.878301 0.554890
d 0.322127 1.
NbRbNbO3 sp 0.516862 1. 1.
d 12.32002 -0.00618460
1.835142 0.185524
0.877944 0.554256
d 0.322934 1.
O s 8020.000 0.001080
1338.000 0.008040
255.4000 0.053240
69.22000 0.168100
23.90000 0.358100
9.264000 0.385500
3.851000 0.146800
1.212000 0.072800
sp 49.43000 -0.008830 0.009580
10.47000 -0.091500 0.069600
3.235000 -0.040200 0.206500
1.217000 0.379000 0.347000
OBaTiO3 sp 0.458752 1. 1.
sp 0.171117 1. 1.
d 0.436006 1.
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Table C.5: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
OBaZrO3 sp 0.452639 1. 1.
sp 0.150571 1. 1.
d 0.631693 1.
OCsTaO3 sp 0.435721 1. 1.
sp 0.124305 1. 1.
d 0.225768 1.
OGeTiO3 sp 0.447954 1. 1.
sp 0.168539 1. 1.
d 0.420512 1.
OKTaO3 sp 0.442383 1. 1.
sp 0.131537 1. 1.
d 0.260000 1.
OKNbO3 sp 0.431944 1. 1.
sp 0.157347 1. 1.
d 0.304819 1.
OLiNbO3 sp 0.422753 1. 1.
sp 0.143984 1. 1.
d 0.439109 1.
ONaNbO3 sp 0.434683 1. 1.
sp 0.161085 1. 1.
d 0.303359 1.
ONaTaO3 sp 0.445826 1. 1.
sp 0.135082 1. 1.
d 0.213788 1.
OPbT iO3 sp 0.485000 1. 1.
sp 0.203000 1. 1.
d 0.444000 1.
OPbZrO3 sp 0.460260 1. 1.
sp 0.164042 1. 1.
d 0.642850 1.
ORbNbO3 sp 0.434706 1. 1.
sp 0.156583 1. 1.
d 0.303336 1.
ORbTaO3 sp 0.443158 1. 1.
sp 0.127475 1. 1.
d 0.238854 1.
OSnTiO3 sp 0.466211 1. 1.
sp 0.185932 1. 1.
d 0.365107 1.
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Table C.6: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
Pb sp 8.553517 3.884753 3.135030
7.352774 -5.119447 -4.654359
2.952835 0.359342 1.348525
1.431015 2.014814 3.236127
0.659101 0.477751 1.351970
0.220157 -0.029791 0.064991
d 11.139403 0.299750
7.573179 -0.908308
2.212438 3.449908
1.092743 5.088658
0.517879 3.464858
PbPbT iO3 sp 1.370000 1. 1.
sp 0.521000 1. 1.
sp 0.170000 1. 1.
d 0.238000 1.
PbPbZrO3 sp 1.347725 1. 1.
sp 0.468565 1. 1.
sp 0.162951 1. 1.
d 0.23514 1.
Rb sp 3.792335 0.0905331 -0.0488562
2.156956 -0.516828 -0.0379878
0.631953 0.717599 0.614962
RbRbNbO3 sp 0.222775 1. 1.
d 0.599975 1.
RbRbTaO3 sp 0.221895 1. 1.
d 0.600632 1.
SnSnTiO3 sp 12.06067 0.0844071 0.0368812
8.030670 -0.185102 -0.234782
2.457481 0.0837344 0.621357
1.013904 0.619389 0.0156207
sp 0.980086 1. 1.
sp 0.203647 1. 1.
d 10.627377 -0.0108187
4.914182 0.112610
2.483287 0.426681
1.150893 0.376555
0.698259 0.232892
d 0.320168 1.
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Table C.7: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
Ta sp 7.745727 1.405251 0.272113
4.350179 -3.629632 -1.047125
1.433568 2.079616 1.432933
TaCsTaO3 sp 0.569768 1. 1.
d 8.611146 0.0308042
6.539087 -0.0556270
0.921258 0.286445
d 0.302509 1.
f 0.404602 1.
TaKTaO3 sp 0.570287 1. 1.
d 8.582760 0.0343835
6.625137 -0.0588736
0.910110 0.284545
d 0.320264 1.
f 0.430139 1.
TaNaTaO3 sp 0.569964 1. 1.
d 8.772666 0.0316794
6.460703 -0.0607044
0.974756 0.285953
d 0.330676 1.
f 0.416974 1.
TaRbTaO3 sp 0.570021 1. 1.
d 8.582760 0.0343835
6.625137 -0.0588735
0.910110 0.284544
d 0.310041 1.
f 0.408450 1.
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Table C.8: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
Ti s 225338.0 0.000228
32315.00 0.001929
6883.610 0.011100
1802.140 0.050000
543.0630 0.170100
187.5490 0.369000
73.21330 0.403300
30.37180 0.144500
sp 554.0420 -0.005900 0.008500
132.5250 -0.068300 0.060300
43.68010 -0.124500 0.212400
17.22430 0.253200 0.390200
7.224800 0.626100 0.409700
2.411700 0.282000 0.218100
sp 24.49750 0.017500 -0.020700
11.47720 -0.227700 -0.065300
4.465300 -0.794600 0.191900
1.890400 1.010700 1.377800
TiBaTiO3 sp 0.807364 1. 1.
sp 0.339245 1. 1.
d 8.845102 0.150824
2.733931 0.397241
1.113457 0.535341
d 0.400776 1.
TiGeTiO3 sp 0.804800 1. 1.
sp 0.334279 1. 1.
d 8.852388 0.152486
2.736845 0.402340
1.120610 0.531834
d 0.399621 1.
TiPbT iO3 sp 0.803000 1. 1.
sp 0.322000 1. 1.
d 9.916000 0.150000
3.031000 0.434000
1.170000 0.657000
d 0.405000 1.
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Table C.9: Exponents and coeﬃcients of the contracted Gaussian basis
sets.
Atom Shell Expt. Coeﬀ.
s(d, f) p
TiSnTiO3 sp 0.788747 1. 1.
sp 0.275111 1. 1.
d 9.974742 0.128930
2.717754 0.434785
0.946926 0.496748
d 0.372966 1.
Zr sp 5.455572 0.033468 -0.114924
2.491726 -0.671218 -0.611041
1.861445 -0.161706 0.569685
ZrBaZrO3 sp 0.934864 1. 1.
sp 0.432886 1. 1.
sp 0.203826 1. 1.
d 3.111757 -0.008638
1.262531 0.547126
d 0.477343 1.
d 0.226673 1.
f 0.463313 1.
ZrPbZrO3 sp 0.929282 1. 1.
sp 0.422866 1. 1.
sp 0.178348 1. 1.
d 3.111882 0.000914
1.259461 0.547302
d 0.515487 1.
d 0.245978 1.
f 0.475258 1.
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